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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
Dear shareholders, collaborators and
related entities:
In the European market, which is our main focus, the
situation was quite stable and there was a decline in
demand during the second semester. However, the
price of Molybdenum oxide suffered a decrease of
just 4.94% between December 2018 and December
2019. Regarding sales volume, we saw a significant
decrease, from 156.12 to 148.84 million pounds
during this last period.

Before entering the numerical subjects that account
for the past year, I want to give my thanks to all
our collaborators who made it possible to take on
very changing challenges and to manage our global
operation in a good way.
The year 2019 presented us with very diverse
scenarios, both worldwide, with a situation of
prolonged instability due to the trade war between
the superpowers, and a highly complex internal
situations, with an unexpected strike at the end of
the first semester and a climate of political tension
that resulted in a scenario of social unrest in our
country, towards the end of the year.

Regarding our financial position, our net term debt
was US $ 78.79 million, against a previous net debt
of US $ 105.2 million, having paid a significant
loan during this last period and having financed
significant investments in our subsidiaries in
Germany and Belgium. These investments will mean
an increase in our production capacity of metallic
molybdenum at the Chemiemetall plant (located
in Bitterfeld, Germany) with an investment of more
than US $ 9 million and a new chemical plant at our
subsidiary in Sadaci, Belgium, where Investments of
more than US $ 55 million have been approved. Both
new projects are completed and will be launched
during the first semester of 2020.

Despite these circumstances, MOLIBDENOS y
METALES S.A. maintained its leadership position
thanks to a business model that was able to adapt
to supply, market and production variables, closing
the year with a positive operating result and a
robust liquidity position and very stable to face the
future. Thus, we were also able to fulfill each of our
clients and stakeholders 100%, both in the quality of
our rhenium and molybdenum products and in the
delivery opportunity in each of our contracts.

Taking this into account, we are taking a significant
step towards greater productive capacity, towards
products with higher added value, and at the same
time giving our subsidiaries in Europe greater
flexibility in the processing of molybdenum
concentrates.

The fiscal year that ended last December reached
an EBITDA of US $ 134.51 million and a profit of US
$ 62.5 million, which although correspond to 27.5%
and 35.35% lower compared to the results in 2018,
this is due to a much more declining and fluctuating
market situation than in the previous year, which
involved lower volumes and margins.

MOLIBDENOS y METALES S.A.
maintained its leadership position
thanks to a business model that was
adapted to supply, market and
production variables.
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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

Along these same lines, during May 2019, the Board
of Directors (where I have to preside) approved
an investment of more than US $ 50 million, for
the modernization of our cleaning systems at the
Molymet plant located in Nos, San Bernardo. This
investment project, which is representative of the
vision of our company, will be carried out over
three years and will enhance the environmental
sustainability of our operation, positioning it as a
world leader in the industry.
At the end of 2019, MOLYMET maintained its status
as INVESTMENT GRADE, obtained for the first time
in the international market in 2007. With ratings
of BBB- by Standard & Poor’s, and BBB by Fitch
Ratings, both confirmed with “ stable forecast
”during this last year.
As part of the challenge of contributing to the
development of our collaborators in their daily
work, during the last 16 months we put special
emphasis on the joint construction of the Purpose
of Molymet. It was wonderful to have the active and
enthusiastic participation of more than 25% of our
collaborators in all our plants and at operational,
executive and managerial levels. The fruits of this
joint work will be obtained from this year. I especially
want to congratulate our Vice President of Human
Resources, María Inés Gómez,

and to our CEO, John Graell, for their perseverance
and good leadership during this significant project,
as well as to each of those who have committed
their time and unconditional will to this challenge,
which will allow us to draw the new routes of the
future, motivating all the members of our entity to
fulfill their personal and professional dreams, and
the groups of the organization to which we belong.
Complementary and as part of our strategic plan,
the LEAN philosophy has been put into operation
in MolymetNos, which implies putting into practice
a permanent learning format among all the units,
constant improvements and early detection of
the inconveniences of these industrial operations.
Its joint implementation will allow us to operate
with better levels of efficiency and improve
responsiveness to increasingly changing and
demanding markets.
In another area and considering your good
contributions to the company, we want to offer a
warm farewell and a well-deserved thanks to our
Vice President of Research and Development,
Mr. Manuel Guzmán, for his loyalty and very high
contribution to the development of our technical
and environmental capacity for more 40 years. We
also want to extend a well-deserved recognition to
former director Mr. Jorge Gabriel Larraín,

Considering the result of US $ 62.57 million
obtained during the period between January and
December 2019, the Board of Directors decided to
submit to the consideration and determination of
the Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting the payment of
a dividend of US $ 0.25 per share. If this dividend is
approved by said Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting,
it would be paid on April 29 of this year.

who served in his duties until May 2019. His ability
and contribution to the development of Molymet
were very consistent. As new director, Mr. Juan
Manuel Gutiérrez was appointed to replace him.
In terms of labor relations, during 2019 we worked
incessantly to create relationships of trust, based
on sincerity, mutual commitment and respect for
current agreements and regulations, convinced that
only together and considering a common purpose
can we face future challenges.

Finally, I reiterate my thanks to all the collaborators
of Molymet and subsidiaries for their commitment,
in addition to their personal and professional
quality. Furthermore, we thank the shareholders for
the trust placed in their Board of Directors.

Regarding relevant operations, it should be noted
that in May 2019, the sale of all the shares and the
indirect participation of Molibdenos y Metales S.A.
in the Chinese company Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co
Ltd. was carried out for an amount of US $ 17.36
million, which implied recognizing a profit of US $
11.64 million. Then, during June 2019, the subsidiary
Carbomet Energía S.A. materialized the acquisition
of 33% of the shares of Compañía Auxiliar de
Electricidad del Maipo S.A., thereby adding 100% to
the ownership of the latter company. The purchase
price was 2,500 million Chilean pesos, equivalent to
US $ 3.7 million.

Certainly the year 2020 will bring new challenges
for the molybdenum and rhenium industry, but we
believe that it will also create great opportunities
for the development of Molymet, for each of us and
our stakeholders.

George Anastassiou Mustakis
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF MOLIBDENOS Y METALES S.A.

During 2019 we worked
incessantly to create
relationships of trust, based
on sincerity, mutual
commitment and respect
for current agreements and
regulations.
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IMPORTANT DOCUMENTATION

CONTACT INFORMATION

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. is organized in Valparaíso
by public deed of October 28, 1975, before the
notary Mr. Roberto Fuentes Hurtado, also modified
by the Public Deed of November 20, 1975, before
the Notary of Santiago Mr. Rafael Zaldívar Díaz, and
authorized by Resolution No. 463-C of November
28, 1975.

Corporate Headquarters
Camino Nos a Los Morros 66, San Bernardo
MolymetNos Plant
Camino Peñuelas N° 0258, Nos, San Bernardo
Call Center
(56-2) 2 937 6600

The respective certificate was published in the Official
Gazette on December 30, 1975 and registered in the
Valparaíso Trade Register on December 23, 1975, on
pages 1,215 vta, with No. 689.

P.O.
1974, Santiago, Chile
Web Site
www.molymet.com

Its current registration at the registered office of San
Bernardo is on page 140 No. 132 of the San Bernardo
Commercial Registry, dated July 22, 2011.

E-Mail
info@molymet.cl

INVESTORS RELATIONS
Andrés Ovalle Montero
andres.ovalle@molymet.cl
Phone No.: (56-2) 2 937 6672
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Vision
Our mission is to strengthen our position worldwide in the
molybdenum and rhenium market, and to encourage a
business culture that acts in a responsible, ethical, moral and
transparent manner.

HUMAN TEAM
Our fundamental pillar of
everything we do.

CUSTOMERS
Our strategic partners.

It is also important to create and increase value for
shareholders and investors and our most relevant
stakeholders, including:
Our shareholders
Those who place their trust in our work and for whom we
seek permanent excellence.
Our human team
Those who, with their commitment and professionalism,
enable everything we do, and whose talent we strive to
enhance.
Our clients
Long-term strategic partners whom we seek to serve closely
and efficiently.

AUTHORITIES
We comply with regulations to
create an environment of trust.

Community
In which we are inserted and of which we must be an active
and committed part.

SUPPLIERS
Our support for the optimal
operation of plants and production
units.

Our providers
Those who support us to make our operations possible and
with whom, regardless of their scale, we maintain fair and
equitable treatment.
The authorities
Whose regulations we intend to comply with permanently
and strictly, thus generating an environment of trust.

15

Values
For Molymet, our Human Team is the fundamental pillar of its
work; the value of people is part of its mission.
Its work teams are positively influenced by leaders
who promote communication, generating a good work
environment that contributes to commitment and
productivity.
All those who are part of Molymet base their work activities
on the values that represent the company:
Integrity: acting consistently with what is said and what is
thought.
Excellence: guide work towards continuous improvement of
productivity, efficiency and cost indexes.
Confidentiality: make responsible use of the knowledge one
has about the company.
Innovation: looking for new technologies and better
products.
Sustainability: minimizing the environmental impact of the
operation, respecting the natural and social environment.
Significance: Molymet’s legacy will be the present for future
generations.
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Molymet leaders give a testimony
about the challenges they had to face
with their work teams during 2019.

With the aim of projecting Molymet towards a sustainable
future, in 2019 we carried out important internal transformations
to optimize the resources available for the benefit of our
shareholders, collaborators and stakeholders. Based on the
“Purpose” of the company, we work on the implementation of
the LEAN philosophy, the consolidation of a new organizational
structure and the digital transformation. Faced with an
uncertain global economic and social scenario, the way to face
the challenges, both contemplated and extraordinary, was to
generate spaces for reflection and communication with a spirit of
consensus among executives, unions and workers, who showed
at all times a deep commitment to the company.

JOHN GRAELL MOORE

Chief Executive Officer

With an unexpected slowdown in demand for
molybdenum metal powder, our most important
product, we had to react quickly to compensate through
additional business of other products and achieve the
expected sales volume for 2019. In addition, we managed
to equip the built areas of the third production line of
molybdenum metal powder, which is part of the plant’s
production capacity expansion project approved in 2018.

KLAUS ANDERSSON

CEO CM Chemiemetall GmbH, Germany
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Taking into account that part of our functions includes auditing
the controls associated with the company’s risks, from 2014 to
2018 we were entrusted with the task of identifying and raising
the risks of the different areas to build a consolidated strategic
risk parent company, which in 2019 we present to the Board
and the organization to begin with its implementation. With
the same effort, in the audit area and thanks to a joint effort
with the Vice President of Information, we managed to go from
performing manual reviews to automating audit tests associated
with our permanent reviews on the core of the business, which
allows us to move forward in technological innovation to get
into Industry 4.0.

CLAUDIA AVENDAÑO ROZAS

During 2019 in Molynor we face an adjusted supply forecast;
Still, we achieved excellent financial results thanks to the
effort we put into fostering a culture of innovation as a
means of reducing costs and increasing our efficiency. In the
new organizational structure that we are implementing, the
promotion of spaces for direct and assertive communication
was vital for transversal collaboration between business units.

BRAULIO CID DÍAZ

CEO of Complejo Industrial Molynor S.A.

Corporate Vice President of Compliance and Risk

Through successful commercial planning, in 2019 we continued
to generate availability and an adequate mix of products to
deliver to our customers in a timely manner. This allowed
us to face a molybdenum market that was characterized by
imbalances generated by the supply and demand of finished
products. In this period, logistics, fluid information and
reportability were key to fulfilling the expected sales volume.

GONZALO BASCUÑÁN OBACH

Vice President of Commerce and Market Development

Considering the goals and challenges posed by the executive
presidency, this year we restructured the area’s work teams to
increase the efficiency and speed of execution of our project
portfolio, which also became more limited and focused. One
of the most outstanding projects we are working on is the
implementation of a pilot plant for cleaning copper concentrates
with a high content of arsenic. We also continue to make
progress in the development of molybdenum-rhenium powders
and in the purification of lithium salts; The latter with a pilot plant
that we hope will be fully operational in March 2020.

EDGARDO CISTERNA JARA

Research and Development Manager
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The most notable aspect of our management during 2019 was
obtaining from the Board the authorization for a modernization
plan for the gas cleaning and roasting facilities. What started
as a study request led to the proposal of a plan that will be an
important step towards the sustainability of the company in the
next 15 to 20 years. Today, our focus is to capitalize on what we
have through lasting and reliable modernization, using the best
available technologies.

LUIS GONZALO CONCHA PARADA
Vice President of Engineering

This year we continue to move forward with the strategic
planning that we have been working on since 2018, focused on
talent management, leadership and succession, strengthening
the corporate culture, alignment with strategic challenges,
quality of life and organizational commitment. In the same way
and collaboratively we work with the subsidiaries of Chile and
America in the construction of the “Purpose” of Molymet, an
instance that summoned collaborators from our subsidiaries
and from all areas to reflect and talk about the value of having a
purpose that make sense to our work and internal culture, as well
as the path for sustainable development that Molymet has set out
for the future.

MARÍA INÉS GÓMEZ GONZÁLEZ

Corporate Vice President of Human Resources

In 2019 and thanks to the extensive relationship with other
internal areas and a vision aligned with sustainability, we
managed to continue supporting both Molymet and its
subsidiaries abroad. Regarding legal issues, we were able
to regularize the water rights of our two energy generating
companies and advise on the merger of both. In external
communications we worked on the renewal of the website
and we also hired a monitoring system of the company
for social networks. From a corporate stand point, we
strengthened the structure of the Stock Department,
improving our standard to give a faster response to
shareholders and also be able to take on other challenges.

In 2019, Molymet reached the highest global sales volume in
history. The European and Indian markets represented 41% of
that total, reaching a figure of around 33 million pounds of
molybdenum. Of this total, an important part corresponded to
sales developed in the spot market where we reached the second
highest figure in the last ten years. Additionally, we began to
develop new sales channels through the use of digital platforms.
Lastly, despite the uncertainty associated with the world
economy, proper commercial management with our clients during
the sales campaign allowed us to exceed the volume agreed upon
in the long-term contracts for 2020.

JAVIER GUEVARA BLANCO
MIGUEL DUNAY OSSES

CEO of Molymet Services Ltd.

Vice President of Corporate and Legal Affairs
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The great objective in 2019 of Molymet Peru was to approach
with current and potential clients to find a business model for
the commercialization of the arsenic removal technology of
complex concentrates that Molymet has just patented. With
this challenge ahead, it was decided to open an office in which
the information of the samples of complex concentrates was
collected until the analysis of the technologies that would
compete on costs worldwide. This management ended with a
final report that unified what was done in 2018 with an in-depth
analysis of 2019. During this period we were cautious in our
approach and managed to have a clear and detailed vision of
the Peruvian market to understand that we need to focus efforts
on installation of a pilot plant to strengthen and display the
technology and so that we can enter the market with an assertive
strategy in the future.

MARIO LAMA ACOSTA

CEO Molymet Perú Trading Company

After the sales record we achieved in 2018, one of the main
challenges of 2019 was to maintain our market share in North
America considering the strong competition from other large
producers. Understanding the needs of the clients helped us
expand our portfolio and, by providing an excellent service, we
managed to maintain relationships of trust so that large buyers
satisfied their total consumption with our product.

DIEGO MARTIN LEMA

CEO of Molymet Corporation

The year 2019 was one of transformations, where the great
challenge was to operate during the largest drought in history
in the Metropolitan Region. In this context, the merger of
Carbomet Energía with the Maipo Auxiliary Power Plant was
carried out to obtain greater economic and operational synergy.
We actively participate in working groups, such as the Maipo
River Surveillance Board, in order to reach agreements to ensure
water availability.
Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A. was also restructured to focus
its efforts one hundred percent on the production of organic
walnuts. Although we had a low harvest, mainly due to climatic
factors, the company was able to focus on the learning obtained
in this first stage to look towards the production
of the following year.

LEONARDO MORAGA HERNÁNDEZ

CEO Carbomet Energía S.A. and Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A.

Although this year the international situation was one of
instability and uncertainty, we managed to close 2019 by
complying with our investment projects in time, form and
quality. We also had zero debt and a return on equity of 26%.
The excellent work environment and good relations with the
community, suppliers and government institutions allowed us to
achieve the operational continuity of our plants for 20.3 months,
with a Global Efficiency of Productive Equipment of over 90%. In
addition, we earned the Best Place to Work (GPTW) certification.

ALFREDO ORTEGA TERÁN

CEO of Molymex S.A. de C.V. México
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Operational excellence and sustainability were our focuses during
2019. In this line, we led the start of the implementation of the
LEAN philosophy, both strategically and at the operational level,
and we worked on the development of a corporate sustainability
strategy. We are advancing in the challenge of improving the
profitability of operations by guaranteeing operational continuity,
reducing costs, and increasing efficiency and productivity. In
addition, we made the necessary investments to improve the
standards of the facilities with a focus on digitization. Among the
achievements it is worth mentioning the reduction in incident
rates, the lower use of water and the progress in reducing
emissions. All of the above could not be possible without the
support of our collaborators, of whom we are permanently
concerned.

EDGAR PAPE ARELLANO

Vice President of Operations America

This year, one of our main challenges was dealing with the
volatility of the markets and reducing the risk of fluctuations in
the exchange rate as a result of the trade war. Despite the low
interest rates, we managed to maintain a significant profitability
and above market conditions for Molymet’s investments.
Furthermore, we are focused on continuing with greater
integration between the different Molymet subsidiaries, helping to
manage their risks and making them part of the decision-making
process. Regarding our internal structure, Accounting began
to depend on us and we created a new administrative area, an
interesting work team that doubled in number, and where synergy
was quickly generated.

JORGE RAMÍREZ GOSSLER

Corporate Vice President of Administration and Finance

The process of selling our stake in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co.
Ltd. was an administrative and legal challenge that we managed
to close favorably in July 2019. Meanwhile, in Europe, our
subsidiary Sadaci ended the year with the result of a detailed soil
report of the property where it is located and that determined
that the remediation of the land is not necessary. Finally, both
Chemiemetall and Sadaci made large investments to increase the
production capacity of the plants by more than half.

In 2019 and in a context of internal changes in the administration,
we focused on reinforcing the human team, strengthening trust
and collaboration between areas. The implementation of the
LEAN philosophy allowed us to manage costs, reduce emissions
and the operational continuity of our plant, in addition to
obtaining good productivity and accident indicators.

GUIDO PROVOOST VOETS

DANIEL URETA VIAL

Vice President of Operations Europe and Asia

CEO of MolymetNos
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In 2019, our challenge was to substantially improve project
management and strengthen the technological infrastructure
areas. Thus, throughout the year we worked to build a common
technological platform to have maintenance, laboratory,
production control and cost systems in all our industrial
subsidiaries. In addition, we are advancing in the automation of
reports, freeing up time for their generation to redirect efforts to
improve analysis and, thus, support the decision-making process.
The incorporation of technology and the digital transformation
is a discussion that we want to do broadly and transversally to
plan the company together for the future. With this in mind,
we established a Digitization and Innovation Committee, where
we have been able to discuss with other areas the company’s
portfolio of projects, an instance that has been very positive. As
a result, we have seen that several projects that are progressing
well coincide with a strong involvement of the functional areas.

In the context of a rather deteriorated Brazilian economy,
Molymet’s challenge this year was to adapt to the country’s
new scenarios, mainly with respect to the increase in internal
competition, which is subsidized by the Government. Given
this scenario, we were able to identify a need in the agricultural
market, which gave us the opportunity to decomodify the
molybdenum oxide product, developing a new quality thanks to
a joint effort with Molynor, which considerably improved the total
volume of sales of said product compared to 2018.

CARLOS VILLA

CEO Molymet do Brasil Representações e Serviços Ltda.

JUAN CRISTÓBAL VALENZUELA BÉJARES
Vice President of Information

This year at Sadaci we are working on the implementation of the
roadmap that will allow us to reach the desired level of maturity
in the planned maintenance for 2019-2020. To continue with
this challenge, we understood that in 2020 it will be essential
to attract talents with experience and expertise to enhance
the maintenance department, considering that these types of
professionals are highly valued in the market. This will allow us
not only to reorganize the area to face the complexity of projects
like Purox but also to achieve a high OEE (General Equipment
Efficiency) and maintain a high level of profitability.

GODFRIED VAN SCHUYLENBERGH
CEO SADACI NV, Belgium

In 2019 we observed a significant increase in spot sales in Asian
countries, such as China and South Korea. This was thanks to
the opening of the export window to China and the permanent
exchange of information and cooperation with the main players
in these markets. Under difficult market conditions due to lower
demand for molybdenum products in the European and American
markets, and also with a new structure and functions for the
commercial office of the Asian market, the team managed to
adapt to efficient collaborative work and complied
with sales goals.

KEVIN WANG

CEO of Molymet Beijing Trading Co. Ltd.
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At Molymet we have a vocation for service, always
attentive to the needs of our clients, miners and
industrialists. Thus, we have become an articulator
between the world of production and demand,
taking charge of molybdenum concentrates of
various qualities from the copper industry, which
we deliver to the market as first-class finished
products that meet all necessary standards.

Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Vice President of Commerce and Market Development

Molymet, Edificio Corporativo, Nos, San Bernardo.
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MOLYBDENUM

RHENIUM

Molybdenum is a chemical element in the group of
“refractory metals” found in nature in the form of
a mineral called molybdenite. Its name comes from
the Greek molybdos, which means “like lead” due to
its dark gray color. Molybdenite is mainly associated
with other sulphided minerals such as pyrite and
chalcopyrite and for this reason its main source is as
a by-product of copper minerals.

Rhenium (chemical symbol Re) is one of the least
abundant metals in the Earth’s crust. It is not
found in its pure state in nature, but mainly mixed
with minerals such as molybdenite. It was the
penultimate stable element to be discovered, only
being chemically isolated in 1908. Rhenium is also a
refractory metal, along with molybdenum, tungsten,
niobium and tantalum.

Although it is believed that molybdenum was
already known in ancient times, it was only during
the First World War that its use in steel alloys was
developed as a replacement for the tungsten that
was then scarce, thus beginning its commercial use.
Today high strength steels are the main application
of molybdenum.
Molybdenum is essential for life. It is present in
small concentrations in plants and animals and is
necessary for its development, as well as for the
functioning of the human body.

PROPERTIES
• Molybdenum is a transition metal with an atomic
number 42 on the periodic table.
• It has one of the highest melting temperatures of
any element (2,623 ° C).
• It is also one of the metals with the lowest
coefficient of thermal expansion of 5.04x10-6
(1 / K).
• Its great resistance to corrosion allows it to keep
its composition stable at room temperature and
up to 400 ° C. This resistance can even increase
when forming alloys with tungsten and chromium.

WHAT IS RHENIUM USED FOR?
Rhenium is essential in super alloys subjected to
extreme conditions. Most of the rhenium produced
in the world is destined to the development of nickel
superalloys for the aeronautical industry, which
are used in the manufacture of turbine blades for
aircraft engines and industrial gas turbines.
Rhenium is also used in the petroleum industry,
specifically in platinum-rhenium catalysts, making it
possible to produce high-octane, lead-free gasoline.

PROPERTIES
WHAT IS MOLYBDENUM USED FOR?
Molybdenum is considered a material of great
strategic importance for the global economy due
to its diverse applications in the steel, electronics,
chemical and petrochemical industries, among
others. Its high temperature resistance makes it
very useful in temperature resistant superalloys,
in applications in industrial furnaces and electrical
contactors. Its high resistance to corrosion is of
great importance in structural steels subjected to
corrosive environments, such as port structures,
offshore platforms, ships and bridges. Pure
molybdenum is also used as an electrode in glass
casting; As a support sheet for LCD screens and
photocells, and as a support for incandescent
filaments in special luminaires.
Its chemical properties are of interest in catalysts,
solid lubricants, pigments and agricultural and food
supplements.

• Highly hard and heat resistant, rhenium has the
third highest melting temperature of all elements
(3,186 ° C).

Rhenium improves the ductility of refractory
metals so it is used in tungsten-rhenium and
molybdenum-rhenium alloys for some applications
of these elements, such as thermocouples, electrical
contacts, filaments and X-ray sources.

• It also has the highest boiling point (5,596 ° C).
• It is one of the elements with the highest density
(21.03g / cm3).

Due to its high resistance to corrosion and good
biocompatibility, rhenium has begun to be used in
medical implants.

• It has extraordinary resistance to corrosion.
• It is a good conductor of electricity and heat.
• Its high elasticity coefficient allows it to remain
stable and rigid in high stress conditions.

Sustainability guides
our daily work
At Molymet we believe that achieving the
development and projection of our company into the future is only possible through
responsible actions aimed at protecting the
environment. This is why our commitment is
to create sustainable economic value.
Based on an Environmental Management
System, we have developed measures that
guarantee care for the environment, respect current legislation proactively, reduce
the environmental impact of our operations
and promote initiatives that add value to
the communities around us.
We know that every action counts. Therefore, we invite you to learn in the following
infographic the step by step of our work
in Molymet to process molybdenum and
transform it into a product of crucial importance for modern industries.

• It is capable of forming compounds in a wide
range of oxidation states, from -3 to +7.

Other uses of molybdenum are still being discovered
today. The most recent include prosthetics and
medical implants, surgical tools, innovations in
the aerospace industry, water treatment, and laser
application.

• It has good resistance in non-oxidative, acidic
media containing non-oxidizing mineral acids, and
is relatively inert to media containing hydrogen
sulfide.
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HISTORIC OVERVIEW
2003

1936

In Europe Molymet
acquires 100% of Sadaci’s
shares, increasing
its roasting capacity
by 30%.

1975
Carburo y Metalurgia S.A. was
created by Antonio Gianoli and
George Mustakis.

.

2010

2009
Successful
placement of
bonds in Mexico
for approximately
US $ 52 million,
being the first
Chilean company
to issue in that
country.

The company acquired its current name
as a result of the division of the company
Carburo y Metalurgia S.A., entering the
industry of production and sales of
molybdenum oxide, ferromolybdenum
and by-products.

The sons of the founders,
Ciro Gianoli and Constantino
Mustakis, begin to develop the
idea of giving value to
molybdenum produced in Chile.
For this they installed the first
roasting oven of what would later
be Molymet.

Molymet acquires
Chemiemetall (Germany),
where mainly molybdenum
metal is made.

The internationalization
of the company begins
thanks to the purchase of
a plant in Mexico, which
gives rise to Molymex.

Expansion of the
Belgian subsidiary,
Sadaci, ends,
increasing the
group’s oxidation
capacity and
reaching 207
MMlb Mo.

Successful
placement of
bonds in
Colombia for
approximately
US $ 69 million,
being the first
foreign issuer of
corporate bonds
in the Colombian
real sector.

The MolymetNos gas
cleaning system
modernization
project is approved,
with an investment
of US $ 50 million.

2017
Construction of the chemical plant
project begins in the Sadaci subsidiary
(Belgium). With a planned investment
of US $ 44 million, this contemplates
the production of products with higher
added value and greater flexibility in the
processing of molybdenum concentrates.

2014

The Molymet corporate building is inaugurated,
which was conceptualized, designed and built
under the guidelines and principles of “Green
Building”. The work materializes and incorporates all the technological elements necessary for
effective energy control and low environmental
impact. The building achieved Platinum status in
LEED certification (Leadership in Energy
& Environmental Design), the most demanding
in the industry and the first in Chile and South
America.

2008

1964

2018

2016

Complejo
Industrial Molynor S.A.
is born in Mejillones,
constituting the
company’s second
industrial operation
in Chile.

2001

2019

That year, Molymet
acquired 50% of the
Luoyang Hi-Tech
Molybdenum
& Tungsten Material Co.
Ltd. company inChina,
for the production of
molybdenum metal
parts.

1994
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HISTORICAL INFORMATION

HISTORICAL INFORMATION OF THE
COMPANY

n Company Purpose

The Company’s origins date back to 1936, when Messrs.
Antonio Gianoli and George Mustakis founded Carburo y
Metalurgia S.A. in the city of Los Andes.

A.

Manufacture by itself or on behalf of third parties of
molybdenum oxide, ferromolybdenum, ammonium
perrhenate and any other alloy or industrial product
derived from minerals that contain molybdenum, or
that are present next to it in its natural state or as a
by-product of other previous industrial processes,
being able to install or operate energy or industrial
establishments of any kind, as well as elaborate,
acquire or dispose of products, materials, substances,
by-products and merchandise and derivatives of all
kinds that are related to the company purpose.

B.

The acquisition, sale, import, export, commission,
consignment,
representation,
distribution
and
commercialization, by itself or by third parties,
wholesale or retail, of national or foreign origin, of
all types of personal property, especially equipment
technicians, machinery, products, supplies, accessories
and spare parts for them and all kinds of products, raw
materials or supplies that require the manufacture, sale
and / or distribution of alloys containing molybdenum
and its derivatives.

C.

The research and development of metallurgical
projects, the design, construction, repair, maintenance
and commercialization of metallurgical plants and
associated products.

D.

The treatment of minerals and gases and industrial
waste of all kinds, generation of steam, oxygen and
other gases, and chemical analysis services.

E.

The provision of services or advice related to the
aforementioned objects and the provision of services,
consulting and advice in legal, financial, economic,
commercial, market development, logistics, computer,
data processing, accounting, tax, auditing, supply and
management of personnel, corporate strategy and
marketing, and business administration.

F.

The realization of investments in Chile or abroad in all
kinds of tangible or intangible, movable or immovable
property, such as bonds, class of titles or transferable
securities, with the power to manage said investments
and any class of titles.

G.

Incorporate or integrate as an associate or in another
way, directly or with third parties, companies of persons
or capital, or legal entities of any kind or nature, both
in Chile and abroad.

The purpose of the company is:

In 1975, from the division of Carburo y Metalurgia S.A. and
by the hand of Ciro Gianoli and Constantino Mustakis,
sons of the founders, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. was born,
whose business is the production and sale of molybdenum
oxide, ferromolybdenum and by-products.
Molymet began operations outside Chile in 1994, when it
acquired Molymex S.A. de CV in Cumpas, Mexico. In 2000
it formed Molymet Corporation in Baltimore, USA and in
2001 it acquired Chemiemetall in Leipzig, Germany. Two
years later it completed the purchase of Sadaci in Ghent,
Belgium, and in 2005 it established Molymet Services Ltd
in the United Kingdom.
In this process of globalization and growth, in 2008
Molynor was born in Mejillones. In 2009, the subsidiaries
Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Ltd and Molymet Beijing
Trading Co. were created to carry out investment and trade
plans in Asia.
In 2009, the successful placement of bonds in the Mexican
market for approximately US $ 52 million. This operation
makes Molymet the first Chilean company to issue bonds
in Mexico.
In 2010 the company Molymet Trading S.A. was created.
That same year Molymet acquired 50% of Luoyang Hi
Tech Molybdenum & Tungsten Material Co Ltd, a company
that was sold in 2019. During the following two years,
and continuing with the investment plan, the commercial
office Molymet do Brasil Representações e Serviços Ltda in
Sao Paulo.
In 2018, the first bond placement was carried out in
Colombia for approximately US $ 69 million. In addition
to being successful, this operation represents the first
placement of corporate bonds of a foreign company in the
real sector in Colombia.
In 2016 the Molymet Corporation offices move to Miami,
Florida and the China offices are permanently established
in Beijing. The following year, Molymet Perú Trading
Company was established in Lima, Peru.
Throughout its history, Molymet has established itself as
the largest molybdenum and rhenium processor in the
world, reaching 35% of the world’s molybdenum processing
capacity and 70% rhenium.
Committed to the environment, in 2019 the MolymetNos
gas system modernization project is approved with an
investment of US $ 50 million and whose objective is to
voluntarily reduce SO2 emissions from this production unit.
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n Acquisition and Sale of Assets

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

n Regulatory Framework

((a) Sale of the stake in the Chinese company Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co, Ltd.
On December 27, 2018, the subsidiary Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Ltd entered into a sale and purchase agreement
with China Molybdenum Co, Ltd, to transfer ownership of 100% of its shareholding in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co, Ltd.
This sale was approved unanimously by the Board of Directors of Molibdenos y Metales S.A.. The operation materialized
on May 14, 2019, for an amount of US $ 17.36 million.
(b) Acquisition of 33% of the shares of Compañía Auxiliar de Electricidad del Maipo S.A.
On June 13, 2019, Carbomet Energía S.A., CESA, a subsidiary of Molymet, completed the acquisition of 33% of the
shares of Compañía Auxiliar de Electricidad del Maipo S.A., CAEMSA., of which it owned 66.67%; therefore, it became
the owner of 100% of the latter company, for a total of 2,500 million pesos, equivalent to approximately US $ 3.7 million.
As a consequence of the foregoing, CESA acquired all the assets and liabilities of CAEMSA. The resources to finance
said operation came from bank financing.

The products and services marketed by the Molymet
Group have as main origin the transformation of
molybdenum concentrate (molybdenite) into valueadded products, mainly used in the stainless steel
industry, catalysts, superalloys, fertilizers, tools,
aerospace industry (parts and parts), chemicalpharmaceutical and others. Molybdenum concentrate
as raw material originates mainly from copper mining
as a by-product.

n Competition

Evolution of the Company in Terms of Assets, Obligations, Income and Results:
IFRS
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

MUS$

MUS$

MUS$

MUS$

MUS$

MUS$

1.414.728

1.337.449

1.476.214

1.440.214

1.361.105

1.319.183

Total consolidated financial debt

692.673

623.421

627.795

464.045

319.938

279.011

Total consolidated debt

922.447

820.101

878.774

802.531

660.093

584.745

Consolidated operating income

1.103.488

714.079

699.860

857.028

1.192.261

1.170.148

Result for the consolidated year

(506.969)

51.024

139.656

78.874

97.948

63.209

Total consolidated assets

n Nature of Products

The main competitors for molybdenum roasting capacity in the western market are Freeport-McMoRan Inc and
Thompson Creek Metals Company Inc, both based in the
United States of America, and Molybdenum Processing
Society Limited, (Molyb), a subsidiary of Codelco located
in Mejillones, Chile. The Molymet Group achieves approximately 50% market share of the western market in molybdenite conversion.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. and its subsidiaries carry
out their business, commercial, productive, financial
operations and, in general, all activities associated with
their industry under the principle of strict and faithful
compliance with current legal regulations that are
applicable to them.
The activities of Molibdenos y Metales S.A., in addition
to complying with the common national regulatory
framework, that is, the Political Constitution of the
Republic, civil, labor, health and administrative regulations
in general, are specifically regulated in two main areas. The
first corresponds to the regulations that regulate open
corporations and issuers of public offering securities,
and the second area refers to specific and sectorial
environmental regulations that regulate its industrial
activity.
Regarding the company regulations and issuers of public
offering securities, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. is governed,
in addition to the general regulations applicable to
corporations, by the special regulations contemplated
in Law 18.046 on Corporations for open corporations, by
the provisions of Law 18,045 on the Securities Market,
as applicable, the regulations of the Commission for the
Financial Market and by the relevant and also applicable
regulations of the Mexican securities authorities (National
Commission of the Stock Market) as well as those of
Colombia (Financial Superintendence), given that the
company has securities, particularly bonds, issued and in
force in both countries as a foreign issuer.
From an environmental and industrial point of view, the
operation and specifically the environmental and sectoral
obligations of Molibdenos y Metales S.A. are regulated in
detail in various Environmental Qualification Resolutions
(numbers 204/1999, 674/2001, 512/2002, 539/2003,
285/2004, 435/2005, 983/2008 and 1025/2008) and
whose supervision is the responsibility of the Environment
Superintendence (“SMA”). Additionally, the company must
comply with various sectoral permits whose compliance
is verified by the various authorities in the sectoral field.
Another aspect to highlight is that society has voluntarily
decided to implement a Crime Prevention Model based on
compliance with Law 20.393 on Criminal Liability of Legal
Persons, so its full activity is subject to compliance with
said model of prevention which is certified periodically.
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ACTIVITIES AND BUSINESSES
n Produced Goods
From the processing of molybdenum concentrate,
Molymet and its relevant subsidiaries obtain as final
products, according to the requirements of the
different clients, molybdenum oxide in its technical and
pure grades, ferromolybdenum, molybdenum salts,
molybdenum metal, molybdenum dioxide, rhenium
metallic, ammonium perrhenate and perrenic acid. As byproducts of environmental control processes, it produces
sulfuric acid, copper cement and copper cathodes.
The commercial activity of Molymet and its relevant
subsidiaries is carried out, on the one hand, through the
provision of roasting and leaching services for which a
grinding service fee is charged, and, on the other hand,
by purchasing molybdenum concentrates and selling the
products obtained abroad.
The products of Molymet and its relevant subsidiaries
are mainly marketed in the European, Asian and North
American markets, being used in sectors such as the
steel, chemical, aerospace and electronic industries.
Molymet, with more than 40 years of experience, leads
the world production of rhenium and has the capacity to
process approximately 35% of the total molybdenum on
the market.
In order to expand commercial activities, in 2017 a Market
Development area was created to favor the search and
analysis of new business opportunities. Following the skills
and network of contacts of Molymet and its subsidiaries
together with a collaborative work environment, this new
area aims to channel and allocate resources only to those
opportunities that prove to be a benefit to Molymet and
strengthen its position as a leader worldwide.
During 2019 the monthly average price fluctuated between
8.94 and 12.40 US $ / lbMo, being the annual average of
11.35 US $ / lbMo. The daily minimum and maximum prices
were 8.20 and 12.80 US $ / lbMo respectively. When
comparing these values with those of 2018, with monthly
averages between 11.57 and 12.80 US $ / lbMo, an annual
average of 11.94 US $ / lbMo and minimum and maximum
prices of 10.50 and 13.10 US $ / lbMo, it can be seen that
the annual average price experienced a fall of 0.59 US $ /
lb Mo (-4.9%) between 2018 and 2019.
The molybdenum price fluctuation that occurred during
2019 was mainly due to a drop in demand. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, the floods in northern Chile and southern
Peru experienced at the beginning of the year generated
a lack of liquidity in finished products that kept prices
very in line with those seen during 2018 in the first nine
months. of the year. In the 2018-2019 period, according
to data from the International Molybdenum Association
(IMOA) and Molymet estimates, world demand would have
been 583 and 560 million lbs Mo per year, respectively

equivalent to a fall of the order of 4%. The main sectors
that contributed to this negative trend were: automotive
and chemical / petrochemical.
Regarding supply, according to IMOA data and Molymet
estimates, world productions for 2018 and 2019 were
571.5 and 563 million lbs Mo per year, respectively. This
was mainly due to lower production from secondary
molybdenum mining in Chile and Peru. Regarding primary
production, this did not undergo significant changes,
remaining at the levels reported during the past year.
The first and second quarters of 2019 showed a drop in
world molybdenum consumption equivalent to 7% and
1% respectively, compared to the same quarters of 2018.
For the third and fourth quarters of 2019, declines in
consumption are expected of about 3%.

n Suppliers
The Molymet Group obtains the raw material for the
conversion process for two main lines of business;
purchases and grinding. Purchases are made from
suppliers related to copper mining, among which there
are three main suppliers, each representing 10% or more
of the supply; In the milling, the raw material is received
for transformation into finished products, without
becoming the property of the Molymet Group. In this
particular segment, it has two main clients, representing
30% or more of the turnover.
The molybdenum concentrates that the company
processes come mainly from multi-year contracts with
national and foreign copper companies whose byproduct is molybdenum concentrate. Among the main
suppliers of this raw material are Codelco, through its
Chuquicamata, Salvador, Andina and El Teniente divisions,
Minera Los Pelambres, Southern Copper Corporation
(SCC), Mexicana de Cobre S.A. de CV, Anglo American
Sur S.A., Minera Las Bambas S.A., BHP Billiton, Kennecott
Molybdenum Company, Highland Valley Copper, Anglo
American Chile Inversiones and Sierra Gorda SCM.

n Clients
Molybdenum is an important raw material for industries
such as steel, construction, superalloys and chemical
products, among others, which is why sales revenues from
molybdenum and rhenium products correspond almost
100% to exports to clients located on all continents.
Additionally, intermediary companies and other mining
companies that market this product are also customers,
with which Molymet and / or one of its subsidiaries has a
milling or processing contract.
Regarding the relative importance of customers in sales
revenue, the largest customer concentrates a percentage
of 7%, while the second customer reaches 5% of turnover.

Regarding the commercialization of the products
generated from its own purchases, the Molymet Group
has a worldwide presence through commercial offices in
the US, Brazil, England and China, achieving a coverage
of the global demand for molybdenum products of
about 15%.

SADACI: The word mark Sadaci was registered in the
European Union in 2011 for a legal period of 10 years.
GEONUTS: In addition to corporate brands, the subsidiary
Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A. owns the mixed brand
Geonuts, which has its own symbol, logo and colors.
Through this brand walnuts are sold in the international
market, being registered in the United States, Chile, China,
South Korea and the European Union.

In the moleinda segment, where the raw material is
received for transformation into finished products without
becoming the property of Molymet, the company has two
main clients that represent approximately 30% or more of
the turnover.

n Patents

Among the main clients of the year 2019 there are:
Plansee SE, Seah M&S Corp, Jinzhou New China Dragon
and MP Diffusion, among others.

Starting in 2017, Molymet began an application process
for invention patents in order to protect and enhance
different developments carried out by the company.
On March 3, 2017, PCT application WO2017 / 035675 A1,
Method for Removing Arsenic from Material Containing
the Same, was published, a process by which arsenic
can be removed from mineral concentrates and other
materials of interest and stabilize the arsenic residue
to deposit it in a safe way. During 2018, the registration
process began in national phases in different countries,
including Chile, Peru, Mexico, Canada, the United States,
China, Australia, Bulgaria and Namibia. The patent was
granted in Namibia and is pending in the other countries.

n Main Brands
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. owns a portfolio of trademarks
associated with its various production subsidiaries. These
brands are designed under a global concept that includes
the symbol and logo (mixed brand) with the corporate
colors: orange, green, blue and charcoal gray.

Here is a brief overview of each of these brands:

On November 30, 2017, PCT application WO2017 /
202909 A1, Roasting Furnace, Use Thereof and Method
for the Processing of Ores or Concentrates, was published
and its owner is the subsidiary SADACI. This patent refers
to modifications to the roasting ovens and operating
methods developed by the company. During 2018 the
registration application started in national phases and has
already been granted in Belgium. In addition, it is pending
in the United States, Mexico, Canada, Chile, Peru, South
Korea, Thailand, China and the European Union.

MOLYMET: The mixed brand Molymet was registered
in the National Institute of Intellectual Property of
Chile (INAPI) in 2004 to distinguish the industrial and
commercial establishment and in 2005 to designate
products and services. In subsequent years the
corresponding registration renewals have been made and
the registration has been extended to other countries.
Today it is registered in Japan, Korea, China, the United
States, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Peru and the
European Union.

On December 14, 2018, the Chilean invention patent
application CL 201803101 was published, Process for the
Selective Removal of Copper Compounds and Other
Impurities with respect to Molybdenum and Renium
from Molybdenite Concentrates. On June 19, 2019 this
application was filed in Australia under the number
2019204300.

MOLYNOR: The mixed brand Molynor was registered with
INAPI in 2009 to designate products and services and
in 2017 it was expanded to also designate the industrial
establishment. It is currently registered in multiple
countries, including: Japan, Korea, China, Mexico, the
European Union, Peru and Chile. During 2019 confirmation
of the renewal of the brand was received in Chile and
Japan and the renewal was requested in Mexico.
MOLYMEX: The mixed brand Molymex was registered in
2004 with the Mexican Institute of Intellectual Property
(IMPI) and was renewed in 2014.
CHEMIEMETALL: From 2009 to 2018 the Chemiemetall
brand was registered in Germany as a mixed brand with
its own design. In 2019, the mixed brand Chemiemetall
was registered using the corporate symbol and logo
designs, thus unifying with the other Molybdenum and
Metal brands.
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PROPERTIES AND FACILITIES
MOLIBDENOS Y METALES S.A.
a) MolymetNos
It is located in the town of Nos, borough of San Bernardo,
south of Santiago (Metropolitan Region), covering a total
area of 42.9 hectares, free of encumbrances, prohibitions
and mortgages in guarantee of third party obligations.
In its MolymetNos industrial complex it has production
plants for roasting and pressure oxidation; pure
molybdenum product plant; ferromolybdenum plant and
plants for the conditioning of concentrates and technical
oxide. It also has facilities to recover metals and water
from liquid and solid waste and finally eliminate liquid
waste: solvent extraction plant; copper cathode plant;
copper cement plant; rhenium recovery plant, and metal
recovery plant from ferromolybdenum slag. Likewise,
it also has facilities for capturing and treating dust and
process gases: inertial and electrostatic dusting systems,
and gas washing plants and sulfuric acid plants. In addition,
the industrial complex has various support facilities,
such as a laboratory, computer systems, workshop and
maintenance offices, warehouses, cafeteria, among
others.

b) Corporate Molymet
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS, PARQUE AND CASONA
LAS LILAS
Molymet has a self-sustaining corporate building. The
building is located on a land of approximately 5 hectares,
thus promoting biodiversity. It also has a remodeled old
house. Both buildings are located in the town of Nos, in
Santiago de Chile.
The mentioned building, which has 5,215 square meters
built (four floors), was inaugurated in 2011, after an
investment of almost MMUS 15. Its structure is made
of reinforced concrete, with collaborating steel beams
and tensioners. Here all the work is carried out at the
corporate level for all the subsidiaries of the Corporate
Vice Presidencies of Administration and Finance,
Commercial, Engineering and Information.
The corporate building is LEED Platinum certified, which
was obtained based on the following compliance points,
among others:

Energy:
Savings of up to 41% in energy, thus reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. 100% of the energy
needed to run the building, for a two-year term, was
purchased in non-conventional renewable energy
bonds.
Water:
Savings of up to 32% in the consumption of
drinking water, compared to a building with similar
characteristics, but not sustainable. 100% of the
building’s sewage is reused in industrial processes
associated with the Molymet production plant in
Nos. 100% of the water used for irrigation comes
from the Maipo agricultural canal network, and
drinking water is not used for this purpose.
Waste:
75% of the waste from the construction site
was recycled. 15% of the materials used in the
construction of the building are recycled material
and 22% of the materials correspond to regional
inputs, that is, produced less than 800 km from the
building.
Lighting and Air Conditioning:
100% of the rooms for daily use (offices, dining rooms,
living areas) have access to natural light and exterior
views. 100% of the indoor air is filtered and injected
into the interior, thus reducing air recirculation, the
presence of dust, fumes, pollen or other polluting
agents that affect the quality of life of users. 100%
of the roofs have vegetation, improving the thermal
performance of the building and compensating for
its impact on the environment.
Casona Las Lilas, meanwhile, dates from 1880 and has
1,600 square meters built. The original construction
material is adobe and its remodeling, which cost more
than US $ 15 million, included a reinforcement of all its
structures to transform it into an earthquake-resistant
building. Currently, the Executive Presidency, the Board
of Directors, the Vice President of Corporate Compliance
and Risk, the Corporate Vice President of Human
Resources, the Vice President of Corporate and Legal
Affairs and the Vice President of Operations America are
located in this large house.
The park, of more than 5 hectares, is made up of the old
park and the new park. The old one, which also dates
from the very beginning of the Casona contains native
tree species that represent a green lung for the borough.
The new park dates from 2012.

CARBOMET INDUSTRIAL S.A.

The facilities are made up of a Leffel brand generating
unit that works with a net drop of 40.2 meters reaching
a nominal power of 5.6 MW; It is a Francis horizontal axis
turbine, commissioned in 1944.

Carbomet Industrial S.A. has within its assets a
warehouse of approximately 1,168 square meters, located
in San Bernardo, Metropolitan Region, with specific
characteristics for the storage of ferrosilicon and calcium
carbide. The warehouse has a long-term lease with
Molymet.

The energy generated is transmitted to the injection
point to the National Electric System (SEN), through a
connection with the Puente Alto electrical distributor in
the aforementioned borough. The Los Bajos Power Plant
and the transmission line to inject the energy into the
electrical system are located on proprietary and thirdparty land, which were taxed via concession (DS No.
4350, July 1944) and their corresponding easements.

The company owns land with a total surface of
approximately 15,381 square meters, free of encumbrances,
prohibitions and mortgages in guarantee of third-party
obligations, under a lease, and are used to a greater
extent for the storage of material and in lower proportion
for use by contractors.

Central Auxiliar del Maipo:
Its powerhouse is located in the San Bernardo borough
on the north bank of the Maipo river. With a design flow
of 24 m3 / s and a net drop of 27 meters, the Auxiliary
Power Plant has a nominal installed power of 5.1 MW. The
facilities are made up of three Francis horizontal axis
units, two of them with double discharge and put into
service in 1962, and a third with simple discharge, in 1985.
The point of collection of non-consumptive water rights
is in the Los Bajos power plant discharge point, being led
through a 3.5 kilometer adduction channel and, after the
turbines, returned to the river.

Likewise, it owns warehouses for document storage in an
area of 287 square meters, and a cafeteria of 200 square
meters for use by contractors, under a lease agreement
with Molymet.
On the other hand, Carbomet Industrial S.A. has a lease
agreement with Carbomet Energía S.A., a subsidiary of
the parent company Molymet. Said contract consists of
the leasing of administrative offices and warehousing,
together with plant and facilities, which covers an area
of 1,211 square meters for the fulfillment of its operations.

The energy generated is transmitted to the SEN injection
point through a connection with the distributor (CGED)
in the town of Nos, through a 12,000 volt area line of a
length of 7.5 kilometers. The plant is located on its own
land and the transmission line is located on third party
land with their respective established easements.

It should be noted that all these properties are located
at 3499 Portales avenue, San Bernardo, Metropolitan
Region.
Carbomet Industrial S.A. to date does not have land
reserved for the future development of projects.

INMOBILIARIA SAN BERNARDO S.A.

Carbomet Industrial S.A. owns the facilities that are
leased to Molymet.

The company owns a total of 133 hectares, free of
encumbrances, prohibitions and mortgages in guarantee
of third party obligations. Of these, 123 are for agricultural
cultivation, with plantations of walnuts of the Serr variety
(48 ha) and Chandler (75 ha), in different stages of
production according to their planting dates.

CARBOMET ENERGÍA S.A.
Carbomet Energía owns the land and facilities free of
encumbrances, prohibitions and mortgages in guarantee
of third party obligations and operates the following
electricity generation and transmission facilities:

The company has duly regularized water rights in the
respective Real Estate Conservator, which, under normal
conditions of water availability in the Maipo river basin,
satisfy the irrigation needs of the plantations.

Los Bajos Power Plant:
Its powerhouse is located in the Puente Alto borough, on
the north bank of the Maipo River. The designed flow of
the plant is 18 m3 / s of water, whose collection is carried
out in the Puntilla power plant, plus irrigation water from
multiple irrigators of the “Sociedad del Canal de Maipo”,
which are collected directly from the Maipo river through
an intake and led by a 6-kilometer adduction channel.
Carbomet Energía S.A. has permanent water rights for
24 m3 / s corresponding to the non-consumptive type,
which is why the water, after being used in the plant’s
turbine, is returned to the Maipo river channel.

In addition, there are processing facilities for the deboning,
drying, parting, selection and automated classification of
the walnut, which is then packaged by manual means to
be subsequently marketed.
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COMPLEJO INDUSTRIAL MOLYNOR S.A.

MOLYMEX S.A. DE C.V

Complejo Industrial Molynor S.A. is located in the Mejillones
Port Complex (CPM), 65 km from the city of Antofagasta,
in Region II. The Industrial Port Complex of the borough
of Mejillones is located in an exclusive and large industrial
area. The property where Complejo Industrial Molynor
S.A. is located has an area of 30 hectares, owned by the
Complejo Industrial Molynor S.A., free of encumbrances,
prohibitions and mortgages in guarantee of third-party
obligations and has a two-lane paved road in front of the
land (Via Longitudinal). At the regional level, it has two
easy-access asphalt tracks, the main one being Route
1, which connects to Route 5 (Panamericana Highway),
through Route B-400 (35 km).

Molymex in Mexico has its industrial plant located at
kilometer 29 of the Moctezuma-Nacozari Cumpas
highway, Sonora, on land of approximately 40.8 hectares,
and buildings that cover 692 square meters of offices
and 11.1 hectares of plants, warehouses and laboratory,
which are also their property, free of encumbrances,
prohibitions and mortgages in guarantee of third party
obligations, in addition to their administrative offices in
Hermosillo, Sonora.

Additionally, Molynor has the necessary service facilities
for the operation of the main processes: seawater
adduction and reverse osmosis plant, compressed air,
cooling towers, chemical laboratory, sampling station, an
uninterrupted backup system of electrical energy, plus a
backup diesel generation park.
These facilities use 15 of a total of 30 hectares of land,
with nine years of operation to date.
Complejo Industrial Molynor S.A. has a maritime
concession located in the bay of Mejillones, Antofagasta
Region, with an area of 3,754.97 square meters since
November 21, 2011. The concession land has the objective
of capturing sea water, which is fed in the reverse osmosis
process for the generation of industrial water, and in turn
receive the return of generated brine.

Molymex has facilities for the recovery of metals
from liquid and solid industrial waste, and for the
neutralization of liquid waste: solvent extraction plant;
and neutralization plant. Likewise, it also has facilities for
the capture and treatment of dust and process gases:
inertial and electrostatic dusting systems; gas washing
plant and a sulfuric acid plant. Furthermore, Molymex
has sampling facilities and a complete chemical analysis
laboratory.

CM CHEMIEMETALL GMBH
The company is located within the Chemiepark BitterfeldWolfen industrial park and has a plot of 2.7 hectares, of
which 9,000 square meters are built: industrial plant,
offices, warehouses and laboratory, all free of liens,
prohibitions and collateral mortgages of third party
obligations.

SADACI N.V.
Sadaci NV in Belgium is located on a land spanning 26.1
hectares owned by the compnay, in the industrial district
of the port of Ghent, and has 49,645 square meters of:
industrial plant, offices, warehouses and laboratory, also
free of charges, prohibitions and mortgages to guarantee
third-party obligations.
Within its facilities, Sadaci has a roasting plant, a briquette
plant, a ferromolybdenum plant, sampling facilities and a
modern chemical analysis laboratory. It also has a plant
under construction for the production of pure oxide. It
also has a gas treatment plant and a sulfuric acid plant.
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RISK FACTORS

In order to obtain the various financing, Molymet
uses the financial markets, both local and
international, for which reason it obtains and
assumes obligations to do and not to do similar to
those previously described. Notwithstanding this,
it cannot be guaranteed that when resorting to
financing in the financial markets, it will continue to
acquire commitments similar or of the same nature
to those described in the previous paragraph or to
those normally required in terms of existing debt.

Factors Related to Molymet
(i)

(ii)

Molymet is subject to various laws and regulations
Molymet’s businesses are subject to regulation by
the countries in which they operate. Changes to
such regulations could cause Molymet to modify
its business objectives in the event that existing
practices become more regulated, costs increase
or are simply prohibited. Molymet’s businesses
and the sectors in which it operates are sometimes
being reviewed or investigated by regulators, which
can lead to coercive actions, fines and infractions,
or the imposition of damages and claims derived
from litigation.
The business largely depends on a single
production plant.
The Nos plant in Chile is the main production facility.
At the end of 2019, Nos facilities represented
41.55% of Molymet’s total processing capacity
in terms of volume. Although the properties are
insured in terms that can be considered prudent,
any significant damage or accident or other type
of impact on production in said facilities would
affect the productive capacity, financial condition
and operational results of Molymet.

(iii)

Implementation of a growth strategy
Molymet’s implementation of a growth strategy,
including possible acquisitions, could involve the
investment of significant amounts of its resources
and / or have an adverse effect on its business
activities.

(iv)

Dependence on key personnel
By virtue of the type of business it develops,
Molymet depends to some extent on key officials
whose characteristics are extremely important.
The absence of such key personnel could have an
adverse effect on Molymet’s business and results.

(v)

(vi)

Commercial responsibility
Due to its activities, Molymet is subject to potential
demands from customers in relation to the
quality of its products. If successful, such lawsuits
could result in the imposition of compensation
obligations against Molymet and in favor of the
affected clients. Molymet has Product Liability
insurance which covers this responsibility.
Contractual obligations (covenants) derived from
financing operations of Molymet
Molymet has financing that contains obligations to
do and not to do for Molymet, among which can be
found the presentation of financial information, the
fulfillment of certain financial reasons, restrictions
on contracting additional debt and granting
guarantees.

(vii)

However, Molymet may face competition from
some of its large copper producers. Some of
these producers are also engaged in molybdenum
processing and process part of their concentrate
production in addition to contracting for these
services from Molymet. There is no assurance that
these producers will not decide in the future to
process a larger portion of their own molybdenum
concentrate internally. Similarly, some of our large
mining sector customers that currently do not have
molybdenum processing capacity may develop
that capacity in the future and stop contracting
such services with Molymet. If any of these
circumstances occurs, it could have an adverse
effect on the demand for Molymet’s services, on
its financial and business condition and its results
of operations. Such competition could result in the
inability of Molymet to access the necessary raw
material, to hire or maintain trained employees,
or to obtain the necessary capital to finance its
operations.

Operations with related parties
During the ordinary course of its business, Molymet
conducts operations with related parties. In the
event that any of these counterparties defaults on
their obligations under said operations, this could
have an adverse effect on Molymet’s financial
situation.

(viii) Cyber attacks
If there are cyber attacks and / or other violations
of Molymet’s networks and information technology
systems, that security controls cannot stop, for any
reason (including for being next-generation attacks
that circumvent these controls) , could directly
affect Molymet’s operation by compromising
operating systems and causing financial and
reputational damage, which could have an adverse
effect on your business. However, Molymet has
multiple layers of security against virus, malware
or hacking attacks, such as centralized endpoint
protection systems, navigation protection, device
control, antispam, among others. The multiple
security systems allow, in turn, to generate early
alerts to react against indicators of commitment
and, in turn, activate incident response plans. In
parallel, independent and periodic intrusion tests
are carried out to identify vulnerabilities and
subsequently execute mitigation plans on the
findings.

(ii)

Factors Related to the industry in which Molymet
Develops its Business
(i)

Molymet faces the competition in each
of their markets
Molymet competes in each geographic market and
in each of its business lines with other molybdenum
processors around the world. Its main competitors
include Codelco in Chile, Thompson Creek in
Canada, Freeport McMoran and Thompson Creek
in the US, and Freeport McMoran in Europe.
Additionally, there are other processors in China
and other parts of Asia from which Molymet
expects to face increased competition. However,
Molymet achieves great competitiveness thanks
to the efficiency of its processes, its personalized
products and its proximity, both with regard to the
suppliers of concentrates, as well as the customers
of its products.

(iii)

Molymet is not involved in any mining activity to
obtain molybdenum concentrate
Molymet does not carry out mining activities to
obtain molybdenum concentrate. Its business
focuses on third-party molybdenum concentrate
processing, so it depends on the stable supply
of molybdenum concentrate. The supply of
molybdenum is mainly achieved through purchases
made from suppliers through medium and longterm contracts and through transactions in the
spot market. Molymet has maintained stable and
long-term relationships with its main suppliers
of molybdenum concentrate, in order to ensure
enough raw materials to satisfy customer demand
at all times. However, there is no assurance that
such relationships will continue to exist in the
future. There is no assurance that the supply of
molybdenum concentrate will always be available
on the spot market at favorable prices, or that
Molymet will have the possibility to renew its longterm contracts on favorable terms.
Dependence on certain suppliers
Molymet seeks to strengthen its long-term
relationships
with
existing
molybdenum
concentrate suppliers and diversify its sources
of molybdenum concentrate by developing new
relationships with other suppliers in Chile, Mexico,
Peru and the US, as well as entering into long-term
supply contracts. deadline to ensure access to
your raw materials. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
Molymet’s activities currently depend to some
extent on some of its suppliers, that is, Mexicana
de Cobre, Kennecott and Codelco, for example.
It is impossible to ensure that relations with any of
its suppliers, including those previously mentioned,
will remain in force.
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(iv)

The business may be affected by changes in the
prices of molybdenum, rhenium and copper
Molymet’s earnings and financial performance are
affected by market prices for molybdenum, and to a
lesser extent for rhenium and copper, each of which
can fluctuate widely. Historically, molybdenum
prices have been subject to large fluctuations,
while also being affected by numerous factors
outside of Molymet’s control. This risk is inherent
in the nature of Molymet’s business and has been
managed by its administration by minimizing
the impact of the change in the international
price of molybdenum on the physical position
of Molymet’s property. However, if the price of
molybdenum were to increase substantially, the
need to finance the purchase of molybdenum
concentrate for its own-sale business would also
increase and, therefore, financial expenses would
increase. On the other hand, if the molybdenum
price decreased substantially, sales and results
of operations would probably be affected, but
it would generate a significant cash flow, which
would increase Molymet’s liquidity.

(v)

Molymet depends on a constant demand for
molybdenum, rhenium and copper, and any
decrease in said demand could adversely affect it.
Molymet’s business is entirely dependent on
continued global demand for molybdenum.
The main markets for molybdenum are the
engineering, construction, transportation, mining,
petrochemical, and energy and oil and gas
industries. These industries, as well as others
that make use of molybdenum, are cyclical in
nature and highly sensitive to general economic
conditions. Molybdenum demand is affected
by numerous factors outside Molymet’s reach,
including stability of interest rates and exchange
rates and general levels of industrial production.
As a result of the slowdown in the US, European,
Asian or Latin American economies, the demand
for high-quality steel and Molymet’s molybdenum
products could be reduced, which could adversely
affect its results of operations and cash flows.
The demand for molybdenum is reflected not
only in the needs of cyclical industries, but also
in the current absence of cost-viable molybdenum
substitutes. However, there are potential
substitutes for strengthening steel alloys and other
applications, such as vanadium, boron, chromium,
and columbium. Future advances in science,
technology and industrial metallurgical processes
could lead to increased use of substitute metals
and lower demand for molybdenum.

(vi)

Dependence on the steel industry
Molymet’s businesses depend to a large extent
on the production and demand of the steel
industry, since most of the molybdenum products
and by-products it develops are used precisely
in that industry. Thus, a decrease in demand for
molybdenum by the steel industry could have a
significant adverse effect on Molymet’s results.
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(vii)

In order to remain competitive, Molymet must
develop and apply cutting-edge technologies
The nature of the molybdenum business requires
significant financial investment and human
resources to develop and apply cutting-edge
technology. Molymet’s historical success has been
largely achieved through its ability to efficiently
extract molybdenum from the raw material, which
contains high levels of impurities, which it has
achieved through the development and use of
state-of-the-art technology.

Other Factors
(i)

(viii) Investments in assets
Since the industrial sector in which it does business
requires the use of high-tech facilities, machinery
and equipment, Molymet requires significant
amounts of capital to finance its asset investments.
(ix)

(x)

xi)

Environmental permits or authorizations
The roasting and processing of molybdenum
concentrate are subject to many different
environmental and other regulations in many
jurisdictions. Most local regulatory authorities
require permits or authorizations for the
construction of molybdenum roasting facilities
of the type operated by Molymet and, in some
instances, such permits or authorizations are not
issued by the relevant authorities. However, as of
the date of this annual report, all the environmental
permits or authorizations requested by Molymet
have been granted.
Environmental risks
Despite the fact that Molymet has so far all the
permits and / or authorizations required for the
construction and operation of its molybdenum
roasting facilities by the legislation in force in the
different jurisdictions in which it operates, the
violation of said legislation in environmental and
any possible liability derived from it could result
in the imposition of remediation obligations or
pecuniary sanctions that could compromise
significant amounts of resources, as well as
the prohibition of using certain facilities, which
could have an adverse effect on molybdenum
production capacity and ultimately be reflected in
the Molymet results.
Variation in energy costs
Due to the type of industrial operations carried out
by Molymet and some of its subsidiaries, certain
energy products are indispensable to them. In
the event of an unforeseen increase in the costs
of procuring such energy products, Molymet’s
operations and results may be affected.

Economic, political and social conditions in
other countries could adversely affect Molymet’s
results.
Recently, many countries have experienced
significantly volatile economic, political and social
conditions, and this could continue to occur in
the future. Global instability has been caused by
various factors, including substantial fluctuations
in economic growth, changes in inflation levels,
movements in exchange rates, changes in economic
and fiscal policies and regulations, as well as
political, social and economic instability in general.
No assurance can be given that such unstable
conditions will no longer occur or that they will
not have a material adverse effect on Molymet’s
financial position and results of operations.

(ii)

The credit rating of the bonds may be subject to
review.
The credit ratings granted in relation to the Bonds
may be subject to revision (either downward
or upward) due to different circumstances
related to Molymet, Chile, Mexico or other issues
that in the opinion of the rating agencies are
relevant. Investors should carefully estimate any
consideration indicated in the corresponding
ratings.

(iii)

Fluctuations in exchange rates
Fluctuations in exchange rates could affect the
economic performance of the countries in which
Molymet and its clients operate, and therefore
their operating results and ability to pay. Also, the
valuation of Molymet’s liabilities and assets may
vary depending on such fluctuations.

(iv)

Risk associated with derivative financial
instruments
When market conditions are favorable, Molymet
executes transactions designed to hedge and
reduce its risks related to currency fluctuations
or variations in interest rates through financial
derivative instruments. The risks associated with
derivative financial instruments may occur due
to market circumstances and the solvency of the
institutions with which they are contracted.

INVESTMENT PLANS

Molybdenum Metallic Productive Capacity Increase
Project, Chemiemetall GmbH, Germany

Chemical Plant Project, Sadaci N.V., Belgium

The Chemiemetall Plant Increasing Productive Capacity
Project is currently underway in Germany. Said investment
project contemplates, mainly, incorporating a third
production line, thereby increasing its installed capacity
by 56%, equivalent to 645 annual tons of additional
molybdenum metal powder. The project considers an
estimated total investment amount of US $ 9.20 million.
The new production line will be fully operational during
the first half of 2020.

To date, the Chemical Plant Project is under development,
in the subsidiary Sadaci NV, in Belgium. This project, which
complements its current roasting operations, will allow
the production of higher value-added products, as well
as greater flexibility in the processing of molybdenum
concentrates. It is noted that the aforementioned project
considers a start of commissioning during the first half
of 2020; an estimated investment of US $ 55.00 million;
It will be carried out with company resources, without
participating partners, and no financial effects are
expected in the short term. At the end of December 2019,
this project presents a physical progress of 97%.

Project for the Modernization of Toasting Gas Cleaning
Systems, MolymetNos, Chile
On May 29, 2019, the Board of Directors of Molymet
approved the necessary investment for the modernization
of certain facilities of the Molymet plant located in Nos,
San Bernardo, which has been called “Modernization of
Toasting Gas Cleaning Systems” , in order to modernize
the gas cleaning processes, making them more efficient
and robust. This project contemplates an investment of
approximately US $ 50.60 million, over a period of three
years, which will be financed entirely with through owned
resources.
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Authorities
MISSION

For a long time, we have cultivated a
relationship with the authorities based
on transparency, honesty and diligence in
complying with regulations.
This constant interaction has allowed us
not only to face contingencies, but also to
work together to add value to new company
projects that benefit the community they
represent.
Miguel Dunay Osses
VP Corporate and Legal Affairs
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Molymet, Patio Interior Casona Las Lilas, Nos, San Bernardo.
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n Majority Shareholders

PROPERTY
n Control, Ownership and Shareholders Situation
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. is a public limited company, incorporated in 1975 from the division of Carburo y Metalurgia
S.A., and registered in the Securities Registry under No. 0191.
The company does not have a Controller and at year-end there are no significant changes in its ownership.
Its Capital Stock is divided into 132,999,304 registered shares, single series, fully subscribed and paid. At the close of
December 31, 2019, Molymet registered 144 shareholders.

n Identification of 12 Major Shareholders
N0

NAME

SHARES

PERCENTAGE

1

PLANSEE LIMITADA

28.127.836

21,15

A

SHAREHOLDER

RUT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

NUEVA CARENPA S.A.
INVERSIONES LOMBARDIA S.A.
MAREA SUR S.A.
INVERSIONES OCTAY LIMITADA
INVERSIONES Y RENTAS MAYO LTDA.
INVERSIONES SAN JAVIER S.A.
INVERSIONES SANTA ELENA LIMITADA
INVERSIONES E INMOBILIARIA MONZA LTDA.
RENTAS E INVERSIONES LTDA.
GIANOLI ALDUNATE SILVIA
PIROLA GIANOLI ALBERTO
PIROLA GIANOLI CARLA
PIROLA GIANOLI MARGARITA
INVERSIONES E INMOBILIARIA TIERRAS BLANCAS LIMITADA
BARRIGA GIANOLI ELENA MARÍA
BARRIGA GIANOLI JOSÉ MIGUEL
INMOBILIARIA E INVERSIONES MILANO LTDA.
INVERSIONES CALMAR LTDA.
INVERSIONES MPG LTDA.
INVERSIONES ATENEA S.A.
BARRIGA BLANCO MIGUEL
BARRIGA GIANOLI MARÍA CECILIA

76.117.769-9
76.117.751-6
76.117.753-2
76.117.761-3
76.437.400-2
96.693.400-K
96.694.130-8
77.183.810-3
78.201.270-3
4.109.060-K
6.957.184-0
6.957.188-3
10.567.908-4
96.584.690-5
6.978.912-9
6.978.911-0
78.411.880-0
77.975.190-2
76.427.330-3
96.826.860-0
3.197.219-1
6.978.910-2
TOTAL

2

NUEVA CARENPA S.A.

12.964.493

9,75

3

FUNDACIÓN GABRIEL Y MARY MUSTAKIS

12.769.575

9,60

4

INVERSIONES LOMBARDIA S.A.

12.110.651

9,11

5

PHIL WHITE INTERNATIONAL CORP.

5.955.018

4,48

B

SHAREHOLDER

6

ED HARVEY TRUST CORP.

5.955.018

4,48

23

PLANSEE LIMITADA

7

OSVALD WAGNER TRUST CO. INC.

5.954.397

4,48

8

MAREA SUR S.A.

5.276.192

3,97

9

INVERSIONES OCTAY LIMITADA

5.154.656

3,88

C

SHAREHOLDER

10

WHAR PLOT CORPORATION

4.758.207

3,58

11

MINERA VALPARAÍSO S.A.

4.637.340

3,49

12

COINDUSTRIA LTDA.

3.672.067

2,76

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

ED HARVEY TRUST CORP.
PHIL WHITE INTERNATIONAL CORP.
OSVALD WAGNER TRUST CO. INC.
WHAR PLOT CORPORATION
GREEN S.A.
INVERSIONES ITATI LTDA.
PIFEMARNO SPA
ALLEGRA SPA
FLOMANJU SPA
GORRITI S.A.
SUCESION GIANOLI GAINZA SERGIO

D

SHAREHOLDER

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

FUNDACIÓN GABRIEL Y MARY MUSTAKIS
ANASTASSIOU MUSTAKIS GEORGE
ANASTASSIOU MUSTAKIS HELEN PATRICIA
ANASTASSIOU MUSTAKIS BEATRIZ ISMINI
ANASTASSIOU MUSTAKIS DAPHNE MARÍA
INVERSIONES ITAKA LTDA.
FUNDACIÓN ASISTENCIAL GEORGE MUSTAKIS DRAGONA
INVERSIONES ENDAXI S.A.
ROJAS CASTRO MARÍA CECILIA

E

SHAREHOLDER

42
43
44
45
46

MINERA VALPARAÍSO S.A.
COINDUSTRIA LTDA.
COMINCO S.A.
FORESTAL, CONST. Y COMERCIAL DEL PACÍFICO SUR S.A.
LARRAÍN BUNSTER JORGE GABRIEL

% HOLDING

RUT
76.138.329-9
TOTAL

RUT
59.021.480-9
59.021.470-1
59.021.460-4
59.014.260-3
96.949.800-6
77.581.080-7
76.416.851-8
76.416.848-8
76.416.849-6
96.949.820-0
48.007.217-0
TOTAL

RUT
72.251.700-8
6.374.232-5
6.060.805-9
6.552.211-K
6.372.658-3
96.557.920-6
65.063.186-2
76.991.752-7
6.557.378-4
TOTAL

RUT
90.412.000-6
80.231.700-K
81.358.600-2
91.553.000-1
4.102.581-6
TOTAL
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9,75
9,11
3,97
3,88
0,54
0,23
0,19
0,18
0,15
0,06
0,04
0,04
0,04
0,04
0,03
0,01
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
28,26

% HOLDING
21,15
21,15

% HOLDING
4,48
4,48
4,48
3,58
0,75
0,72
0,29
0,29
0,29
0,06
0,00
19,41

% HOLDING
9,60
1,37
1,36
1,36
1,36
0,86
0,75
0,75
0,00
17,42

% HOLDING
3,49
2,76
2,33
1,41
0,00
9,99
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SHARES, FEATURES AND RIGHTS

n Dividend Statistics

STATISTICAL INFORMATION

n Dividend Policy

Los dividendos pagados durante los últimos tres años
fueron los siguientes:

n
Stock Market Transactions
			

By agreement of the Shareholders Meeting and in
accordance with the provisions in force, it was approved
to continue with a dividend policy similar to those of
previous years, distributing in principle 40% of the
liquid profit, after absorbing the accumulated losses
that existed and maintaining reasonable stability in the
absolute amount to be distributed. The above depending
on the economic situation of the Company, considering
the cash available and the projects to be financed.

FINAL DIVIDENDS PAID

n Dividends
The Board of Directors of Molibdenos y Metales S.A.
submitted the payment of the final dividend No. 87 of
US $ 0.29109 per share, to the approval of the Ordinary
Shareholders’ Meeting, charged to the profits for the
2018 fiscal year.

Year

N° Dividend

2019

87

0,29109

2018

86

0,30217

2017

85

0,32

		

TRANSACTIONS ON THE STOCK EXCHANGE 2019

US$ per Share

SANTIAGO STOCK EXCHANGE
Period

N° Traded Shares

Average Price $

Total Amount Traded

1° TRIMESTER

37.294

8.408,42

313.583.539

2° TRIMESTER

16.590

8.370,52

138.866.902

3° TRIMESTER

92.320

8.457,25

780.773.101

4° TRIMESTER

157.492

8.359,58

1.316.567.156

ELECTRONIC STOCK EXCHANGE OF CHILE
Period

N° Traded Shares

Average Price $

Total Amount Traded

1° TRIMESTER

1.994

8.380,76

16.711.228

2° TRIMESTER

239

8.346,00

1.994.694

3° TRIMESTER

1.598

8.451,40

13.505.337

4° TRIMESTER

51.879

8.010,65

415.584.300

Market Presence 2019 *
March (29-03-2019)

5,56% June (28-06-2019)

2,78%

September (30-09-2019)

3,33% December (30-12-2019)

8,33%

* Market presence calculated according to the General Norm No. 327 of 01-17-2012, of the Commission for the Financial Market. It considers the transactions carried out in the
Santiago Stock Exchange and the Electronic Stock Exchange, until the day before the indicated dates. (BCS)
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Human Team
MISSION
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Chief Executives
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At Molymet we seek that our collaborators have
the tools for their development and learning, a
good work environment, through our employee
value proposition, attraction programs,
development and retention of talents, both
current and future.
The value of people and the conviction that
they are the main engine to achieve our purpose
translates into daily and permanent work so that
the experience of working at Molymet is highly
motivating.
For this reason we also focus on strengthening
labor relations and offering highly competitive
flexible compensation and benefits systems,
which is one of our priorities towards the
company’s employees.
María Inés Gómez González
Corporate Vice President of Human Resources
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
				

n Organizational Diversity

n Board Diversity					

ORGANIZATIONAL DIVERSITY

2019

No.

BOARD DIVERSITY
No. of Directors by Gender
Male

Female

Chilean

Foreign

10

0

8

2

					

No. of Directors by Age Range

Under 30 years

30 to 40 years

41 to 50 year

51 to 60 years

61 to 70 years

Over 70 years

0

0

0

5

5

0

of Workers by Gender and Nationality

Male

Female

Chilean

Foreign

650

95

731

14

					

No. of Workers by Age Range

Under 30 years

30 to 40 years

41 to 50 year

51 to 60 years

61 to 70 years

Over 70 years

99

303

188

120

34

1

No. of Workers by Seniority

No. of Directors by Seniority
Under 3 years

3 to 6 years

Over 6 and under de 9 years

9 to 12 years

Over 12 years

5

1

1

0

3

Under 3 years

3 to 6 years

Over 6 and under de 9 years

9 to 12 years

Over 12 years

184

122

138

77

224

n Salary Gap by Gender
Average Base Gross Salary Ratio

n Diversity in General Management and Other Management

Femal executives
Female workers
		

DIVERSITY IN GENERAL MANAGEMENT AND OTHER MANAGEMENTS
THAT REPORT TO THIS MANAGEMENT

116%

Male executives

101%

Male workers

No. of Managers by Gender and Nationality
Male

Female

Chilean

Foreign

28

3

28

3

					
No. of Managers by Age Range
Under 30 years

30 to 40 years

41 to 50 year

51 to 60 years

61 to 70 years

Over 70 years

0

10

15

3

3

0

No. of Managers by Seniority
Under 3 years

3 to 6 years

Over 6 and under de 9 years

9 to 12 years

Over 12 years

11

4

2

3

11
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MANAGEMENT AND PEOPLE
In accordance with the law and the statutes of Molibdenos y Metales S.A., the administration of the Company
corresponds to the Board of Directors, which is elected by the Ordinary Shareholders Meeting for a period of
three years.

Board

The Board of Directors in office is made up of ten members, who may be reelected indefinitely, does not
consider the existence of alternate members and among its powers is to elect its Chairman and Vice President.
It acts through the Executive President, who in turn leads nine Vice Presidencies.

Directors’ Committee
John Graell Moore
CEO

Claudia
Avendaño Rozas
VP Corporate
Compliance and
Risk

Gonzalo
Bascuñán Obach
VP Commercial and
Market Development

Edgardo
Cisternas Jara
R&D Manager

Luis Gonzalo
Concha Parada
VP Engineering

Sebastián Friedl U.
Manager Asia

Juan José Segura F.

Carlos Salinas B.

Diego Casali C.
By-Products Manager
Arturo Verderau del R.
Sales Manager America
Mario Lama A.
Development Manager
Mauricio Fernández R.
Logistics Manager
Samuel Baeza C.
Concentrate Supply
Manager
Tomás García B.
Commercial Operations
Manager
Pedro Pablo Alessandrini L.
Deputy Manager of
Concentrate Supply

Deputy Manager
of Metallurgical
Processes

Engineering
Manager

Miguel
Dunay Osses
VP Corporate and
Legal Affairs

María Inés
Gómez González
Corporate VP of
Human Resources

Edgar
Pape Arellano
VP Operations
America

Guido
Provoost Voets
VP Operations
Europe & Asia

Pedro Bachmann E.

Daniel Ureta V.

Klaus Andersson

CEO
Chemiemetall

Corporate General
Accountant

Braulio Cid D.

Godfried
Van Schuylenbergh

Jerónimo Soffia E.

Deputy Manager
of Costumer
Service
Elena Rivas O.

Deputy
Manager of
Talent
Management

CEO
MolymetNos
CEO
Molynor

CEO
Sadaci

Alfredo Ortega T.

Jorge
Ramírez Gossler
Corporate VP
of Administration
and Finance

Juan Cristóbal
Valenzuela Béjares
VP Information

Máximo Jara L.

Jorge Jaque U.

IT Manager

Juan Schmidt S.

Finance Deputy
Manager

Manager
of Planning
and Management
Control

Andrés Ovalle M.

CEO
Molymex

Deputy Manager
Investor Relations

Alejandra Salas M.

Vanessa Devillaine C.

Corporate
Sustainability
Manager

Assistant Manager of
Administration and
Insurance

Oscar Ley G.

Corporate
Manager of
Operational
Excellence
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José Mengido

Digital
Transformation
Manager
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DIRECTORS

Mr. George Anastassiou
Mustakis
Chairman
Head Director
Non-independent

Mr. Bernhard Schretter
Vice President
Head Director
Titular Independent

Last Reelection: 18-04-2018
Architect
RUT: 6.374.232-5

Last Reelection: 18-04-2018
Engineer
RUT: 48.174.020-7

Mr. José Miguel Barriga
Gianoli

Mr. Raúl Álamos Letelier

Head Director
Independent

Head Director
Independent
Last Reelection: 18-04-2018
Bachelor’s Degree in Business
Administration
RUT: 5.545.475-2

Last Reelection: 18-04-2018
Civil Engineer
Rut: 6.978.911-0

Mr. Eduardo Guilisasti
Gana

Mr. Karlheinz Wex

Mr. Juan Manuel Gutiérrez
Philippi

Head Director
Independent

Head Director
Independent

Head Director
Independent

Appointment: 18-04-2018
Civil Engineer
RUT: 6.290.361-9

Appointment: 18-04-2018
Business Administrator
RUT: 48.213.498-K

Appointment: 28-05-2019
Civil Engineer
RUT: 6.626.824-1
Director appointed to replace the
Director, Mr. Jorge Gabriel Larraín
Bunster

DIRECTORS’ COMMITTEE
2019

Mr. Boris Buvinic
Guerovich
Head Director
Non-independent
Appointment: 18-04-2018
Bachelor’s Degree in Business
Administration
RUT: 8.245.774-7

Mr. Luis Felipe Cerón
Cerón
Head Director
independent
Appointment: 18-04-2018
Industrial Civil Engineer
RUT: 6.375.799-3

Mr. Hernán Cheyre
Valenzuela
Head Director
Non-independent
Appointment: 18-04-2018
Bachelor’s Degree in Business
Administration
RUT: 6.375.408-0

2018

Mr. Raúl Álamos Letelier

Mr. José Miguel Barriga
Gianoli

Mr. Karlheinz Wex

Independent Director
Bachelor’s Degree in
Business Administration
RUT: 5.545.475-2

Independent Director
Civil Engineer
RUT: 6.978.911-0

Independent Director
Business Administrator
RUT: 48.213.498-K

Mr. Raúl Álamos Letelier

Mr. José Miguel Barriga
Gianoli

Mr. Karlheinz Wex

Independent Director
Bachelor’s Degree in
Business Administration
RUT: 5.545.475-2

Independent Director
Civil Engineer
RUT:6.978.911-0

Independent Director
Business Administrator
RUT: 48.213.498-K

Directors’ Committee formed by virtue of the provisions of Article N ° 50 bis of Law N ° 18.046
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n Compensation
COMPENSATION RECEIVED BY THE BOARD AND BY
THE DIRECTORS’ COMMITTEE
The 43rd Ordinary Shareholders Meeting, held on April
23, 2019, agreed that the Board’s holding company be
0.2% of the Company’s net profits for each Director, with
a cap of US $ 220,000; plus an additional 0.1% for the
Chairman of the Board of Directors, with a total cap of US
$ 330,000 and an additional 0.05% for the Vice President,
with an annual cap of US $ 275,000.

During fiscal year 2019, gross remuneration for attending
Board meetings amounted to US $ 105,509; additionally
and for holding fees, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. paid US
$ 2,184,267.
Regarding the Directors Committee, the Ordinary
Shareholders Meeting approved to set the compensation
of its members and the budget for expenses 2019 at the
legal minimums.
The fees to be paid to the Directors Committee for their
work during the year 2019 correspond to US $ 10,361.

n Comparative Compensations
DIRECTORS COMPENSATION RECEIVED 2019 USD
FUNCTIONS
DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

ALLOWANCE

POSITION

FEES

OTHER THAN

FEES

HOLDING FEES

THEIR

DIRECTORS C.

POSITION

George Anastassiou Mustakis
Bernhard Schretter

Chairman

14.678

304.781

-

Vice President

12.391

239.093

-

Raúl Álamos Letelier

Director

10.640

203.188

1.094

-

The foregoing represents a total of 2.15% of the Company’s
net profits, to be distributed among the Directors, with a
maximum amount of US $ 2,365,000.

José Miguel Barriga Gianoli

Director

10.640

218.079

1.094

-

Boris Buvinic Guerovich

Director

9.831

143.623

-

Luis Felipe Cerón Cerón

Director

10.640

143.623

-

Likewise, it was approved to set the compensation for
attendance at a Board and / or Committee Session, at 18
UTM to the President, 15 UTM to the Vice President and 12
UTM per Director, for effective attendance at a meeting
held, with a maximum of two meetings per month, to any
event, not attributable to the holding company of the
profits that correspond to each Director, and paid from
Board to Board.

Hernán Cheyre Valenzuela

Director

9.758

143.623

-

Eduardo Guilisasti Gana

Director

8.191

203.188

-

Juan Manuel Gutiérrez Philippi

Director

6.345

-

Karlheinz Wex

Director

9.801

143.623

Jorge Gabriel Larraín Bunster

Director

2.592

203.188

-

Fernando Alliende Correa

59.565

-

Gonzalo Ibáñez Langlois

59.565

-

Alberto Pirola Gianoli

59.565

-

Michael Schwarzkopf

59.565
105.509

TOTAL

2.184.267

-

1.094

3.282

-

FEES

OTHER THAN

DIRECTORS COMPENSATION RECEIVED 2018 USD
FUNCTIONS
DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

ALLOWANCE

POSITION

FEES

HOLDING FEES

THEIR

DIRECTORS C.

POSITION

George Anastassiou Mustakis
Bernhard Schretter

Chairman

14.663

233.552

Vice President

11.664

124.562

-

-

Raúl Álamos Letelier

Director

10.646

155.702

3.549

-

José Miguel Barriga Gianoli

Director

10.448

194.627

2.311

-

Boris Buvinic Guerovich

Director

6.940

-

Luis Felipe Cerón Cerón

Director

6.906

-

Hernan Cheyre Valenzuela

Director

7.835

-

Eduardo Guilisasti Gana

Director

7.905

155.702

Jorge Gabriel Larraín Bunster

Director

8.945

155.702

Karlheinz Wex

Director

7.835

31.135

Fernando Alliende Correa

2.811

155.702

Gonzalo Ibáñez Langlois

1.876

155.702

Alberto Pirola Gianoli

2.811

155.702

Michael Schwarzkopf
TOTAL

1.871

155.702

103.155

1.673.790

n Hired Consulting
During the 2019 fiscal year, no amounts were disbursed for consultancies
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2.612

-

469

-

624

-

9.565

-
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n Activities
MANAGEMENT REPORT 2019
DIRECTORS’ COMMITTEE
January 29, 2019
ACTION
a. Examination of the Report of the External Auditors,
the Balance Sheet and Financial Statements of the
Company and Subsidiaries, as of December 31, 2018.
b. A positive pronouncement and an agreement to
present to the Company’s Board of Directors the
Report of the External Auditors, the Balance Sheet
and the Consolidated Financial Statements as of
December 31, 2018.
c. Review of the progress of the evaluation process of
the External Audit firms for the year 2019.
d. Agreement on Risk Rating Agencies for the year 2019,
to be proposed to the Board of Directors.
e. Review and proof that the operations with related
companies referred to in Title XVI of Law No. 18,046,
carried out during the year 2017 are framed as a
general rule, either in the agreement of Board of
Directors No. 819, dated January 26, 2010, which
establishes the General Habituality Policy for
Operations with Related Parties; or they correspond
to operations between legal entities in which
Molymet owns, directly or indirectly, at least 95% of
the counterparty property. They comply with current
legal regulations, are intended to contribute to the
corporate interest and are adjusted in price, terms and
conditions to those that usually prevail in the market.
The Committee agreed that it is unnecessary to detail
these transactions because they are not considered
relevant.
f.

Examination of the human resources policies of both
the executive branch and the general role, regarding
payment and compensation.

March 19, 2019
a. Approval of operation with related parties. Electric
power supply contract.
b. Agreement to propose to the Board, and through it to
the Ordinary Shareholders Meeting, the external audit
firms for the year 2019.

August 20, 2019
a. Approval of a Report Meeting Program with the
external auditors.
b. Examination with the external auditors of the
statement of the interim consolidated financial
position of the Company and Subsidiaries as of June
30, 2019 and the Interim Consolidated Statements
of results and comprehensive results for the periods
of six and three months, ended June 30 of 2019 and
2018, and the corresponding interim consolidated
statements of cash flows and changes in equity, for
the six-month periods ended on those dates. The
Committee gave a favorable opinion regarding the
consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2019
and agreed to present it to the Board of Directors.

November 26, 2019
a. Analysis of the Internal Control Report prepared by
the PwC External Auditors and an agreement that the
aforementioned report be presented to the Board of
Directors with the recommendation to implement the
improvement actions contained therein.

g. Review and approval of the 2018 Management Report
of the Committee.
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MAIN EXECUTIVES
Excellence is the essential pillar in everything we do. It not only defines our human team, but also the way in which
we work.

Miguel Ernesto
Dunay Osses

María Inés
Gómez González

Edgar Christopher
Pape Arellano

Vice President of Corporate
and Legal Affairs

Corporate Vice President
of Human Resources

Vice President of Operations
America

n
n
n

John
Graell Moore
Chief Executive Officer
n
n
n

Industrial Civil Engineer
RUT: 06.153.784-8
Took office in: 5/8/1992

Claudia Ester
Avendaño Rozas
Corporate Vice President
of Compliance and Risk
n
n
n

Contador Auditor
RUT: 11.959.266-6
Took office in: 1/8/2018

Gonzalo Alfonso
Bascuñán Obach
Vice President of Commerce
and Market Development
n
n
n

Bachelor’s in Business
Administration
RUT: 12.797.030-0
Took office in: 1/9/2016

Attorney
RUT: 13.232.353-4
Took office in: 1/8/2018

n
n
n

Psychologist
RUT: 10.977.232-1
Took office in: 1/8/2018

n
n
n

Industrial Civil Engineer
RUT: 14.138.397-3
Took office in: 1/10/2018

Luis Gonzalo
Concha Parada
Vice President
of Engineering
n
n
n

Mechanical Civil Engineer
RUT: 07.817.539-7
Took office in: 1/1/2008

Guido
Provoost Voets

Jorge Antonio
Ramírez Gossler

Juan Cristóbal
Valenzuela Béjares

Vice President of Operations
Europe and Asia

Corporate Vice President of
Administration and Finance

Vice Presidente
of Information

n
n
n

MBA Y PhD en Química
Mechanical Civil Engineer
53102406312
Asume cargo: 1/9/2016

n
n
n

Bachelor’s in Business
Administration
RUT: 07.017.179-1
Took office in: 1/3/2004
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n
n
n

Industrial Civil Engineer
RUT: 09.750.501-2
Took office in: 2/2/2018
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CORPORATE MANAGERS
Ricardo Antonio Araya Cereceda
Operations Manager MolymeNos
Electrical Civil Engineer
14.576.572-2
1/2/2019

Máximo Jaime Jara Leal
Corporate General Accountant
Accountant Auditor
9.117.931-8
1/9/2010

Alejandra Andrea Salas Muñoz
Corporate Sustainability Manager
Environmental Execution Engineer
13.064.858-4
13/5/2019

Samuel Bernardo
Baeza Cienfuegos
Concentrate Supply Manager
Industrial Civil Engineer
13.333.378-9
8/2/2016

Jorge René Jaque Urra
Information Technology Manager
Electrical Civil Engineer
12.698.015-9
1/1/2013

Carlos Gabriel Salinas Bruna
Engineering Manager
Structure-Construction Civil Engineer
10.280.766-9
1/6/2010

Mario Alejandro Lama Acosta
Market Development Manager
Industrial Civil Engineer
13.671.564-K
1/3/2019

Juan Enrique Schmidt Silva
Manager of Planning and Management
Control
Industrial Civil Engineer
15.333.022-0
1/6/2019

Tomás García Bustamante
Commercial Operations Manager
Bachelor’s in Business Administration
13.882.636-8
1/3/2015

Osvaldo Larraguibel Silva
Diego Jorge Jesús
Human Resources Manager
Casali Casanave
Lawyer
By-Products Manager
15.671.216-7
Bachelor’s in Business Administration 1/2/2019
13.441.406-5
1/5/2019
Juan Óscar Ley GarcÍa
Corporate Manager of
Edgardo Alfonso
Operational Excellence
Cisternas Jara
Electrical Mechanical Engineer
R&D Manager
23.389.531-8
Doctor of Physics
6/5/2019
13.581.058-4
Diego Hernán
1/2/2019
Matamala Portilla
Ulises Alejandro Díaz Figueroa
Quality and Logistics Manager
Manager of Pure
MolymetNos
Products MolymetNos
Biochemical Civil Engineer
Metallurgy Civil Engineer
12.447.999-1
11.723.485-1 			
1/2/2019
1/2/2019
José Mengido
Mauricio Alejandro
Digital Transformation and Industry
Fernández Rodríguez
4.0 Manager
Logistics Manager
Industrial Engineer
Accountant Auditor
24.849.919-2
10.852.326-3
5/11/2018
1/2/2019
Jesús Adrián Rendón Gracia
Alejandro Sebastián Friedl Uribe
Pyrometallurgy Manager MolymetNos
Sales Manager Asia
Chemical-Process Engineer
Industrial Civil Engineer
23.973.028-0
13.377.862-4
1/2/2019
1/3/2017

Andrés Enrique Tobar Díaz
By-Products Manager MolymetNos
Metallurgical Execution Engineer
7.437.485-9
1/2/2019
Luis Arturo Carlos
Verderau del Río
Sales Manager America
Industrial Civil Engineer
13.441.296-8
1/2/2018

n Payments
The total gross remuneration received by the managers
of Molibdenos y Metales S.A., during 2019 amounted
to ThUS $ 10,200 (ThUS $ 10,124 in 2018). During 2019,
ThUS $ 1,560 of executive compensation was paid and
during 2018, the payment amounted to ThUS $ 1,542.
The Company has an annual incentive system for its
executives based on compliance with global results and
individual performance.

the calculation of global and individual incentive, in
addition to the considerations regarding exchange parity,
minimum age and proportionality in the case of licenses.
The average salary mix of the main executives is:
WAGE RATIO

n Compensation

FIXED PAYMENT

VARIABLE PAYMENT

56 %

44 %

There is no compensation plan that considers payments
based on the Company’s share options.

The main executives have an annual incentive program,
which stipulates the general conditions of the model
maximum to distribute, advances and the variables of

n Staff

				
STAFFING
CORPORATE STAFF

NATIONAL

FOREIGN

CONSOLIDATED

MATRIX

SUBSIDIARIES

SUBSIDIARIES

31

3

20

54

Executives
Professionals and Technicians

401

116

82

599

Others

344

101

240

685

TOTAL

776

220

342

1.338

n Participation Percentage
PARTICIPATION IN THE COMPANY
N°
1

NAME
ANASTASSIOU MUSTAKIS GEORGE

2

BARRIGA GIANOLI JOSÉ MIGUEL

3

CISTERNAS JARA EDGARDO

RUT
Director
Director
Executive
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SHARES

PERCENTAGE

6.374.232-5

1.824.723

1,37

6.978.911-0

10.954

0,01

13.581.058-4

40

0,00
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Suppliers
MISSION

CHAPTER 05

PRODUCTIVE UNITS

Regarding our suppliers, at Molymet we
have set out to create alliances and establish
long-term relationships to achieve synergies
and mutual benefits that allow us to have
greater efficiency and achieve the operational
continuity of our plants. We have an important
plan that considers the renegotiation and
tendering of contracts. Our commitment is
that the conditions of our contractors are
competitive in the industry.

CEOs
Carbomet Energía S.A.
CM Chemiemetall GmbH
Complejo Industrial Molynor S.A.
Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A.
MolymetNos
Molymex S.A. by C.V.
Sadaci N.V.

Edgar Pape Arellano
VP Operations America

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Molymet is committed to its suppliers as part of
the Pro Pyme Seal program, being responsible
for guaranteeing timely payments and ensuring
transparent tenders. In addition, we give the
opportunity for new suppliers to enter and
we accompany them comprehensively in the
process, from their application to the final
delivery of a first-class service.
Daniel Ureta Vial
CEO MolymetNos

Molymet, Laguna Interior, Nos, San Bernardo.
75
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CEOs PRODUCTIVE UNITS

n

CARBOMET ENERGÍA S.A.
MWh Generation / Year

Carbomet Energía S.A.’s purpose is the production of energy,
by itself or through third parties, the purchase of energy from
third parties, its transmission, transformation, distribution
and commercialization, as well as other activities specific to
the company.
The energy and electric power are commercialized in
compliance with the current regulation (General Law
of Electrical Services), which establishes three ways of
commercialization, namely: sale to regulated customers (via
supply tenders called by the National Energy Commission),
sale to free clients and sale to the market of transactions
between generators (SPOT). The energy generated is mainly
destined for sale to free clients and the surplus production is
commercialized in the SPOT market.

* 2019 and 2018 do not include temporary assignment of rights to Aguas Andinas.
* 2019 condition of extreme drought, decree of scarcity in the Rio Maipo basin.

Regulation of the electricity sector is broad and well defined
for generation, transmission and distribution activities, being
the first segment within which Carbomet Energía S.A. carries
out its activity
Klaus Andersson
CEO CM Chemiemetal
GMBH, Germany
PhD in Engineering and
Metallurgical Engineer
Foreign Rut
Took office in: 1/1/2011

Braulio Cid Díaz
CEO Complejo Industrial
Molynor S.A., Chile
Chemical Civil Engineer
RUT: 15.174.000-6
Took office in: 1/10/2018

Leonardo
Moraga Hernández
CEO Carbomet Energía S.A.,
Chile and Inmobiliaria
San Bernardo S.A., Chile
Electrical Engineer
RUT: 13.574.582-0
Took office in: 1/6/2017
Cessation: 30/11/2019
Carlos
Pinto Fornés
CEO Carbomet Energía S.A.,
Chile and Inmobiliaria
San Bernardo S.A., Chile
Naval Electrical Engineer
RUT: 7.855.193-3
Took office in: 1/12/2019

Marginal Cost - USD / MWh

A second classification, which began to govern in 2005 with
the publication of the decree with the force of Law No. 244,
places the company within a group called Small Distributed
Means of Generation (PMGD). The relevant PMGD market is
open and competitive, presenting extensive regulation, both
in aspects related to commercialization, as well as technical
and procedural aspects.
In general terms, electricity is generated and sold in the order
of 50 to 85 GWh per year, which depends on the hydrological
conditions that occur in the Maipo river basin, energy that is
valued at the marginal cost reported by the National Electric
Coordinator (CEN).
As of December 31, 2019, Carbomet Energía S.A. has a staff
of one executive, 17 professionals and technicians, and 14
workers, for a total of 32 collaborators.

Referred to

CEO

Alfredo Ortega Terán
Chief Director
Molymex S.A. de C.V.,
Mexico
Bachelor of International
Bussiness
RUT: 22.436.723-6
Took office in: 1/12/2012

Daniel Ureta Vial
CEO MolymetNos, Chile
Industrial Civil Engineer
RUT: 10.745.815-8
Took office in: 1/2/2019

Godfried Van
Schuylenbergh
CEO Sadaci N.V.,
Belgium
Chemical Civil Engineer
Foreign
Took office in: 1/1/2017

Chief Asset
Manager

Chief of Commercial
Operations

Human Resources
& Management
Control
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n COMPLEJO INDUSTRIAL
MOLYNOR S.A.

n CM CHEMIEMETALL GMBH
In addition to Chemiemetall’s primary product
molybdenum metal powder, the plant produces and sells
molybdenum dioxide, molybdenum metal briquettes, and
high-density molybdenum metal powders.

Chemiemetall is located in the city of Bitterfeld-Wolfen,
Saxony-Anhalt state, 30 km north of the city of Leipzig
and 120 km south of Berlin, Germany.
Chemiemetall specializes in the production of high
purity molybdenum metal powders according to the
specifications of each client.

As of December 31, 2019, the total count was 63 employees,
including three trainees and three mini-jobbers. 45 people
work in the production areas; 18 people perform functions
in management, administration, sales, comptroller and
purchasing tasks.

Molybdenum metal powder production capacity increased from 2,300,000 pounds to approximately
3,600,000 pounds during 2019.

Molynor started operations in 2010, with a processing
capacity of 30 million pounds of molybdenum per
year. This processing capacity was increased in 2013 to
60 million pounds of molybdenum per year, after the
installation of a second roasting oven. Subsequently, in
2015 the operations of the concentrate cleaning plant
began, in this way, Molynor became an autonomous
subsidiary for the production of commercial molybdenum
oxide.

Molynor has two main process lines:
1. Concentrate roasting process, with two roasting ovens,
gas treatment plants, oxide packaging plant and solvent
extraction plant.
2. Concentrate cleaning process, with a ferric chloride
leaching plant, a copper cement plant and a chlorination
plant.
The human team that operates this plant is made up of
220 collaborators, of which 12% correspond to women.
On average, people who work at Molynor today have
been with the company for four years.

CEO

CEO

Sales
Manager

Production
Manager

Maintenance
Manager

Safety, Health,
Quality and
Environment
Manager

People
Manager
and
Controller

Head of
Raw Material
Supply

Projects
Engineer

Projects

Operations
Manager

Infrastructure
and Projects
Manager

Deputy Manager
of Supply and
Administration
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n INMOBILIARIA SAN BERNARDO S.A.
The purpose of the company is to make all kinds of
investments in real estate or otherwise, corporeal
or incorporeal, by itself or through third parties; the
commercial or real estate exploitation of rural or urban
land, owned or others, and the administration of said
goods; the activities of export and import of agricultural
products, and the purchase and sale of agricultural
products.
All the production has organic certification under the
national standard, Law 20.089, which, thanks to the
homologation treaties, allows entering the European
and Brazilian markets. Similarly, there are certifications
for specific markets, such as the US, Japan and South
Korea. The activities are also certified under the Global
Gap standard for ISBSA orchards, thus maintaining good
agricultural practices; HACCP for the control of critical
points in the agro-industrial process, in order to ensure a
product that is harmless to human health, and Kosher, a
certification aimed at practitioners of the Jewish religion.

n MOLYMETNOS
The existing idle capacity is used to provide midwifery
services to organic farmers.
The production of walnuts, corresponding to the period
2011 -2019, is shown in the following graph.

Real Production, Dry Walnut in Shell
Toneladas

Its installed capacity reaches 86 million pounds of molybdenum per year.

It has 44 years of experience in the processing of molybdenum concentrate, from the copper mining in Chile and
abroad.

At the end of December 2019, MolymetNos registered a
staff of 597 workers, of whom 42 are temporary workers.
In addition, 43 women work in MolymetNos, corresponding to 7.2% of the workforce. 69.6% of the MolymetNos
staff is unionized.

The following final products are obtained from these
processes: molybdenum oxide in its technical and pure
grades, ferromolybdenum, molybdenum salts, molybdenum metal, molybdenum dioxide, rhenium metal, ammonium perrhenate and perrenic acid. Additionally, and as
a consequence of its environmental control processes,
sulfuric acid, copper cements and copper cathodes are
produced.
MolymetNos has plants that ensure the highest quality
products for customers around the world, using stateof-the-art technology developed by its engineering, research and development area and in its own laboratories,
with management characterized by its sustainability, and
its respect and care for the environment.

In general terms, walnut is marketed preferably as a
walnut without shell, since in the latter format there is a
greater willingness to pay by customers, given its organic
production.
The target market is mainly made up of Europe (Germany,
Italy, Switzerland), the USA, Japan, Israel and Brazil.
The marketing of organic walnuts from our own production
is carried out under the “Geonuts” brand, which is duly
registered in the European Union, Switzerland, Brazil,
South Korea, Colombia and soon in the USA.

As of December 31, 2019, Inmobiliaria San Bernardo
S.A. has a staff of one executive, 11 professionals and
technicians and 19 workers, for a total of 31 employees.

CEO

Agroindustrial
Operations

CEO

Deputy Manager
of Sustainability

Manager of
Quality
and Logistics

Deputy Manager of
Supply and
Management Control

People Manager

General
Administration
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n MOLYMEX S.A. DE C.V.

n SADACI N.V.

Molymex, in Cumpas, Sonora state, Mexico, has a roasting
plant with an annual capacity equivalent to 29.3 million
pounds of molybdenum content, a briquette plant and
a capacity in the concentrate conditioning plant of 28
million pounds.
Molymex supplies raw materials for the conversion
process for two main lines of business; purchases made
from suppliers related to copper mining, where there is
a main supplier, Mexicana de Cobre S.A. de C.V., which
represents 68% or more of the supply, and milling, where

the raw material is received for transformation into
finished products. In this particular segment there is a
main client, Kennecott Molybdenum Company, which
represents 30% or more of the turnover.
As of December 31, 2019, Molymex S.A. of C.V. has a staff
of 5 executives, 77 professionals and technicians, and 55
workers, for a total of 137 employees.

Sadaci NV is a Belgian company whose shares are
99.999999% owned by Molymet’s subsidiary, Strategic
Metals BVBA, and 0.00001% by Molymet Carbomet
Industrial S.A.’s subsidiary, since its acquisition in January
2003.

In 2019, construction work was carried out on the new pure
molybdenum oxide chemical plant. The commissioning of
this plant began in August and the start of operations,
with a capacity of 12 million pounds of Mo, is scheduled
for 2020.

Strategically located on an area of 26.1 hectares in the
industrial district of the port of Ghent, Belgium, it has
competitive advantages for supplying the European
market, particularly in the steel industry, as well as in the
reception of concentrates from all over the world, through
the main ports of northern Europe.

In April 2019, the permission was granted for the
construction and operation of a windmill at the Sadaci
facilities. It is an important milestone for the company to
fulfill its commitment to further reduce the company’s
environmental impact. In line with a sustainable vision,
Sadaci voluntarily submitted, in November 2019, an
energy study to the Belgian authorities for the period
2019-2022, which focuses on improvement projects for
energy efficiency in current and future Sadaci facilities .

Sadaci has a roasting plant with an annual capacity of 35
million pounds.
In 2019, FeMo production decreased by more than
25% due to difficult market conditions in the iron and
steel industry and imports from outside the European
Community.

Chief Director

Commercial
Director

Production Director

HR and Business
Affairs Director

The company’s staffing as of December 31, 2019 was 144
people.

CEO

Control and IT Director

Safety, Health,
Quality and
Environment
Manager

Finance
manager

HR
Manager

Production
Manager
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SUBSIDIARIES
Corporate Structure
Global Structure
Carbomet Energia S.A.
Carbomet Industrial S.A.
CM Chemiemetall GmbH
Complejo Industrial Molynor S.A.
Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A.
Molymet Beijing Trading Co. Ltd.
Molymet Corporation
Molymet Do Brazil Repres. e Serv. Ltda.
Molymet Perú Trading Company S.A.C.
Molymet Services Ltd.
Molymet Trading S.A.
Molymex S.A. de C.V.
Sadaci N.V.
Strategic Metals B.V.B.A.

86
88
90
90
92
92
94
94
96
96
98
98
100
100
102
102

To guarantee Molymet’s operations in the
future, the relationship with the communities
and authorities of the places where we
are located requires a deep look at the
management of the company, which must
guarantee a long-term link, focused on
activities that add value and are a real
contribution to the quality of life of our
neighbors and to the fluid and transparent
relationship with our authorities. Thus, we
renew our commitment to the communities
of San Bernardo and Mejillones in Chile
and Cumpas in Mexico, contributing with
courses and instances of environmental
awareness, professional training options and
instances of dissemination of new projects,
and actively participating in environmental
associations and committees, together with
the community and neighboring industries.

Alejandra Salas Muñoz
Corporate Sustainability Manager

Molymet, Laguna Parque Interior, Nos, San Bernardo.
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MOLIBDENOS Y METALES S.A.
PARENT COMPANY - CHILE

52,763385 %
CARBOMET ENERGÍA S.A.
CHILE

-

99.999900 %
STRATEGIC METALS B Y V
BELGIUM
0,000100 %

9,999000 %
MOLYMEX S.A. DE C.V.
MEXICO
0,001000 %

93,467896 %
INMOBILIARIA SAN BERNARDO S.A.
CHILE
6,487348 %

99,950025 %
MOLYMET CORPORATION
USA
0,049975 %

99,989482 %
CARBOMET INDUSTRIAL S.A.
CHILE

-

99,000000 %
MOLYMET TRADING S.A.
CHILE

1,000000 %

90,000000 %
MOLYMET BRASIL
BRAZIL
10,000000%

93,780354 %
COMPLEJO INDUSTRIAL
MOLYNOR S.A.
CHILE
6,219646 %

90,000000%
MOLYMET PERU TRADING
COMPANY S.A.C.
10,000000%

100,000000%
MOLYMET BEIJING
TRADING CO. LTD.
CHINA

-

67,561401 %
100,000000 %

100,000000 %

100,000000 %

MOLYMET SERVICES LTD.
ENGLAND

REINTECH GmbH
GERMANY

EASTERN SPECIAL METALS

-

-

HONG KONG LTD.
CHINA

-

99,999289 %

CHEMIEMETALL GmbH

SADACI N.V.

GERMANY
32,438599 %

BELGIUM

0,000711 %

Solid line indicates a majority interest.
Dashed line indicates a minority interest.

TOTAL COMPANIES OF THE GROUP: 17
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ENGLAND

COMPANY

GERMANY

England.

Germany.

Molymet supplies more than

of the world demand for
Molybdenum products. In a
highly technical and
competitive market.

USA.

MOLYMET PERÚ TRADING
COMPANY S.A.

COMPLEJO INDUSTRIAL
MOLYNOR S.A.

BELGIUM
BRAZIL
Belgium.

Camino Nos a los Morros 66,
San Bernardo, Chile

Brazil.
COMMERCIAL OFFICES

CARBOMET ENERGÍA S.A. (CESA)
Avenida Portales 3499,
San Bernardo, Chile

PRODUCTIVE UNITS

INMOBILIARIA SAN BERNARDO S.A. (ISBSA)
Camino Nos a los Morros 66,
San Bernardo, Chile
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CARBOMET
ENERGÍA S.A.

1

DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING

Carbomet Energía S.A. is a closed stock company incorporated in Chile.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 52.763385% stake in
Carbomet Energía S.A.

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY

As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 609.

Name

3 COMPANY PURPOSE

Mr. John Graell Moore
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas

Carbomet Energía S.A.’s purpose is the production, commercialization and distribution of electrical energy, as well
as the performance of other acts related to said activities.

Mr. Miguel Dunay Osses
Mr. Juan Cristóbal Valenzuela Béjares

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT 		
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY
The transactions carried out with the subsidiary Carbomet
Energía S.A. have been carried out at market values and
do not significantly influence the operations and results
of the parent company.

Position in Molymet
9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY

CEO
Corporate Vice President of
Compliance and Risk
Vice President of Corporate and
Legal Affairs

As of December 31, 2019, Carbomet Energía S.A.’s investment in the parent’s assets was 0.1281%.

Vice President of Information

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO
7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

Board
Chairman
Director
Director
Director
Director
CEO

CARBOMET
INDUSTRIAL S.A.

Mr. John Graell Moore
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas
Mr. Miguel Dunay Osses
Mr. Juan Cristóbal Valenzuela Béjares
Mr. Edinson Román Matthey
Mr. Leonardo Moraga Hernández

The commercial operations carried out correspond to the
purchase of energy and administrative financial services.

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING

Carbomet Industrial S.A. is a closed stock company incorporated in Chile.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 99.989482% stake in
Carbomet Industrial S.A.

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY

As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 16,338.

Name
3 COMPANY PURPOSE
Investment company of the Molymet group and provision
of leasing services of facilities and administrative offices to
companies of the Molymet Group.

Mr. Jorge Ramírez Gossler
Mr. Edgar Pape Arellano
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas
Mr. Jerónimo Soffia Errázuriz

The transactions carried out with the subsidiary Carbomet
Industrial S.A. have been carried out at market values and
do not significantly influence the operations and results of
the parent company.

Position in Molymet

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY

Vice President of Finance
Vice President of Information
Corporate Vice President of
Compliance and Risk
Finance Deputy Manager

As of December 31, 2019, Carbomet Industrial S.A.’s
investment in the parent’s assets was 2.1725%.

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

Board

The commercial operations carried out correspond to leases
and administrative financial services.

Chairman
Director
Director
CEO

Mr. Jorge Ramírez Gossler
Mr. Edgar Pape Arellano
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas
Mr. Jerónimo Soffia Errázuriz

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY
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CM CHEMIEMETALL
GmbH

11 INDIVIDUALIZACIÓN
NATURALEZA
JURÍDICA
DENOMINATION ANDYCORPORATE
TYPE

PORCENTAJE DE
DE LA
MATRIZ
55 PERCENTAGE
OFPARTICIPACIÓN
PARENT COMPANY
HOLDING

Chemiemetall GmbH ises a una
company
incorporated
in
Chemiemetall
sociedad
constituida
Germany.
en
Alemania.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. en forma indirecta a través de su
Molibdenos
y Metales
S.A. indirectly
through
its subsidiaryy
filial Strategic
Metals tiene
el 67,561401%
de participación
Strategic
Metals
has
a
67.561401%
holding
and
through the%
a través en la filial Carbomet Industrial S.A. un 32,438599
subsidiary
Carbomet
Industrial
S.A.
a
32.438599%
holding
de participación sobre Chemiemetall GmbH.
over Chemiemetall GmbH.

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
2 CAPITAL SUSCRITO Y PAGADO
As31ofde
December
31,de
2019,
theelregistered
and paid
capital
Al
diciembre
2019,
capital suscrito
y pagado
amountsatoMUS$
ThUS25.
$ 25.
asciende
3 COMPANY PURPOSE
3 OBJETO SOCIAL
Production of all types of metals, as well as their treatment
and processing,
including
production
of su
metallic
comProducción
de todo
tipo de the
metales,
así como
tratamiento
processed
products,
and
ypounds,
procesamiento,
incluyendo
la metallurgical
producción deproducts
compuestos
raw materials,
and their
commercialization
the national
metálicos,
productos
procesados,
productos in
metalúrgicos
y
and foreign
markets.
materias
primas,
y su comercialización en mercado nacional
y extranjero.
4 DIRECTORS AND CEO

6 DIRECTORS,
DIRECTORES,
GERENTE
GENERALOF
O THE
GERENTES
DE
6
CEO
OR MANAGERS
PARENT
LA
MATRIZ
QUE
DESEMPEÑAN
ALGUNOS
DE
ESOS
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
CARGOS EN LA FILIAL
SUBSIDIARY
Nombre
Name

RELACIÓNRELATIONS
SUCINTA DEWITH
LOS ACTOS
Y CONTRATOS
78 BUSINESS
THE SUBSIDIARY
CELEBRADOS CON LAS FILIALES QUE INFLUYEN
• Purchase and sale of products.
SIGNIFICATIVAMENTE
ENchecking
LAS OPERACIONES
• Remittances
of funds and
account payments.
Y RESULTADOS DE LA MATRIZ
La compraventa de productos está avaluados a precios de
8mercado.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY
The sale of products is valued at market prices.

Cargo
en in
Molymet
Position
Molymet

Sr. Juan Cristóbal Valenzuela Bejares
Mr. Juan Cristóbal Valenzuela Béjares

Vicepresidente de Información
Vice President of Information

7 RELACIONES COMERCIALES CON LA FILIAL
• Compra y venta de productos.
• Remesas de fondos y pagos de cuenta corriente.

4 Board
DIRECTORES Y GERENTE GENERAL
Directorio
Chairman
Director
Presidente
Director
Director
CEO
Director
Gerente General

COMPLEJO
INDUSTRIAL
MOLYNOR S.A.

Mr. Guido Provoost
Mr. Juan
Cristóbal Valenzuela Béjares
Sr. Guido
Provoost
Mr. Tom
Eggermont
Sr. Juan
Cristóbal
Valenzuela Bejares
Mr. Eggermont
Klaus Andersson
Sr. Tom
Sr. Klaus Andersson

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE
1 INDIVIDUALIZACIÓN Y NATURALEZA JURÍDICA
Complejo Industrial Molynor S.A. is a closed stock
Complejo
Molynor
S.A. es una sociedad anónima
company Industrial
incorporated
in Chile.
cerrada, constituida en Chile.
2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
2 CAPITAL SUSCRITO Y PAGADO
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
Al
31 de diciembre
2019, el capital suscrito y pagado
amounts
to ThUS $de
144,756.
asciende a MUS$ 144.756.
3 OCOMPANY PURPOSE
3 OBJETO SOCIAL
Manufacture, by itself or through third parties, of
Fabricación,
por oxide,
sí o por terceros,
de óxido de ammonium
molibdeno,
molybdenum
ferromolybdenum,
ferromolibdeno,
amonio
y cualquiera
otra
perrhenate andperrenato
any otherdealloy
or industrial
product
aleación
o producto
industrial
derivado
de minerales
que
derived from
minerals
that contain
molybdenum
or that
contengan
que
se presenten
junto
a este en
are presentmolibdeno
next to it inoits
natural
state, or as
a by-product
su
o industrial
como subproducto
otros procesos
of estado
others natural
previous
processes,de
acquisition,
sale,
industriales
previos,
adquisición,
import, export,
commission,
etc.,enajenación,
as well as theimportación,
acquisition
exportación,
comisión, etc.,
como equipment,
también la adquisición
of goods, especially
technical
machinery,
de
bienesand
muebles,
products
supplies.especialmente equipos técnicos,
maquinarias, productos e insumos.

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO
4 DIRECTORES Y GERENTE GENERAL
Board
Directorio
Chairman
Presidente
Director
		
Director 		
Director
Director
Director		
Directora		
Director
Director
Director
Director 		
Director
Director 		
Director
Director 		
Director
Director
CEO		
Gerente General

Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas 		
Corporate Vice President
				of
Compliancede
and
Risk
Sra.
Claudia Avendaño Rozas
Vicepresidente
Cumplimiento
Mr. Juan Cristóbal Valenzuela Béjares yVice
President of Information
Riesgo
Corporate Vicede
Ms.Juan
MaríaCristóbal
Inés Gómez
GonzálezBéjares Vicepresidente
President
Sr.
Valenzuela
Información
				of
People
Sra.
María Inés Gómez González
Vicepresidenta
Corporativo de
Personas
Vice President of Finance
Mr. Jorge Ramírez Gossler 		
Sr.
Gossler
Finanzas
Vicepresidente
Mr.Jorge
MiguelRamírez
Dunay Osses
		
Vice Presidentde
of Corporate
Sr.
Miguel Dunay Osses
Vicepresidente
de Asuntos
				and
Legal Affairs
Corporativos
y Legales
Vice President
Mr. Edgar Pape Arellano 		
of Operations
Sr.
Edgar Pape Arellano
Vicepresidente de Operaciones
				America
América

Mr. John Graell Moore
Sr. John Graell
MooreObach
Mr. Gonzalo
Bascuñán
Sr. Gonzalo
Bascuñán
Gonzalo
ConchaObach
Parada
Mr. Luis
Luis Gonzalo
Concha
Parada
Ms. Sr.
Claudia
Avendaño
Rozas
Sra. Claudia
Avendaño
Rozas
Cristóbal
Valenzuela
Béjares
Mr. Juan
Juan
Cristóbal
Valenzuela
Ms. Sr.
María
Inés
Gómez
GonzálezBejares
Sr. María
Inés Gómez
González
Mr. Jorge
Ramírez
Gossler
Sr. Jorge
Ramírez
Gossler
Mr. Miguel
Dunay
Osses
Sr. Miguel
Dunay
Osses
Mr. Edgar
Pape
Arellano
Sr. Edgar
Pape
Arellano
Mr. Braulio
Cid
Díaz
Sr. Braulio Cid Díaz

BUSINESS RELATIONS
WITHCON
THELA
SUBSIDIARY
7 RELACIONES
COMERCIALES
FILIAL
Purchase
sale
products.
• Compra
y and
venta
de of
productos.
Remittances
of funds
and checking
account
payments.
•• Remesas
de fondos
y pagos
de cuenta
corriente.
• Administrative financial services
• Servicios financieros administrativos.

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING
5 PORCENTAJE DE PARTICIPACIÓN DE LA MATRIZ
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 93.780354% holding in
Molibdenos
y MetalesMolynor
S.A. tiene
el 93,780354% de
Complejo
Industrial
S.A.
participación en Complejo Industrial Molynor S.A.

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
8 RELACIÓN
SUCINTA
DETHE
LOSSUBSIDIARIES
ACTOS Y CONTRATOS
ENTERED INTO
WITH
THAT
CELEBRADOS
CON
LAS
FILIALES
INFLUYENAND
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THEQUE
OPERATIONS
SIGNIFICATIVAMENTE
EN LAS
OPERACIONES
RESULTS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY
Y RESULTADOS DE LA MATRIZ
The purchase and sale of milling products and services is
La
compraventa
productos y servicio de maquila está
valued
at marketde
prices.
avaluada a precios de mercado.

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
6 DIRECTORES, GERENTE GENERAL O GERENTES DE
SUBSIDIARY
LA MATRIZ QUE DESEMPEÑAN ALGUNOS DE ESOS
CARGOS EN LA FILIAL
Name
Position in Molymet
Nombre

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
THE ASSETS
OF REPRESENTA
THE PARENT LA
ENTITY
9 IN
PROPORCIÓN
QUE
INVERSIÓN EN
EL ACTIVO DE LA ENTIDAD MATRIZ
As of December 31, 2019, the investment of Complejo
Industrial
S.A.
the parent
company’s
assets
Al
31 de Molynor
diciembre
dein2019,
la inversión
de Complejo
was 20.6401%.
Industrial
Molynor S.A. en el activo de la matriz fue de
20,6401 %.

Cargo en Molymet

Mr. John Graell Moore 		 CEO
Mr.
Gonzalo
Bascuñán
Vice President
of Commerce 		
Sr. John
Graell
Moore Obach 		
Presidente
Ejecutivo
				and
Market Development
Sr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Vicepresidente
Comercial y
Mr. Luis Gonzalo Concha Parada
Vice President
of Engineering
Desarrollo
de Mercado
Sr. Luis Gonzalo Concha Parada
Vicepresidente de Ingeniería
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INMOBILIARIA
SAN BERNARDO S.A.

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE
Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A. is a closed stock company
incorporated in Chile.
2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019 the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThU $ 46.394.

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

Board
Chairman
Director
Director
CEO

The commercial operations carried out correspond to the
rental of real estate, payments made to suppliers by the
parent on behalf of the subsidiary, provision of services and
provision of administrative financial services.

Mr. John Graell Moore
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas
Mr. Miguel Dunay Osses
Mr. Leonardo Moraga Hernández

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 93.467896% stake in Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A..

3 COMPANY PURPOSE
Company dedicated to the realization of all kinds of
investments in real estate or tangible or intangible
assets, for its own account or through third parties,
the commercial or real estate exploitation of rural or
urban properties, by itself or through third parties and
the administration of said goods, the construction of all
kinds of houses, buildings and civil works, as well as the
formation and integration of companies, associations or
corporations of any nature. Additionally, the company is
dedicated to the production and commercialization of
walnuts with added value. The harvest is carried out in
the months of April and May of each year, after which
it is subjected to a cleaning, drying and various parting
processes, to finally be marketed, mainly abroad.

MOLYMET BEIJING
TRADING CO. LTD.
BEIJING, CHINA

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE
Molymet Beijing is a limited liability company, incorporated
in Beijing, China.

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY
Name
Mr. John Graell Moore
Mr. Miguel Dunay Osses
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas

Position in Molymet

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 100% holding in Molymet
Beijing.

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 350.

Name

Marketing within and outside China of mineral and metallic
products; commercial and technological consultancies;
import of molybdenum and associated products, as well as
marketing between producers and final consumers in China.

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITYAl 31 de As
of December 31, 2019, Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A.’s
investment in the parent’s assets was 3.5491%

CEO
Vice President of Corporate and
Legal Affairs
Corporate Vice President of
Compliance and Risk

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY

3 COMPANY PURPOSE

The transactions carried out with the subsidiary Inmobiliaria
San Bernardo S,A,, have been carried out at market values
and do not significantly influence the operations and results
of the parent company.

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Mario Lama Acosta
Mr. Samuel Baeza Cienfuegos

Molymet Beijing has representation and / or sales agent
contracts for Molymet.

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY

Position in Molymet
Commercial Vice President and
Market Development
Market Development Manager
Concentrate Supply Manager

As of December 31, 2019, Molymet Beijing’s investment
in the parent asset was 0.0858%.

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY
The commercial operations carried out correspond to sales
commissions and management services (financial and
commercial).

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO
Board
Chairman
Director
Director
CEO

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Mario Lama Acosta
Mr. Samuel Baeza Cienfuegos
Mr. Kevin Wang
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MOLYMET
CORPORATION

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING

Molymet Corporation is a company incorporated in the
United States of America.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 99.950025% stake in Molymet Corporation.

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 1,050.

Molymet Corporation was established to provide technical,
commercial and investment service to Molymet.

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY

Position in Molymet

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach

3 COMPANY PURPOSE

Molymet Corporation has representation and / or sales
agent contracts for Molymet.

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY
Name

Mr. Mauricio Fernández Rodríguez
Mr. Arturo Verderau del Río

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

Vice President of Commerce and
Market Development
Logistics Manager
Sales Manager America

As of December 31, 2019, Molymet Corporation’s investment in the parent asset was 0.1310%.

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY
4 DIRECTORS AND CEO
Board
Chairman
Director
Director
CEO

MOLYMET DO BRAZIL
REPRES. E SERV.
LTDA.

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Mauricio Fernández Rodríguez
Mr. Arturo Verderau del Río
Mr. Diego Martin Lema

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE
Molymet Brasil is a limited liability company incorporated
in Brazil.

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 247.

The commercial operations carried out correspond to:
• Commissions for sale.
• Payments made on behalf of Molymet Corporation.
• Sale of products.
• Management services (financial and commercial).

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO

The commercial operations carried out correspond to sales
commissions, payments made on behalf of Molymet do
Brasil and management services (financial and commercial).

Board
Chairman
Director
Director
CEO

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Mauricio Fernández Rodríguez
Mr. Arturo Verderau del Río
Mr. Carlos Villa

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 90% holding in Molymet
Brazil.

With Molymet Brasil there are representation and / or sales
agent contracts for Molymet.

3 COMPANY PURPOSE
Molymet Brasil is dedicated to act as a representative and/
or sales agent of national or foreign companies or entities
in the marketing of minerals in various forms, including but
not limited to concentrates, alloys, metals and waste, market
researcher for the development of new businesses related
to the previous point, and the holding in other companies, of
a simple type or entrepreneurs, as a partner or shareholder.

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY
Name
Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Mauricio Fernández Rodríguez
Mr. Arturo Verderau del Río

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY
As of December 31, 2019, Molymet Brasil’s investment in the
parent’s assets was 0.0116%.

Position in Molymet
Vice President of Commerce
And Market Development
Logistics Manager
Sales Manager America
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MOLYMET PERU
TRADING COMPANY
S.A.C.

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE
Molymet Perú Trading Company S.A.C
corporation incorporated in Peru.

is a closed

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to US $ 200,000.
3 COMPANY PURPOSE
Representative and / or agent of sales to national or foreign
companies or entities of minerals in its various forms,
acquisition, sale, import, export, commission, consignment,
representation, distribution and marketing, by itself or through
third parties, wholesale or retail, of national or foreign origin,
of all kinds of goods, especially metallic and non-metallic
minerals in their various forms, exploration of new markets
for the development of new businesses related to the
aforementioned matters, mineral processing in its various
forms, making investments in Peru: or abroad in all kinds of
tangible or incorporeal property, real estate or otherwise, such
as bonds, debentures, shares, quotas or rights in companies
and any kind of securities or transferable securities, with the
power to manage said investments. Likewise, the company is
authorized to intervene in the formation of other companies
and associations or to acquire shares or participations in local
or foreign companies.

MOLYMET SERVICES
LTD.

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

Board
Chairman
Director
Director
CEO

• Remittances of funds and checking account payments.
• Payments made on behalf of Molymet Peru.
• Consulting services and market analysis.

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Samuel Baeza Cienfuegos
Mr. Mario Lama Acosta
Mr. Mario Lama Acosta

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 90% holding in Molymet
Peru.
6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY
Name
Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Samuel Baeza Cienfuegos		
Mr. Mario Lama Acosta

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY
The commercial operations carried out correspond to
checking account payments and loans.

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY

Position in Molymet
Vice President of Commerce
And Market Development
Concentrate Supply Manager
Manager of Market Development

As of December 31, 2019, Molymet Perú Trading Company
S.A.C’s investment in the parent’s assets was 0.0%.

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

Molymet Services is a company incorporated in England.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. indirectly through its subsidiary
Strategic Metals BVBA has a 100% holding in Molymet Services Ltd.

The commercial operations carried out correspond to:
• Commissions for sale.
• Payments made on behalf of Molymet Services.
• Sale of products.
• Management services (financial and commercial).

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 85.69.

3 COMPANY PURPOSE
Molymet Services Ltd.’s main activity is the commercialization
of molybdenum products, carrying out sales management
for Molymet in Europe and India.

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY
Name
Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Arturo Verderau del Río
Mr. Samuel Baeza Cienfuegos
Mr. Sebastián Friedl Uribe

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

Position in Molymet
Vice President of Commerce
And Market Development
Sales Manager America
Concentrate Supply Manager
Sales Manager Asia

Molymet Services Ltd has representation and / or sales
agent contracts for Molymet.

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY

Board
Chairman
Director
Director
Director
CEO

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Samuel Baeza Cienfuegos
Mr. Arturo Verderau Del Río
Mr. Sebastián Friedl Uribe
Mr. Javier Guevara Blanco

As of December 31, 2019, Molymet Services Ltd’s
investment in the parent asset is 0.0985%.
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MOLYMET TRADING
S.A.

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING

Molymet Trading S.A. is a closed stock company incorporated in Chile.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 99% holding in Molymet
Trading S.A.

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 20,020.

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY
Name

3 COMPANY PURPOSE
The manufacture, acquisition or sale, import, export,
commission, consignment, representation, distribution
and marketing, on its own behalf or through others, of
molybdenum oxide, ammonium perrhenate and any other
alloy or industrial product derived from minerals containing
molybdenum.

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Arturo Verderau del Río
Mr. Sebastián Friedl Uribe
Mr. Mauricio Fernández Rodríguez
Mr. Tomás García Bustamante

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

Position in Molymet
Vice President of Commerce
And Market Development
Sales Manager America
Sales Manager Asia
Concentrate Supply Manager
Commercial Operations Manager

Board

MOLYMEX S.A.
DE C.V.

There are no acts or contracts entered into with Molymet
Trading S.A. that could significantly affect Molymet’s
operations and results.

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY
As of December 31, 2019, Molymet Trading SA’s investment
in the parent’s assets was 1.1315%.

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO
Chairman
Director
Director
Director
Director
CEO

The commercial operations carried out correspond to
checking account payments and administrative financial
services.

Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Arturo Verderau del Río
Mr. Javier Guevara Blanco
Mr. Sebastián Friedl Uribe
Mr. Tomás García Bustamante
Mr. Mauricio Fernández Rodríguez

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

Molymex S.A. de CV is a public limited company with
variable capital, incorporated in Mexico.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 99.999% holding in Molymex
S.A. de C.V.

The commercial operations carried out correspond to:
• Payments made on account.
• Remittances of funds.
• Purchase and sale of products.
• Collection of invoices by account.
• Management services (financial, commercial and systems).

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 24,560.
3 COMPANY PURPOSE
Molymex S.A. de C.V. was incorporated on May 30, 1979, its
main company purpose being the manufacture, mixing, sale
and industrialization of all kinds of chemical products and
substances, primarily sulphides and oxides, excluding basic
petrochemicals.
4 DIRECTORS AND CEO
Board
Chairman
Adviser
Adviser
Adviser
Adviser
Adviser
Adviser
Adviser
Adviser
CEO

Mr. John Graell Moore
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas
Mr. Jorge Ramírez Gossler
Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Adolfo Carvajal Galindo
Mr. Luis Gonzalo Concha Parada
Mr. Juan Cristóbal Valenzuela Béjares
Ms. María Inés Gómez González
Mr. Miguel Dunay Osses
Mr. Alfredo Ortega Terán

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THAT HOLD OFFICE
Name

Position in Molymet

Mr. John Graell Moore
Mr. Edgar Pape Arellano

CEO
Vice President of Operations
America
Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Vicepresident of Commerce
and Market Development
Mr. Luis Gonzalo Concha Parada
Vice President of Engineering
Mr. Juan Cristóbal Valenzuela Béjares Vice President of Information
Mr. Miguel Dunay Osses
Vice President of Corporate and
Legal Affairs
Ms. María Inés Gómez González
Corporate Vice President of
People
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas
Corporate Vice President of
Compliance and Risk
Mr. Jorge Ramírez Gossler
Corporate Vice President of
Administration and Finance

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY
With Molymex, S.A. de CV there are contracts for the
purchase and sale of raw materials and finished products
and the provision of services, which are valued at market
prices.
9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY
As of December 31, 2019, the investment of Molymex S.A. de
C.V. in the parent company’s assets was 5.1649%
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SADACI N.V.

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

Sadaci NV is a company incorporated in Belgium.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. indirectly through its subsidiary
Strategic Metals has 99.9999289% of holding and through
subsidiary Carbomet Industrial S.A. 0.001% of holding over
Sadaci NV.

• Purchase and sale of products.
• Remittances and checking account payments.
• Management services (financial, commercial and
technology).

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL
As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to US $ 40,328.
3 COMPANY PURPOSE
Operation, treatment, manufacturing, transformation
and commercialization, both by itself and through third
parties, of raw materials, raw or finished products, from
the field of the chemical, electrochemical, metallurgical,
electrometallurgical industries or their derivatives, including
waste from these industries.

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY
Name

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

Position in Molymet

Mr. John Graell Moore
Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach

CEO
Vice President of Commerce
And Market Development

Mr. Gonzalo Concha Parada

Vice President of Engineering

The sale of products is valued at market prices.

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO
Board
Chairman
Director
Director
Director
CEO

STRATEGIC METALS
B.V.B.A.

Mr. John Graell Moore
Mr. Gonzalo Bascuñán Obach
Mr. Luis Gonzalo Concha Parada
Mr. Guido Provoost Voets
Mr. Godfried van Shuylenbergh

1 DENOMINATION AND CORPORATE TYPE

5 PERCENTAGE OF PARENT COMPANY HOLDING

7 BUSINESS RELATIONS WITH THE SUBSIDIARY

Strategic Metals B.V.B.A. is a company incorporated in
Belgium.

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has a 99.9999% stake in Strategic
Metals B.V.B.A.

• Purchase and sale of products.
• Remittances and checking account payments.
• Financial services.

2 REGISTERED AND PAID CAPITAL

6 DIRECTORS, CEO OR MANAGERS OF THE PARENT
COMPANY WHO HOLD A POSITION IN THE
SUBSIDIARY

As of December 31, 2019, the registered and paid capital
amounts to ThUS $ 74,326.

Name
3 COMPANY PURPOSE
The purchase and sale of all kinds of minerals.

Mr. Jorge Ramírez Gossler
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas

4 DIRECTORS AND CEO
Board
Chairman
Director
Director
Director
Director
CEO

Mr. Jerónimo Soffia Errázuriz
Mr. Andrés Ovalle Montero

8 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ACTS AND CONTRACTS
ENTERED INTO WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES THAT
SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS AND
RESULTS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

Position in Molymet

The sale of products is evaluated at market prices.

Corporate Vice President of
Administration and Finance
Corporate Vice President of
Compliance and Risk
Finance Deputy Manager
Deputy Manager Investor
Relations

9 PROPORTION THAT REPRESENTS THE INVESTMENT
IN THE ASSETS OF THE PARENT ENTITY
As of December 31, 2019, the investment of Strategic Metals
B.V.B.A. in the parent’s asset was 14.4023%.

Mr. Jorge Ramírez Gossler
Ms. Claudia Avendaño Rozas
Mr. Jerónimo Soffia Errázuriz
Mr. Andrés Ovalle Montero
Intertrust (Belgium) NV/SA
Intertrust (Belgium) NV/SA, por intermedio
de su gerente, Christophe Tans.
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Molymet, Casona Las Lilas, Nos, San Bernardo.
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MOLIBDENOS Y METALES S.A.
AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 2019

In thousands of United States Dollars (THUSD)

This document has 2 sections:
Consolidated financial statements
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
(Free translation from the original in Spanish)

Santiago, January 28, 2020

Santiago, January 28, 2020
Molibdenos y Metales S.A.
2

To the Shareholders and Directors Molibdenos y Metales S.A.

Opinion

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Molibdenos y Metales S.A. and subsidiaries,
which comprise the consolidated statements of financial position as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 and the consolidated
statements of profit or loss, of comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the years then ended and the
related notes to the consolidated financial statements.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2019 and 2018, and the results of their operations and cash
flows for the years then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Management’s responsibility for the consolidated financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements in
accordance to International Financial Reporting Standards. This responsibility includes the design, implementation and
maintenance of a relevant internal control for the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated financial statements
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We conducted
our audits in accordance with Chilean generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material
misstatements of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. Consequently, we do not express such an opinion. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Pwc Chile, Av. Andrés Bello 2711 - piso 5, Las Condes - Santiago, Chile
RUT: 81.513.400-1 | Teléfono: (56 2 ) 2940 000 | www.pwc.cl

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED

CONSOLIDATED

STATEMENTS OF
FINANCIAL POSITION

STATEMENTS OF
FINANCIAL POSITION

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2019 AND 2018. (In thousands of United States Dollars)

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2019 AND 2018. (In thousands of United States Dollars)

ASSETS

12-31-2019
THUSD

Note

12-31-2018
THUSD

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

5

199.824

192.584

Other financial assets, current

6

145

22.268

Other non-financial assets, current

7

4.445

7.441

Trade and other receivables, current

8

139.757

140.824

Intercompany receivables, current
Inventories

9

316

147

10

389.579

448.787

Biological assets, current

11

526

533

Tax assets, current

12

21.045

2.661

755.637

815.245

Current assets different from assets classified as held for sale
Assets classified as held for sale

13

Total current assets

-

7.277

755.637

822.522

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Other financial assets, non-current

6

301

-

Other non-financial assets, non-current

7

24

161

Trade and other receivables, non-current

8

54

217

Intercompany receivables, non-current

9

-

316

10

85.329

88.430

Inventories, non-current
Intangible assets

16

2.988

3.504

Property, Plant and Equipment

17

459.764

430.915

Deferred tax assets

18

15.086

15.040

Total non-current assets
Total assets

563.546

538.583

1.319.183

1.361.105

Other financial liabilities, current

12-31-2018
THUSD

19

43.878

81.910

Trade and other payables, current

20

135.368

154.964

Current tax liabilities

22

11.445

9.109

Employee benefit obligations, current

23

19.265

23.359

Other non-financial liabilities

24

25.944

39.688

235.900

309.030

19

235.178

238.146

Total current liabilities
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Other financial liabilities, non-current
Trade and other payables, non-current

20

1.648

-

Other provisions, non-current

21

439

521

Deferred tax liabilities

18

92.093

94.719

Employee benefit obligations, non-current

23

19.487

17.677

Total non-current liabilities

348.845

351.063

Total liabilities

584.745

660.093

EQUITY
Share capital

25

501.952

501.952

Retained earnings

25

249.363

211.820

Other reserves

25

(18.269)

(16.799)

733.046

696.973

1.392

4.039

734.438

701.012

1.319.183

1.361.105

Total Equity attributable to owners of the parent
Total Equity attributable to non-controlling interests

25

Total equity
Total equity and liabilities

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

12-31-2019
THUSD

CURRENT LIABILITIES

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

Note

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED

CONSOLIDATED

STATEMENTS OF PROFIT OR LOSS FOR
THE YEAR ENDED

STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED

DECEMBER 31, 2019 AND 2018 (In thousands of United States Dollars)

DECEMBER 31, 2019 AND 2018 (In thousands of United States Dollars)
ACCUMULATED

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Note

ACCUMULATED

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Revenue

26

1.170.148

1.192.261

Cost of sales

10

(1.012.274)

(966.979)

Gross profit

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Note

Profit for the period

157.874

225.282

29

1.198

1.306

Distribution costs

29

(14.229)

(13.327)

Administrative expenses

29

(50.523)

(56.727)

Other expenses, by function

29

(7.867)

(8.336)

Items that have or may be reclassified to the statement of income
in subsequent periods

Other gains (losses)

29

10.745

(1.463)

Exchange gain on foreign currency adjustments

97.198

146.735

Retirement plan actuarial gains (losses)

23

Net items not to be reclassified to the statement of income in subsequent
periods

25

Other comprehensive income, before tax, foreign currency adjustments

Finance incomes

19

6.640

10.274

Finance expenses

19

(19.094)

(21.922)

Share of income (losses) from equity method associates and joint ventures

15

-

(982)

(1.090)

(1.365)

83.654

132.740

(20.445)

(34.792)

Other components of other comprehensive income, before tax

Profit for the period from continuing operations

63.209

97.948

Profit for the period

63.209

97.948

Income tax relating to components of other comprehensive income that
will not be reclassified to profit or loss

Foreign exchange loss
Profit before income taxes
Income tax expense

18

(Losses)/gains on cash flow hedges, before tax

25

(1.455)

(1.111)

(1.455)

(1.111)

Other comprehensive income that will be reclassified to profit or loss, before
tax

3.427

9.207

(22)

8.123

924

324

924

324

(1.318)

(2.786)

(1.318)

2.786)

(416)

5.661

62.793

103.609

62.157

102.446

636

1.163

62.793

103.609

Income tax related to deferred benefit plans of other comprehensive result

636

1.163

63.209

97.948

0,47

0,73

Income taxes related to components of other comprehensive result that
will be reclassified to the period result

0,47

0,73

Income tax related to cash flow hedges of other comprehensive result

0,47

0,73

0,47

0,73

Income tax relating to components of other comprehensive income that will
be reclassified to profit or loss

25

(1.084)

10.318

25

Earnings (loss) per diluted share

(3.449)

10.318

Profit attributable to non-controlling interests

Earnings (loss) per diluted share from continuing operations (USD-share)

(1.084)

4.882

96.785

Earnings (loss) per basic share

(3.449)

4.882

62.573

25

97.948

Other comprehensive income, before tax, cash flow hedges

25

Earnings (loss) per basic share from continuing operations (USD-share)

63.209

Cash flow hedges

Profit attributable to owners of the parent
Profit for the period

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Items not to be reclassified to the statement of income in subsequent
periods:

Other incomes, by function

Income from operating activities

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

18

Income taxes related to components of other comprehensive result that will
not be reclassified to the period result

18

Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

Comprehensive income attributable to
Comprehensive income, attributable to owners of the parent
Comprehensive income, attributable to non-controlling interest
Total comprehensive income

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Cash flow from (used in) financial activities

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS FOR
THE YEAR ENDED

Borrowings of long-term debt

5

Borrowings of short-term debt

5

371.012

410.000

5

(411.417)

(608.125)

-

292

(39.603)

(40.943)

6

-

5

(14.930)

(17.129)

-

(110)

5

(246)

(1.079)

(91.866)

(188.247)

6.132

(53.212)

1.108

2.943

7.240

(50.269)

Payments of dividends

25

Interests received, classified as financial activities

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS – DIRECT METHOD

Paid interests
01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Note

Income taxes paid (repayments), classified as financial activities

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Other cash entries (exits)
Net cash flows from (used in) financial activities

Cash flow statement

Increase (decrease) cash and cash equivalent, before foreign exchanges
rate effect

Cash flow from (used in) operating activities
Charges classes by operational activity:

Effects of foreign exchanges rate on cash and cash equivalents

Charges from sales of goods and services
Other charges for operational activities

5

1.241.164

1.144.461

140.721

140.933

(1.164.404)

(1.189.236)

(81.980)

(81.490)

(3.256)

(1.820)

(241)

-

Payment classes:
Payment to suppliers for goods and services
Payment to and for employees
Payment for premiums and benefits, annuity and other obligations from subscribed
policies
Other payments for operational activities
Interests received, classified as operational activities

706

-

(18.826)

(5.433)

(7)

2.209

113.877

9.624

Cash flow used for gaining control of subsidiaries or other companies, classified as
investment activities

(3.339)

-

Other charges for sales of equity or debt instruments from other entities

65.495

223.882

Other payments to acquire equity or debt instruments from other entities

(43.837)

(65.851)

17.356

-

Repayments (paid) income taxes
Other cash incomes (expenses)

5

Cash flow from (used in) operating activities

Effects of foreign exchanges rate on cash and cash equivalents
Increase (decrease) cash and cash equivalent
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

5

192.584

242.853

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

5

199.824

192.584

Cash flow from (used in) investing activities

Other charges for sales of joint ventures participation, classified as investment
activities
Cash receipts from sales of properties, plant and equipment
Cash paid for purchase of properties, plant and equipment
Payments from future contracts, puts, options and financial swaps

207

339

(58.191)

(41.961)

-

(2.092)

Charges from future contracts, puts, options and financial swaps, classified as
investment activities

609

136

Charges to related entities

140

7

-

3

5.741

11.037

-

(89)

(60)

-

(15.879)

125.411

Dividends received, classified as investment activities
Interests received, classified as investment activities
Income taxes paid (repayments), classified as investment activities
Other cash incomes (expenses), classified as investment activities
Net cash flow from (used in) investing activities

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

68.847

Loans repayments
Charges from government subsidy, classified as financial activities

DECEMBER 31, 2019 AND 2018 (In thousands of United States Dollars)

3.312

5

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2019 AND 2018 (In thousands of United States Dollars)

MOLIBDENOS Y METALES S.A.
AND SUBSIDIARIES

(a) Between January 1st and December 31st, 2019.

Statement of changes
in net equity

Balance to January 01, 2019

Issued capital

Reserves for
exchange
rate
differences

Reserves for
cash flow
hedge

Reserves for
defined
benefit plans
actuarial
gains or loss

Other various
reserves

Total
Other
reserves

Accumulated
gains
(losses)

Equity
attributable to
interests
controllers

Non-controlling
interests

Total
equity

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

501.952

(4.048)

(9.474)

(3.277)

-

(16.799)

211.820

696.973

4.039

701.012

62.573

62.573

636

63.209

Changes in equity
Comprehensive income
Profit for the period
Other comprehensive income

(1.455)

3.564

(2.525)

(416)

-

(416)

-

(416)

Comprehensive income

(1.455)

3.564

(2.525)

(416)

62.573

62.157

636

62.793

(25.030)

(25.030)

Dividends
Increase (decrease) for transfers
and other changes
Total of changes in equity

Balance to December 31, 2019

501.952

(1.054)

(1.054)

(25.030)

(1.054)

(3.283)

(4.337)

(1.455)

3.564

(2.525)

(1.054)

(1.470)

37.543

36.073

(2.647)

33.426

(5.503)

(5.910)

(5.802)

(1.054)

(18.269)

249.363

733.046

1.392

734.438

(b) Between January 1st and December 31st, 2018.

Statement of changes in net equity

Balance to January 01, 2018

Issued
capital

Reserves for
exchange
rate
differences

Reserves
for cash
flow hedge

Reserves
for defined
benefit
plans
actuarial
gains or
loss

Other
various
reserves

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

501.952

Total
Other
reserves

Accumulated
gains
(losses)

Equity
attributable to
interests
controllers

Non-controlling
interests

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

(2.937)

(17.006)

(2.517)

-

(22.460)

Other comprehensive income

(1.111)

7.532

(760)

-

5.661

Comprehensive income

(1.111)

7.532

(760)

5.661

Total
equity

THUSD

153.748

633.240

4.443

637.683

96.785

96.785

1.163

97.948

-

5.661

-

5.661

96.785

102.446

1.163

103.609

(38.713)

(38.713)

Changes in equity
Comprehensive income
Profit for the period

Dividends
Increase (decrease) for transfers and other changes
Total of changes in equity
Balance to December 31, 2018

501.952

Activities and general information on the company
Significant accounting policies.
Financial risks management.
Critical estimates and accounting criteria.
Cash and cash equivalents.
Other current and non-current financial assets.
Other current and non-current non-financial assets.
Current and non-current trade and other receivables.
Balance and transactions with related parties.
Inventories
Biological assets
Current tax assets.
Assets classified as held for sale
Consolidated financial statements.
Investments accounted for using the equity method.
Intangible assets.
Property, plant and equipment.
Deferred taxes.
Information to disclose on financial assets
Trade and other payables.
Provisions.
Current tax liabilities
Employee benefit obligations
Other current non-financial liabilities.
Information to disclose on issued capital and gains per share.
Revenue from ordinary activities.
Leases.
Information to disclose on operating segments
Information about non-financial incomes and expenditures.
Foreign currency
Environment.
Events after the reporting period.

(38.713)
(1.567)

(1.567)

(1.111)

7.532

(760)

-

5.661

58.072

63.733

(404)

63.329

(4.048)

(9.474)

(3.277)

-

(16.799)

211.820

696.973

4.039

701.012

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED

Preparation of the consolidated financial statements, according to the aforementioned, demands the use of certain estimations and
accounting criteria. It also demands the Administration to exercise its judgment in the process of applying the Corporation accounting
policies. On note No 4 are disclosed the areas implying a major degree of judgment or complexity or the areas where hypothesis and
estimations are significant.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE
YEAR ENDED

To the date of the actual consolidated financial statements there are no uncertainties respect facts or conditions that may bring doubts
over the possibility that the Corporation and its Subsidiaries keep their normal functioning as running companies.
The consolidated financial statements had been prepared under the historical cost criteria, except for certain financial instruments,
which are reflected as fair market value.

DECEMBER 31, 2019. (In thousands of United States Dollars)

2.2. New pronouncements.

1. Activities and general information on the company.
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. (the “Corporation” or “Parent Company” hereon) and its subsidiaries, together form the Molymet Group
(“Molymet” or “Group” hereon).
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. is a publicly held company, with a head office located at Camino Nos a los Morros N° 66, commune of San
Bernardo, Province of Maipo, Metropolitan Region, Chile. The Corporation is registered in the interests’ registry of the Chilean Securities
and Insurance Supervisor, with N° 0191.
Molymet has as corporate purpose of processing molybdenum concentrate, coming from copper mining in Chile and abroad, obtaining
as final products molybdenum oxide on technical and pure grades, ferromolybdenum, molybdenum salts, metallic molybdenum,
molybdenum dioxide, metallic rhenium, ammonium perrhenate, and pherrenic acid according to clients’ requirements. As consequence
of its environmental control processes sulfuric acid, copper cements and cathodes are produced. Commercial activities are developed, in
part, as roasting and leaching services for which a fee is applied, and on the other hand, purchasing raw material and selling manufactured
goods abroad.
Molymet products are traded mainly in the European, Asian and North American market, being used by hitech companies in industries
such as aerospace, chemical, electronics and iron and steel sectors.
To December 31st 2019 and 2018 the Group has a total staffing of 1,411 and 1,360 employees, distributed as shown in the following table:

Staffing

Workers N°
to 12-31-2019

Executives

Workers N°
to 12-31-2018
74

73

Professionals and Technicians

669

662

Others

668

625

(a) Accounting pronouncements effective from January 1st 2019:
To the date of these consolidated financial statement issuing, had been published amendments, improving and interpretations to the
existing norms, being effective during 2019 fiscal year, that the company has adopted. These were mandatory from the dates indicated
below:
Norms

Description

Mandatory application for yearly
periods started on or after:

NIC 12

Income Taxes

January 1st, 2019

NIC 19

Employee Benefits

January 1st, 2019

NIC 23

Borrowing Costs

January 1st, 2019

NIC 28

Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

January 1st, 2019

NIIF 3

Business Combinations

January 1st, 2019

NIIF 9

Financial Instruments

January 1st, 2019

NIIF 11

Joint Arrangements

January 1st, 2019

NIIF 16

Leases

January 1st, 2019

CINIIF 23

Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments

January 1st, 2019

The adoption of these norms, according to the mandatory date of each one of them, had no significant impact on the financial statements.
Average staffing during the exercise from January to December 2019 was 1,386 workers.

2. Significant accounting policies.
Following main accounting policies adopted on the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are described. These policies
had been applied evenly to the periods presented on these consolidated financial statements.

(b) Accounting pronouncements effective after December 31st 2019:
Also, at the date of these consolidated financial statements issuing, the following changes were issued by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB), but their use were not mandatory:

Description

Mandatory application for yearly periods
started on or after:

NIIF 3

Business definition

January 1st, 2020

NIIF 7

Reform of the reference interest rate

January 1st, 2020

NIIF 9

Reform of the reference interest rate

January 1st, 2020

The consolidated statement of financial position as of December 31st, 2019 is presented compared to the one corresponding to December
31st, 2018.

NIIF 17

Insurances Contracts (Replaces IFRS 4)

January 1st, 2021

The consolidated statement of profit and loss and the consolidated statement of comprehensive income include the movements between
January 1st and December 31st of 2019 and 2018, respectively.

NIC 1

Presentation of Financial Statements

January 1st, 2020

NIC 8

Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting
Estimates and Errors

January 1st, 2020

NIC 39

Reform of the reference interest rate

January 1st, 2020

2.1 Basis of presentation.

Norms

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. consolidated financial statements to December 31st 2019 had been prepared according to the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) set by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).
These consolidated financial statements are presented in thousands of United States dollars, being the functional currency in the main
economic environment that Molymet operates.

The consolidated statement of cash flows shows movements between January 1st and December 31st of 2019 and 2018.
The consolidated statement of changes in equity refer to annual periods that began on January 1st and December 31st of 2019 and 2018

The Corporation’s administration considers that the adoption of the standards, amendments and interpretations described above, will
not have a significant impact on the Group’s consolidated financial statements for its applicable period.
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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2.3. Basis of Consolidation.

(b) Intercompany transactions and minority interests

(a) Subsidiaries

The Group applies the policy of considering the transactions with minority interests as third-party external to the Group transaction,
disclosing transaction with minority interests, when they are not control losses, as equity transaction with no effect on the revenue
statement.

SSubsidiaries are all entities (including special purposes entities) over which the Corporation has control. It is considered that control
is hold when:
• There is power over the entity;
• There is exposure, or rights, to variable returns coming from its implication in the entity;
• There is capability to affect returns through its power over the entity.
It is considered that the Corporation has power over an entity when it has rights that allow it to direct relevant activities, that is, the
activities that affect in a significate manner the returns of the entity. For the Corporation, in general, power comes from holding the
majority of voting rights given by capital instruments from the subsidiaries.
When evaluating if the Corporation controls another entity, it is considered the existence and effect of potential voting rights that
are currently executable or tradable. Subsidiaries are consolidated starting from the date in which the control is transferred and are
excluded from the consolidation from the date the control cease.
The following table shows the detail of companies forming the Molymet Group, specifying: a) functioning currency, b) investment
country and c) Parent Company’s percentage of the interest on each company:

Rut

Country

Consolidation

Local
currency

Functional
currency

December 31st, 2019
Direct

Indirect

December 31st, 2018
Total

Direct

Indirect

Total

The Corporation’s interests on the losses or gains after the acquisition of its affiliates or associates are recognized on the revenue
statements, and its participation on the other equity operations after the acquisition is recognized as reserves. Accumulated operations
after the acquisition are adjusted to the investment’s book value. When Group’s interests on the losses of an affiliate or associate is equal
or higher to its’ participation, including any other non-insured retrievable account, the Corporation does not recognize additional losses,
unless it has incurred in obligations or made payments on the affiliate or associate’s behalf.
Dilution profits or losses in affiliates or associates are recognized in the consolidated revenue statement.

2.4. Financial information by operating segments.

Molibdenos y Metales
S.A.

93.628.000-5

Chile

Parent

CLP

USD

Molymet Trading S.A.

76.107.905-0

Chile

Direct

CLP

USD

99,000000

1,000000

100,000000

99,000000

1,000000

100,000000

Inmobiliaria San
Bernardo S.A.

96.953.640-4

Chile

Direct

CLP

USD

93,467896

6,487348

99,955244

93,467896

6,487348

99,955244

Molymex S.A. de C.V.

Foreign

México

Direct

MXN

USD

99,999000

0,001000

100,000000

99,999000

0,001000

100,000000

Molymet Corporation

Foreign

USA

Direct

USD

USD

99,950000

0,050000

100,000000

99,900000

0,100000

100,000000

Strategic Metals B.V.B.A.

Foreign

Bélgica

Direct

EUR

USD

99,999900

0,000100

100,000000

99,999925

0,000075

100,000000

Carbomet Industrial S.A.

96.103.000-5

Chile

Direct

CLP

USD

99,989482

-

99,989482

99,989482

-

99,989482

Carbomet Energía S.A.

91.066.000-4

Chile

Direct

CLP

CLP

52,763385

-

52,763385

52,763385

-

52,763385

Molymet Do Brasil
Representações e
Serviços Ltda.

Foreign

Brasil

Direct

Real

USD

90,000000

10,000000

100,000000

90,000000

10,000000

100,000000

Molymet Services
Limited

Foreign

Inglaterra

Indirect

GBP

USD

-

100,000000

100,000000

-

100,000000

100,000000

Molymet Perú Trading
Company S.A.C.

Foreign

Perú

Direct

SOL

USD

90,000000

10,000000

100,000000

-

-

-

A business segment is a Group of assets and operations in charge of delivering products or services subject to risks and performances
different to the other business segments. A geographical segment is in charge of delivering products and services in a concrete economic
environment subject to risks and performances different to the other business segments that operate in other economical environments.

2.5. Foreign currency transactions.
(a) Functional currency
Items included in the financial statements of each of the Group’s entities are valued using the currency of the primary economic
environment in which the entity operates or «functional currency».
(b) Transactions and balances

Sadaci N.V.

Foreign

Bélgica

Indirect

EUR

USD

-

100,000000

100,000000

-

100,000000

100,000000

Reintech GmbH

Foreign

Alemania

Indirect

EUR

USD

-

100,000000

100,000000

-

100,000000

100,000000

Eastern Special Metals
Hong Kong Limited

Foreign

China

Indirect

HKD

USD

-

100,000000

100,000000

-

100,000000

100,000000

Molymet Beijing Trading
Co. Ltd.

Foreign

China

Direct

CNY

USD

100,000000

-

100,000000

100,000000

-

100,000000

Chemiemetall GmbH

Affiliates or associates are all entities over which the Corporation has significant influence but not the control, which generally means
an interest between 20% and 50% of the voting rights, or representation of the board or participation in the policy fixation or relative
significant transactions between the investor and the participant or change on the management personnel or technical supply
information. Investments on affiliates or associated are accounted by the participation method and initially are recognized by its cost.
These carries the recognition of identifiable business assets (including intangibles not recognized previously) and liabilities (including
contingent liabilities) acquired at the fair value. Investments on affiliates or associates include goodwill or added value (net from any
loss for accumulated impairment) identified in the acquisition.

Unrealized profits by transactions between the Corporation and its affiliates or associates are eliminated in function of the percentage
of the Corporation’s interest over them. Unrealized losses are also eliminated, unless the transaction evidences a loss for transferred
asset impairment.

Participation percentage to
Company

(c) Affiliates or associates

Foreign

Alemania

Indirect

EUR

USD

-

100,000000

100,000000

-

100,000000

100,000000

Complejo Industrial
Molynor S.A.

76.016.222-1

Chile

Direct

CLP

USD

93,780354

6,219646

100,000000

93,780354

6,219646

100,000000

Compañía Auxiliar de
Electricidad del Maipo
S.A. (i)

91.904.000-9

Chile

Indirect

CLP

CLP

-

-

-

-

35,175590

35,175590

i) Carbomet Energía S.A. company, on June 24th, 2019, acquires 100.00% of Compañía Auxiliar de Electricidad del Maipo S.A., absorbing
all its rights and obligations.
In order to account the acquisition of subsidiaries by the Corporation the equity method is used. The acquisition cost is the fair value
of delivered assets, equity instruments issued and the incurred or assumed liabilities and contingencies at the date of exchange. The
identifiable assets acquired and the incurred or assumed liabilities in a business combination are initially valued at its fair value to the
date of acquisition, regardless the scope of minority interests. The excess of acquisition cost over the fair value on the Corporation
interest over the identifiable net assets acquired, are recognized as goodwill or added value. If the cost of an acquisition is lower than
the fair value of the net assets of the acquired subsidiary, the difference is directly recognized in the revenue statement.
On consolidation intercompany transactions are eliminated, as are unrealized profits/balances between Group companies. Unrealized
losses are also eliminated, unless the transaction evidences a loss for transferred asset impairment.
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

Transactions on foreign currency are exchanged to functional currency using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction. Gains
and losses in foreign currency resulting from liquidation of such transactions and the exchange rate of closure from currency assets and
liabilities on foreign currency, are recognized on the revenue statements, except for transactions qualified as cash flow hedge and net
investment hedge, which are deferred in equity.
(c) Presentation currency
Consolidated financial statements are presented in United States of North America’s dollars, which is the functional and presentation
currency of the Parent Corporation.
Revenues and financial statements of all entities of the Group (none of which has a functional currency of a hyperinflationary economy)
which have a functional currency other than the presentation currency, are exchanged to presentation currency as follows:
(i) Assets and liabilities of each financial statement presented are converted to the exchange rate corresponding to the closing date
of the financial statements;
(ii) Incomes and expenses of each item of the revenue are converted to on the transactions dates exchange rate (for the cases where
it cannot be determined in such manner the monthly average exchange rate is uses as a reasonable approximation); and
(iii) All differences resulting from currency exchanges are recognized as a component on equity, classified as other reserves.
In consolidation, differences arising from exchange of a net investment on a foreign entity, loans and other instruments in foreign
currency designated as investments hedge, are registered as a separated component on equity.
Goodwill or added value and fair market value adjustments arising from foreign entity acquisition, are treated as assets and liabilities of
the foreign entity and are exchanged to the end of period exchange rate.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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2.6. Property, plant and equipment.

• There’s capability to use or sell the intangible asset;
• It is possible to demonstrate that the intangible asset will generate probable economic benefits in the future;

Property and constructions mainly constitute the industrial facilities used on the Group’s corporate purpose.

• There is availability of adequate technical, financial or other kind of resources, to complete the development and to use or sell the
intangible asset; and

(a) Valuation and update
Elements of the fixed asset included on “property, plant and equipment” are recognized by its cost minus
depreciation and losses for corresponding accumulated impairment, with the exception of land property, which are presented at its cost
net from impairment.
Land and buildings mainly comprise factories and offices. All property, plant and equipment are exposed to its historical cost minus
depreciation. Historical cost includes expenses directly attributable to the assets’ acquisition.
Subsequent costs are included in the initial asset value or are recognized as a separated asset, only when is probable that future
economic benefits associated to the fixed asset would flow to the Group and the cost of the element can be determined in a reliable
manner. The replaced component value is accountably writtenoff. The rest of reparations and maintenance are charged to the revenue
period in which they were made.
(b) Depreciation method

Depreciation of other fixed assets are calculated using the straight-line method based on the estimated useful life of the assets and its
residual value according to the following average per item classes:

30 years

Machinery

10 years

Vehicles

4 years

Furnishings, accessories and equipment

8 years

Walnut tree plantations

45 years

The residual value and useful life of assets are reviewed and adjusted at each financial year-end, if expectations differ from previous
estimates. When the book value of an asset is higher than its estimated
recoverable amount, its’ value is reduced immediately to the recoverable amount.
Gains and losses the disposal of fixed assets are calculated comparing the income obtained with the book amount and are included in
the statement of profit or loss.

2.7. Biological assets.
Corporation’s biological assets are related to agricultural products grown at the productive plant.
The Corporation considers as fair value the incurred costs between each agricultural period that is the time passed between one harvest
and the other. This given the short period in which they are accumulated, the Corporation estimates that it represents a reasonable
approximation of its value.
At harvesting time, such value is transferred to Inventories as initial cost.

2.8. Intangible assets.
(a) Software (computer programs)
Expenditures related to software maintenance are recognized as a cost when they are incurred. Costs directly related to unique and
identifiable computer programs controlled by the Group, and that are likely to generate economic benefits over the costs longer than a
year, are recognized as intangible assets. Direct costs include costs of software’s developer personnel.
The developing costs of software, recognized as intangible assets, are paid off during its’ estimated useful life (which are no longer than
4 years).
(b) Research and development expenditures
Expenditures in research are recognized when they are incurred. Costs incurred in development projects (related to new or improvement
of product design and testing) are recognized as an intangible asset when they comply with the following requisites:
• Technically, it’s possible to complete the intangible asset’s production so it can be available for its use or sale;

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

Developments recognized as intangible assets are yearly tested for impairment losses.
(c) Emission rights
Emission rights given by National Environment Commission (CONAMA, from Spanish), necessary for factories normal operation, are
registered at purchase value, in the event payments are made, from the moment the Corporation is in conditions to exercise control and
measurement over them. These rights are not subject to amortization; nevertheless, it shall be tested for impairment at least annually.

Costs for incurred interest for the construction of any asset are capitalized during the period time that is necessary to complete and
prepare the asset for its intended use. Other costs for interest are registered as expenditures.

2.10. Losses for impairment of non-financial assets.

Useful life

Constructions

• The administration intends to complete the mentioned intangible asset, to be used or sold;

Development costs previously recognized as expenditure are not recognized as an asset in a subsequent period.

2.9. Interest costs.

Land property and art pieces are not depreciated.

Fix Asset Class

• It is possible to value, in a reliable way, the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset during its development.

Assets with an undefined useful life, such as land or added value, are not subject to pay-off and are at least yearly tested for value
impairment. Assets subject to pay-off are tested for impairment as long as a fact or change in the circumstances indicates that the
book value cannot be retrievable. An impairment loss is recognized for the excess of the asset’s book value over its retrievable value.
The retrievable value is the fair value of an asset minus the costs for selling or using, the higher from both. To examine the losses for
impairment assets are grouped to the lowest level in which there are separate identifiable cash flows (cash generating units). Nonfinancial assets, other than goodwill, that may have suffered an impairment loss are subject to examination at every date of the balance
for it would be reviews of losses.

2.11 Financial assets.
2.11.1 Classification
The Group classifies its financial assets in the following categories:
(a) Amortized cost.
(b) At fair value with changes in other comprehensive income statement.
(c) At fair value with changes in profit or loss statement.
Classification depends on the contract cash flows and the business model in which they are managed. Management determines the
classification of its financial assets at the moment of its initial recognition.
(a) Amortized cost
The financing instruments measured at amortized cost are those which are kept for collecting contract cash flows only for paying the
principal and interests over the remaining principal amount. Among the financing instruments complying this definition according to
IFRS 9 it can be found Trade and other receivables, Trade and other payables and borrowing included in Other financial liabilities.
(b) At fair value with changes in other comprehensive income statement
Financing instruments measured at fair value with changes in other comprehensive income statement are those kept within the business
model and have the objective to collect contract cash flows only for principal and interests of the principal balance payment or for
selling.
(c) At fair value with changes in profit or loss statement
Financing instruments measured at fair value with changes in profit or loss statement are those not measured at amortized cost or at
fair value with changes in other comprehensive income statement and their effect are recognized in the profit or loss of the period.

2.11.2 Financial assets write-off
In general, financial assets are written-off when they are past due date or the contract rights to receive cash flows had been handed over
or the entity had substantially transferred the whole of the risks and returns for its possession. On the other hand, financial liabilities
are written-off when they are extinguished, in other words, when the obligation specified on the contract has been paid, cancelled or
expired, or when the creditor legally releases from responsibility.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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2.11.3 Recognition and measurement

2.14. Trade and other receivables.

Financing instruments are classified according to the aforementioned in 2.11.1 into Amortized cost, At fair value with changes in other
comprehensive income statement or At fair value with changes in profit or loss statement.

Trade receivables are initially recognized for its fair value and after by its redeemed cost according to the effective interest rate method,
minus the loss provision for its value impairment determined by the expected credit loss model, according to IFRS 9 requirements. In
addition, a provision for losses by trading debtor accounts impairment is established when there is objective evidence that the Group
will not be able to collect all the amounts owed to it according to the original terms of the collectable accounts. The existence of
significant financial difficulties of the debtor, the probability that the debtor declares financial bankrupt or reorganization or the lack or
lateness in payments are considered indicators that the collectable account has been deteriorated. The amount of the provision is the
difference between the book amount and the present value of estimated future cash flow, discounted to the effective interest rate. The
book amount is reduced as the provision account is being used and the loss is recognized in the revenue statement in “Sales costs”. The
latter recuperation of amounts written-off are recognized as credit in “Sales costs”.

(a) Amortized cost
Financial assets at amortized cost are accounted by its amortized cost according to the effective interest rate method. The amortized
cost is reduced by impairment losses. Financing revenues and expenditures, exchange profits or losses and impairment are recognized
in the statement of profit or loss. Any profit or loss in accounts write/off is recognized as profit or loss of the period.
Loans and collectable accounts are non-derivative financing instruments with fixed or determinable payments not quoted in an active
market. Its recognition is made through the amortized cost, registering directly in the profit or loss statement the accruing of the agreed
conditions.
((b) At fair value with changes in other comprehensive income statement
Financing instruments at fair market value with changes in other comprehensive income statement are then measured at fair value.
Interests’ incomes are calculated using the effective rate method and are recognized in the income statements. Other net profits and
losses are recognized in equity.
(c) At fair value with changes in profit or loss statement
Financing instruments at fair value with changes in profit or loss statement are then measured at fair market value. Net profits or losses,
including incomes for interests or dividends, are recognized in the profit or loss of the period.

2.11.4 Financial assets impairment
The Group evaluates on the date of each balance if there is objective evidence that a financial asset or a group of financial assets
may have suffered from impairment losses. IFRS 9 requires the Corporation to register credit loss of all its debt titles, borrowings and
trade receivables, for which it has been established a provision matrix based on the past 5 years of the Group’s credit loss historical
experience. Test of impairment of losses over the receivable accounts are described on Note 2.14.

2.12 Derivative financial instruments and hedge activities.
Derivative financial instruments are valued, as well as at the beginning as after to its fair value. Accounting the changes will depend on
the following classification:
Derivatives not qualifying for hedge accounting
Derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting are recognized to its fair value with changes on the results.
Derivatives qualifying for hedge accounting
To this report date these contemplated Cross Currency Swaps and forward contracts designated in cash flow hedge. At all time they
are recognized to its fair value in the Classified Financial Statement, with changes on its fair value recognized in the Equity changes,
in “Hedge reserves”. To the date of each report, it is reclassified from the change in equity statement to the revenue statement under
the lines “Exchange rate difference” and “Financial Costs”, the hedge amount that counterparts the difference between exchange rate
and interest rate, respectively, originated by the hedge object related to the instrument, except for noneffective hedge, which in case of
existing are directly recognized in the revenue.

2.15. Cash and cash equivalents.
Cash and cash equivalents include the cash in hand, balances on bank accounts, term deposits in credit entities, other short-term
investments of great liquidity and low risk with an original due period of three month or less. In the situation balance, overdrafts are
classified as “other current financial liabilities”.

2.16. Issued capital.
Ordinary shares are classified as equity.
Incremental costs directly attributable to new shares or options issuing are presented in equity as “Other reserves” until they are
capitalized.

2.17. Trading creditors.
Suppliers or trading creditors are initially recognized to its fair value and alter they are valued by its redeemed amount using the
effective interest rate method

2.18. Loans that accrue interests.
Financial liabilities are recognized initially by its fair value, net from costs incurred for the transaction. After, financial liabilities are valued
for its redeemed amount; any difference between the amounts obtained (net from costs for obtaining it) and the refund payment, are
recognized in the revenue statement during the useful life of the debt according to the effective interest rate method.
Financial liabilities are classified as current liabilities unless the Group has an unconditional right to differ its liquidation for at least 12
months after the date of the balance.

2.19. Income taxes and deferred taxes.
The exercise revenue tax expenditure comprehends the current tax and deferred taxes.
(a) Income taxes
Expenditures for income taxes from Parent Company and Chilean based subsidiaries, are calculated as a function of the profit before
income taxes, increased or decreased, as applicable, by the temporary and permanent differences contemplated in the tributary
legislation regarding the taxable base for the aforementioned tax.
Expenditures for income taxes of foreign subsidiaries it’s determined according the current legislation at each country.

2.13. Inventories.

(b) Deferred taxes

(a) Inventories Policy

Deferred taxes are calculated according to the liability method, over the temporary differences arising from the fiscal bases of assets
and liabilities and their book amounts in the annual consolidated accounts. Nevertheless, if the deferred taxes arise from the initial
recognition of a liability or asset in a transaction different from a business combination that, at the moment of the transaction, does not
affect nor the accounting result nor the fiscal revenue or loss, it is not accounted. The deferred tax it’s determined using tax rates (and
laws) approved or on the edge of approval in the date of the balance and that it’s expected to apply when the corresponding asset for
deferred tax executes or the liability from deferred taxes are liquidated.

Inventories are valued to its lower of cost or net realizable value.
(b) Inventories measuring policy
The Group values its inventories according to the following:
The cost of inventories production comprises directly and indirectly costs related to the produced units, such as raw materials, labor,
fixed and variable costs incurred for the transformation of raw material to finished product.

Assets for deferred taxes are recognized as the probability that future fiscal benefits may be available, which could compensate the
temporary differences or existence of tax temporary differences enough to absorb them.

In the case of acquired inventory, the acquisition cost comprises the buying price, the importing rights, transport, storage and other
costs attributable to goods and material acquisitions.

Deferred taxes are recognized from temporary differences arising from investments in subsidiaries and associates, except in the cases in
which the Parent Company is able to control the date on which the temporary differences may be reverted, and it is probable that these
may not be reverted for the foreseeable future.

(c) Calculating Inventory cost

At the closing of the current financial statements no deferred taxes had been recognized for investments in subsidiaries.

Raw material, products in process, finished products, containers and materials are valued to the purchase weighted average price.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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2.20. Employee benefits.
Years of service indemnity

At the beginning of the contract it shall be recognized an asset (Right of use asset) and the corresponding finance liability at its present
value. Right of use asset is amortized during the period of the contract.

The obligation for defined services it is calculated yearly according to the projected credit unit method. The present value of the
obligation is determined discounting the future cash flow exits to State Bonds interest rates in the currency those services will be paid
and with due periods similar to the corresponding obligations.

Interests of the financing liability are recognized in the statement of profit or loss. Leases not complying the aforementioned conditions
are classified as services contracts and the expenditure is recognized in a linear manner.

Actuarial losses and gains arising from the adjustments for experience and changes in the actuarial hypothesis are charged or paid on
equity in the comprehensive revenue statement, recognized in the period in which they arise.

For purposes of first implementation and according to IFRS 16, the prospective method was selected.
The effect of implementing IFRS 16 meant an increase in assets and liabilities to January 1st, 2019, according to the following:

2.21. Provisions.
Provisions for environmental restoration, restructuration costs and lawsuits are recognized when: the Group has a present obligation,
legally or implicit, as the result of past facts; it is probable that an exit of resources will be necessary to liquidate the obligation; and the
amount has been estimated in a reliable manner.
Provisions for restructuration include sanctions for rent cancellation and payments for employees’ layoffs. There are not provisions for
losses of future exploitations.
When there are a similar number of obligations, the probability of necessity that an exit flow for its liquidation is determined considering
the type of obligations as a whole. A provision is recognized even if the probability of exit flow respect of any item included in it may
be small.

Amount
THUSD
Right of use asset

4.175

Right of use obligations, current

(1.460)

Right of use obligations, non-current

(2.715)

Total

-

The effect of implementing IFRS 16 over financial statements as of December 31st, 2019, is presented as follows:

Provisions are valued to the actual value of expected expenditure necessary to liquidate the obligation using a before taxes interest rate
that reflects the current market evaluations on the temporary value of money and the specific risks of the obligation. The increment on
the provision as a consequence of time passing it is recognized as interest expenditure.

2.22. Income recognition.
Ordinary incomes include the fair value of received remunerations or to be received for the sale of assets and services in the course of
Group’s ordinary activities. Ordinary incomes are presented net from sales taxes, returns, reduction and discounts, after being eliminated
sales from within the Group.
The Group recognizes incomes when the amount of them can be reliably valued, it is probable that the future economic benefits will
flow to the entity and the specific conditions for each of the Group activities are met, as described further. It is considered that it is not
possible to value an income amount in a reliable manner until all contingencies related to the sale are resolved. The Group bases its
estimations in historical results, taking into account the kind of client, transaction and the concrete terms of each agreement.
Ordinary incomes are recognized as follows:
(a) Sales of goods
The Group produces and sales molybdenum, rhenium and copper products. Sales of goods are recognized when the entity of the Group
has transferred the risks and benefits of products to the client, who accepts them unconditionally and trade accounts are reasonably
secured to be collected.
(b) Services supply

Amount
THUSD
Right of use asset

2.936

Right of Use obligations, current (Note 20)

1.346

Right of Use obligations, non-current (Note 20)

1.648

Financing Costs (Note 19)

140

Depreciation (Note 17)

1.239

(*) Right of Use asset is classified as “Property, Plants and Equipment” and the liability as “Trade and other payables” .

Assets rented by third parties under operational rent contracts are included in Property, plant and equipment in the statement of
financial position.
Incomes coming from leases are recognized in a linear manner during the renting period.

2.24. Assets classified as held for sale.
Assets classified as assets held for sale are recognized to the lesser value between the book amount and the fair value minus sales costs.

2.25. Added value.

The Group supply tolling services. These services are supplied over the base of a concrete date and material or else as a fixed price
contract, for periods from one to ten years.

Added value represents the excess between the purchase cost and the fair value of the company interest’s net identifiable assets of an
acquired subsidiary, associate and/or joint venture. Added value related to acquire a subsidiary, associate and/or joint venture are not
redeemable, but is periodically tested for value impairment.

Incomes coming from services supply are recognized when these are supplied.

2.26. Dividends distribution.

(c) Incomes for interests

Dividends distribution to Corporation shareholders are recognized as a liability in the Group annual consolidated accounts in the period,
as a function of the minimum legal dividend, corresponding to 30% of the result of the current period or in function to the established
at the shareholders extraordinary meeting, if the percentage is higher.

Incomes for interests are recognized using the effective interest rate method. When a collectable account suffers a loss for value
impairment, the Group reduces the book amount to its collectable amount, discounting the estimated future cash flows to the original
instrument effective interest rate. Incomes for loans interests that had suffered losses for impairment are recognized using the effective
interest rate method.
(d) Incomes for dividends
Incomes for dividends are recognized when the right to relieve the payment is established.

2.23. Leases.
Starting from 2019 the International Financial Reporting Standard N° 16 (IFRS 16) commenced to be effective, stablishing a new
recognition accounting model related to leases.
IFRS 16 establishes a sole accounting model for all leasing contracts that transfer the right to use an asset, dully identified, if and when
the contract is for a period greater than 12 months.
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

2.27. Environment.
Payments related to environment care are recognized in the revenue statements as they occur.

3. Financial risks management.
Financial Risk Factors.
Molymet Group, through its Parent Company and subsidiaries, it is exposed to the following financial risks: credit risk, liquidity risk and
market risk. The mentioned risks refer to situations in which there are propositions the evidence uncertainty in different time horizons.
The Company has a corporate policy of “Financial Risk Management”, which defines as purpose to keep at all-time Molymet and its
subsidiaries financial stability and sustainability, as well as in normal conditions as in exceptional ones. That policy was defined by the
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Board and has a simple, transparent and flexible management structure. In general terms, the aforementioned policy, specifies the
defined management directions in relation to all components of financial uncertainty that had been proved as relevant to Molymet and
its subsidiaries operations, as well as also determine how the Group is organized for such effects.
Classification

3.1. Credit risk

Group

Type

The concept of “credit risk” is employed by the administration to refer to that financial uncertainty, at different time horizons, related
to the fulfilment of subscribed obligations by counterparts, at the moment of exercising contractual rights to receive cash or other
financing assets.
In relation to the credit risk originated by financial activities, which include deposits in banks and financial institutions, derivatives
instruments and others, the Company has a “Counterpart Risk Policy”, which has the objective to mitigate this risk. That policy considers:
1) counterparts with investment grade granted by Risk Classifying Agencies, 2) Minimum ratios for liquidity and solvency and, 3)
maximum limit per institution.
The credit risk originated by the Company trading activities has direct relation with the client’s capability to fulfil the contractual
commitments. The Group has a “General Policy for Client Evaluation”, where the maximum period and monetary limits for performing
trading activities are determined. In addition, Molymet has insurance policies hired to decrease the risk of credit sales.

Counterpart

Classification

Group

Type

Counterpart

Total assets

% exposition
over
classification

% exposition
over total

THUSD

THUSD

%

%

340.397

340.397

143

143

100,00

0,04

143

143

100,00

0,04

Options

58

58

40,56

0,02

Forwards
(Result)

85

85

59,44

0,02

At fair value with changes in other
results
Other Financial assets

340.254

340.254

100,00

99,96

199.824

199.824

58,73

58,72

17

17

-

-

877

877

0,26

0,26

1

1

-

-

40

40

0,01

0,01

Commerzbank AG

6.931

6.931

2,04

2,04

HSBC

3.732

3.732

1,10

1,10

22

22

0,01

0,01

163

163

0,05

0,05

2.206

2.206

0,65

0,65

27.181

27.181

7,99

7,99

203

203

0,06

0,06

2.117

2.117

0,62

0,62

296

296

0,10

0,09

2.723

2.723

0,80

0,80

101

101

0,03

0,03

KBC Bank

9.423

9.423

2,77

2,77

ING

1.217

1.217

0,36

0,36

Cash and cash equivalents
Estado
Bank of America
China Construction
Bank
Deutsche Bank

Santander
Security
Dexia
Citibank
Itaú-Corpbanca

1

-

-

10.420

10.420

3,06

3,06

50

50

0,01

0,01

17.380

17.380

5,11

5,11

33.632

33.632

9,88

9,88

Credicorp
S.A.

Capital

JP Morgan
Banco Banamex
BCI
Banco de Chile

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

1.101

1.101

0,32

0,32

Scotiabank

33.143

33.143

9,74

9,74

Santander

34.313

34.313

10,08

10,08

Corpbanca NY

12.500

12.500

3,67

3,67

25

25

0,01

0,01

303

303

0,09

0,09

303

303

0,09

0,09

139.811

139.811

41,09

41,06

111.774

111.774

32,85

32,83

6.272

6.272

1,84

1,84

583

583

0,17

0,17

73

73

0,02

0,02

18.329

18.329

5,39

5,38

2.105

2.105

0,62

0,62

8

8

-

-

667

667

0,20

0,20

316

316

0,09

0,09

316

316

0,09

0,09

Mutuo IACSA

Mo Products Mo and
derivates
Tolling services
Power service
Agricultural products
Remaining VAT
Personnel receivable
accounts
Other
taxes

collectable

Others
Intercompany receivables
Intercompany

%

1

Trade and other
receivables

Other
receivable
accounts

%

Fortis

Other financial assets
Loans to collect

THUSD

-

Cash

Clients

Amortized Cost
Bank deposit

100,00

THUSD

-

Security
Not
guaranteed
exposition

% exposition
over total

9

Bci

Book
Value

% exposition
over
classification

9

BCI MIami

The following table shows the detail of counterparts and exposition:

Not
guaranteed
exposition

Banco de Crédito del
Perú
BNP Paribas

Term deposit

Book
Value

Indirect

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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3.2. Liquidity risk

3.3. Market risk

The concept of “liquidity risk” is employed by the Administration to refer to that financial uncertainty, at different time horizons, related
to the capability to answer those net cash requirements that sustain its operations, as well as in normal conditions as in exceptional
operational ones.

The concept of “market risk” is employed by the Administration to refer to that financial uncertainty, at different time horizons, related
to the future trajectory of those market variables relevant to the performance of a particular financial instrument or a group of them.
Molymet Group, through its Parent Company and subsidiaries, is exposed to different market risks, such as 1) interest rate risk and 2)
exchange rate risk.

Due to the business nature, Molymet requires liquid founds to face the working capital necessities derived from operations, project
investment and financial debt and interests’ expiration.
Liquid found balance to December 31st 2019 totals THUSD 199,969, which are invested according to the
“Counterpart Risk Policy”. Net debt at the same date totals THUSD 79,087.
In order to face the financing necessities, the Company keeps committed and not-committed credit lines at several bank institutions.

(1) Interest rate risk:

The following table shows the committed financial liabilities:

Classification

Group

Type

Counterpart

THUSD
Total financial liabilities

Amortized cost

Trade and other payables
Suppliers

Other liabilities

Client advance
VAT

Bank Oblig.

0 to 15
days

16 to 30
days

31 to 60
days

61 to 90
days

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

91 to 180
days

181 to
360 days

1 to 2
years

2 years
&+

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

416.072

17.196

117.613

3.000

-

43.851

7.344

13.625

268.059

369.302

16.461

117.606

2.959

-

43.851

7.344

13.625

222.072

137.016

16.416

117.606

-

-

-

1.346

1.648

-

117.606

-

117.606

-

-

-

-

-

-

11.445

11.445

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The Group interest rate structure is administrated for decreasing the financial cost, being permanently evaluated for probable rate
scenarios. Currently 70.70% of debt if nominated at fixed rate.
A rate increase will negatively impact the variable rate portion at which the Group is exposed. On the other hand, if rates decrease the
impact would be positive. To sensitize on this effect, it can be set an example that if the floating rate has an increase or decrease of 10%
over the current variable part, it would mean that annual financial expenses would increase or decrease in approximately THUSD 161.
The liability rate structure is the following:
(i) Obligations for debt titles (bonds)

483

483

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other payable taxes

3.211

3.211

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Right of Use obligation

2.994

-

-

-

-

-

1.346

1.648

-

BMOLY-C

U.F.

Half-year

4,20%

6,97%

Other payable accounts

1.277

1.277

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SERIE D

COP

Quarterly

6,94%

3,91%

MOLYMET 13

MXN

Half-year

7,03%

4,43%

232.286

45

-

2.959

-

43.851

5.998

11.977

222.072

BMOLY-C

73.092

-

-

-

-

1.590

1.590

3.180

96.293

SERIE D

60.951

-

-

1.061

-

1.061

2.121

4.243

64.315

MOLYMET 13

54.990

-

-

1.898

-

-

1.898

3.796

59.691

Banco del Estado de Chile

40.197

-

-

-

-

40.804

-

-

-

3.011

-

-

-

-

396

389

758

1.773

45

45

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

46.760

725

7

41

-

-

-

-

45.987

46.760

725

7

41

-

-

-

-

45.987

Other financial liabilities
Public Oblig.

As part of the policy to mitigate liquidity risk, the Company take debt through bond issuing and bank credits. Such liabilities may be
contracted at fixed rate, variable rate and/or in currencies different to functional
currency. As part of the “Financial Risk Management Policy”, hedges are performed, through cross currency swaps, for all long-term
liabilities in currencies different to functional. The objective is for the liabilities not to generate currency risk o rates that do not have
direct relation with the functional currency.

Term profile

Book
Value

To mitigate the market risks, the Company has a corporate policy for “Financial Risk Management”, which purpose is to safeguard at alltime Molymet and its subsidiaries financial stability and sustainability, as well as under normal conditions as in exceptional ones. Aligned
with the mentioned policy, the Administration conducts permanent monitoring and evaluation of the market variables, in order to define
the hedge strategy.

Bci
Accounting overdraft

Series

Type of currency

Redeemable

Placement rate

USD Hedge rate

(ii) Loans that accrue interests
Creditor Name
Banco Estado
BCI

Currency Type

Redeemable

Nominal rate

USD

Yearly

2,01%

CLP

Half-year

4,15%

USD Hedge rate
-

(2) Currency exchange rate risk

At fair value with changes in other
comprehensive revenue

Other financial liabilities
Derivatives
Santander (CCS UF)

6.843

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.843

30.801

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

30.801

BCP (CCS COP)

6.459

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.459

JP Morgan (IRS USD)

1.884

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.884

Forwards (Cobertura)

773

725

7

41

-

-

-

-

-

10

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Scotiabank (CCS MXN)

At fair value with changes in revenue

Other financial liabilities
Forwards Contracts

United States dollar is the functional and presentation currency for the Corporation Financial Statements, given that is the relevant
currency for great part of the Group operations. The risk arises because of the probability of currency Exchange rate fluctuations of
currencies different to the functional, over which the Group make transactions and/or keep balances. Potential exposure to exchange
rate risk are of various types, including,
a.

Exposure for conversion to the closure exchange type of financing assets and liabilities nominated in currencies different to the
functional.

b.

Exposure for income and expenditure transactions in currencies different to the functional in the operations of every subsidiary.

The main currencies over which the exchange rate risk is managed are Chilean peso (CLP), Chilean inflation indexed currency unit
(Unidad de Fomento, UF), euro (EUR), Mexican peso (MXN).
Molymet and its subsidiaries mitigate the risk based on the “Financial Risk Management Policy” and put it in practice by means of natural
hedge or by contracting derivatives instruments.
In relation to the hedged items, main ones correspond to contracted liabilities in currencies different to functional, in order to mitigate
the liquidity risk. In points C and D of note 19 “Financing Instruments Details” it is presented the detail of the main contracted derivatives
for hedging the exchange rate risk.
In order to sensitize the effects of currency exchange rate fluctuation different to the functional, following balance exposures, a
perturbation according to the recent market records, and its effect on the results are presented.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Following, the detail of the items valuated to fair value:

Sensitivity analysis table of assets and liabilities to market variables (Million USD)

Variable

Lending
position

Borrowing
position

Net
exposition
(functional
currency)

Reference
value

Variable
disturbance

Net
exposition
(nonfunctional
currency)

Δ(%)

Effect over
result

Value of variable

Δ+
(%)

Δ-

Δ+

Δ-

Description

Δ+

46,82

(62,67)

(15,85)

748,74

(11.868)

(9%)

10%

679,8559

819,8703

(1,606)

1,375

USDCLF

0,36

(73,26)

(72,90)

0,0264

(2)

-

1%

0,0265

0,0268

0,006

0,870

USDEUR

6,67

(11,40)

(4,73)

0,8918

(4)

(7%)

9%

0,8320

0,9676

(0,340)

0,371

USDMXN

11,83

(60,12)

(48,29)

18,8870

(912)

(12%)

14%

16,6961

21,5312

(6,337)

5,930

USDRMB

-

-

-

6,9776

-

(7%)

6%

6,5101

7,4172

-

-

USDCOP

0,04

(60,95)

(60,91)

3.271,55

(199.270)

(10)

10%

2.934,5804

3.595,4335

(6,994)

5,487

58

-

Forward Contracts

85

-

85

-

45.987

-

45.987

-

783

-

783

-

Liability
Forward Contracts

In addition, to December 31st 2019 and 2018, the Corporation has financial instruments not registered at fair value. With the purpose to
comply with the requirement of disclosing fair values, the Corporation had valued these instruments according to the following table:

USD-CLP

(22,87)

748,74

Δ- (%)

(17.124)

12-31-2019
THUSD
Book Value

Value of variable

Δ+ (%)

(9%)

10%

Δ679,8559

Δ+
819,8703

Effect over result
Δ-

Δ+

(2,32)

Level III
THUSD

-

Financial Instrument
Variable
disturbance

Net exposition
(nonfunctional
currency)

Level II
THUSD

58

Sensitivity analysis table of equity to market variables (Million USD)

Reference
value

Level I
THUSD

Derivatives option contracts

erivatives currency and interest rate contracts

Net
exposition
(functional
currency)

Fair value measurement using values
considered as

Asset

USDCLP

Variable

Fair value to
12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

Fair value

Book Value

Fair value

Asset
Cash in hand

25

25

27

27

Bank balance

67.730

67.730

63.394

63.394

1,98

Term deposits

132.069

132.069

148.748

148.748

Trade and other receivables

139.811

139.811

141.041

141.041

Related companies collectable accounts

316

316

463

463

Collectable loans

303

303

Other financial liabilities

232.286

274.725

270.165

352.162

Trade and other payables

137.016

137.016

154.964

154.964

USD-CLF

(1,89)

0,0264

-

-

1%

0,0265

0,0268

-

0,02

USD-EUR

8,47

0,8918

8

(7%)

9%

0,8320

0,9676

0,61

(0,66)

USD-MXN

(4,70)

18,8870

(89)

(12%)

14%

16,6961

21,5312

(0,62)

0,58

USD-RMB

0,73

6,9776

5

(7%)

6%

6,5101

7,4172

0,05

(0,04)

USD-COP

(0,63)

3.271,55

(2.061)

(10%)

10%

2.934,5804

3.595,4335

(0,07)

0,06

Liability

3.4. Fair value estimation
Listed investment fair value is based on current purchase prices. If the market for a financial asset is no active (and for titles not listed),
the Group establishes the fair value using valuation techniques that include the use of recent dully signed free transactions between
interested parties, referred to other substantially equal instruments, the discounted cash flow analysis, and options fixation price models
with maximum use of market inputs and relying as little as possible in the entity specific inputs.
To December 31st 2019 the Corporation keeps financial instruments that shall be registered to its fair value. These include:
a.

Forwards contracts

b.

Currency and interest rate derivatives contracts

c.

Options derivatives contracts

The Corporation has classified the fair value measure using a hierarchy that reflects the information level used in the valuation. This
hierarchy is composed of 3 levels (I) fair value based on assets market listing for a similar class asset or liability, (II) fair value based on
valuation techniques that use market price information or derivatives of the market price of similar financial instruments, and (III) fair
value based on valuation models not using market information.
Fair value of financial instruments listed in active markets, such as acquired investments for negotiation or kept for sale, is based on
market list at the period closure using the current buyer price. Fair value of financing assets not listed in active markets (derivatives
contracts) is determined using valuation techniques that maximize the use of available market information. Valuation techniques usually
utilized by the Corporation are: market price of similar instruments and/or estimation of the present value of the future cash flows using
the curves of market future prices to the period’s closure.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

The book amount of collectable and payable accounts is assumed to be proximate to its fair values, due the short-term nature of them.
In the case of cash, bank balance, term deposits, the fair value is proximate to their book value.
Fair value of financial liabilities is estimated discounting the future contractual cash flows at the market current interest rate available
for similar financial instruments.

4. Critical estimates and accounting criteria.
Used estimations and accounting criteria are continuously evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including
the expectative of future events occurring that are considered reasonable according to circumstances.
The Group makes estimations and suppositions regarding the future. Resulting accounting estimations by definition may differ from the
actual results. Next, estimations and judgments that have a significant risk of generating a material adjustment in amounts of assets and
liabilities in the book accounts of the next financial period are explained.
(a) Assets useful life
Value of property, plant and equipment investments considers performing estimations to determine as well as the residual values as the
useful life to use for calculating each asset devaluation. These estimations consider operating, technological and alternative use factors
of the assets, which may vary in the future.
(b) Assets impairment test
The Group, at every period closure or before if there is any sign of impairment, evaluates the recoverable value of property, plant and
equipment, grouped in cash generating units (CGU), in order to check if there are losses in the assets value for impairment. Subsequent
changes in the cash generating units, or the periodicity of the cash flows and interest rates may have an impact in the respective assets
book values.
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Molymet periodically assesses (yearly or before if there are signs) if the goodwill, related to associates and joint ventures investments,
has experienced any impairment. According to the accounting policy indicated in note 2.10, and IAS 36, the recoverable amount will be
determined as the highest value between its fair value minus disposal costs and its utilization value.
(c) Deferred taxes

5.2. Detail on some items of the cash flow statement.
(a) Reconciliation of liabilities derived from financial activities.
i) Current period

The Parent Company and its subsidiaries account assets for deferred taxes in consideration to the possibility of recuperating them,
based in the existence of liabilities for deferred taxes with similar reverse period and in the possibility of generating sufficient future
tributary profits. Deferred taxes are determined using tax rates (and laws) approved or about to be approved at the balance date and
that is expected to apply when the corresponding asset for deferred tax is performed or the deferred tax liability is liquidated. All the
above, based on internal projections made by the administration from the most recent or updated information available to them.
Realization, or not, of such assets for deferred taxes will depend, among other things, on the compliance of the estimated projections,
including aspects related to the legal taxation framework.

Concept

Obligations for debt titles (Bonds)

Initial balance

Cash flows

01-01-2019

Loans
payment
-

-

(11.174)

12.643

(3.125)

189.033

374.324

(411.417)

(3.756)

4.094

605

43.208

Derivative Hedging instruments

49.822

-

-

-

-

(3.835)

45.987

69

-

-

-

-

704

773

-

-

-

-

-

10

10

118

-

-

-

-

(73)

45

320.056

374.324

(411.417)

(14.930)

16.737

(5.714)

279.056

Others
Other financial liabilities current and non-current

Concept

The Corporation and its subsidiaries had established post-employment benefits, related to pension and compensations plans for years
of service.
The amount of the obligations related to the main benefits for these concepts (obligation’s fair value and effect on the results) is
determined and recognized based on actuarial method and calculations. These evaluations imply making suppositions and judgments
regarding parameters such as, discount rates and mortality, wages variation, among others. For determining the discount rate, according
to the established in IAS 19, it was used bonds interest rates of high-quality companies.

Initial balance

Cash flows

01-01-2018

Loans
payment

5. Cash and cash equivalents.

Depósitos a corto plazo
Total

12-31-2019
THUSD
25

27

67.730

63.394

132.069

129.163

199.824

192.584

68.847

(78.125)

(9.483)

11.076

11.037

190.689

410.000

(530.000)

(7.646)

7.545

953

79.358

69.857

-

-

-

-

(20.035)

49.822

Forward contracts (Hedge)

6.995

-

-

-

-

(6.926)

69

CCS Hedge term deposits

1.350

-

-

-

-

(1.350)

-

-

-

-

-

-

118

118

464.045

478.847

(608.125)

(17.129)

18.621

(16.203)

320.056

Derivative Hedging instruments

Cash Flow coming from investing activities
Interests received for Investments in Term Deposits
Total

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

TGR devolution

5.523

Banco BCI

33.632

48.726

Banco Scotiabank

33.143

41.069

Corpbanca NY

12.500

-

Banco Security

1.101

2.532

17.380

31.313

132.069

129.163

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31 -2018
THUSD

5.741

11.037

5.741

11.037

(c) Other operational flows.

Other cash incomes (expenditures), classified as operating activities

34.313

Correspondent bank commission/fees

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD
-

3

(83)

(121)

Other incomes

52

3

Insurance devolution

24

2.342

Donations and rejected expenses
Total

In this item are classified short-term deposits which expiration date is three months or less from the date of acquisition and accrue the
market interest for this type of short-term investment.
There are no restrictions for significant amounts to cash availability.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

12-31-2018

198.506

12-31-2018
THUSD

Banco Santander

Total

Other

187.337

5.1 The composition of the term investments are as follows:

Credicorp Capital S.A.

Final balance

b) Payable and receivable interests.

To the date of this financial statement there are no differences between the cash and cash equivalents amount registered in the financial
statement and the cash flow statement.

Term deposits detail

Accrued
interests

Accrued interest loans

Other financial liabilities current and non-current

The composition of the cash and cash equivalents item to December 31st, 2019 and 2018 is the following:

Loans

Other movements that are not flow
Paid
interests

Obligations for debt titles (Bonds)

Others

Banks balance Short-term investments

12-31-2019

79.358

(e) Post-employment benefits

Cash

Other

ii) Past period

Information regarding the origin of the uncertainty is disclosed in the note “Provisions”.

Cash and cash equivalents Classes

Final balance

190.689

Forward contracts (Results)

Product of the inherent uncertainties to the accounting estimations registered at the closing of each period, real payments or expenditures
may differ from the previously recognized as liabilities amounts, specifically, in the pertaining to costs for dismantling, restoration and
rehabilitation of land property in Sadaci N.V. subsidiary.

Accrued
interests

Accrued interest loans

Forward contracts (Hedge)

(d) Dismantling, restoration and rehabilitation provisions

Loans

Other movements that are not flow
Paid
interests

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Other cash incomes from operating activities
Tax Refund
Total

7. Other current and non-current non-financial assets.

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

(a) Other current non-financial assets.

140.721

140.933

140.721

140.933

Other current non-financial assets composition is the following:
12-31-2019
THUSD

Concept
(d) Other financing flows

Advanced payments
01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Other cash incomes (expenditures), classified as financing activities
Overdraft

Bond maintenance expenses
Total

4
2.372

1.047

1.305

4.445

7.441

Insurances, freight and other deferred expenses (goods in consignation)

(1)

Total

446

369

(411)

(1.541)

(246)

(1.079)

(b) Other non-current non-financial assets.
Other non-current non-financial assets composition is the following:
12-31-2019
THUSD

Concept

(a) Other current financial assets
Composition of other current financial assets, is the following:

Forward contracts (see note 19)

12-31-2018
THUSD
46

2

-

85

3

Forward hedging contacts (see note 19)

-

2.037

Neo Performance Materials shares investment

-

597

Term deposits
Total

Guarantee deposits

24

161

Total

24

161

-

19.585

145

22.268

(a) Current trade and other receivables composition to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is the following:
12-31-2019
THUSD

Concept
Debtors for sales of molybdenum, rhenium, copper and sulfuric acid
Debtors for tolling services
Debtors for sales of electrical power service
Personnel collectable accounts

Term deposits

VAT remaining (credit)

The detail of term deposits to December 31st 2018 is the following:
Bank

Deposit currency

103.110

6.272

6.297

583

99

73

1

2.051

1.546

18.329

29.301

Other collectable taxes
Expiration

12-06-2018

BANCO BTG PACTUAL

CLP

03-07-2019

12-06-2018

BANCO BTG PACTUAL

CLP

03-08-2019

Total

Initial capital
THUSD
10.000

Total

10.000

9.793

20.000

19.585

(b) Other non-current financial assets
Composition of other non-current financial assets, is the following:
12-31-2019
THUSD

139.757

140.824

(b) Non-current trade and other receivables composition to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is the following:
12-31-2019
THUSD

301

-

Total

301

-

12-31-2018
THUSD

Personnel collectable accounts

54

217

Total

54

217

12-31-2018
THUSD

Iacsa loan

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

7
463

9.792

Concept

Other non-current financial assets

8
667

Others

Accounting
Investment THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

111.774

Debtors for agricultural products sales

Initial date

12-31-2018
THUSD

8. Current and non-current trade and other receivables.

58

Loan interest

693

-

-

Options

593
1.281

94

12-31-2019
THUSD

3.067

Deferred expenses (insurances)

6. Other current and non-current financial assets.

Other current financial assets

1.524

Guarantee letter

(281)

Bank commissions and fees
Other financial incomes

Customs rights

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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9.3 Most relevant revelation between related parties.

Distribution of trade and other receivables, in national and foreign currency, is as follows:
12-31-2019
THUSD

Concept
Functional
Foreign
Total

(a) Upper management personnel remuneration.

12-31-2018
THUSD

111.237

107.275

28.574

33.766

139.811

141.041

IFRS 9 requires the Corporation to register credit expected losses of all its debt titles, loans and trade receivables, for which a provision
matrix has been established based on the historical experience of the past 5 years of the Group’s credit losses. The aforementioned,
plus the default criteria, where clients are periodically assessed according to an individual analysis and operations age, assigning an
impairment percentage starting from the operation’s expiration date.

The following are the categories and received remuneration by management key personnel:
ACCUMULATED

Salaries

Trading debt impairment movement is the following:

Other benefits
12-31-2019
THUSD

Initial balance
Impairment Provision to current holdings
Impairment Provision
Write-off
Exchange difference
Total

Termination benefits
Total

12-31-2018
THUSD

(945)

(1.010)

(70)

(15)

8

(32)

-

105

1

7

(1.006)

(945)

RUT

93.305.000-9

Company

Proveedora Industrial Minera
Andina S.A.

Country
of origin

Chile

Relationship nature

453

377

26

74

1.575

1.964

78

309

13.229

14.714

Product sales

Director in common

Inversiones Agrícolas y
Comerciales S.A

Chile

Current account collection

Subsidiary shareholder

CAEMSA shares purchase
Mutual exchange difference
Cesa absorption (Mutual)

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. is the ultimate parent company.
95.177.000-0

EIN7720929

Compañía Eléctrica los Morros
S.A.
Global Tungsten & Powders
Corp

Chile

EE.UU.

Supply sells

Other related parties

Current account collection

Related to shareholder

(charge)
payment
to
revenue
THUSD

12-31-2019
THUSD

Transaction nature

Accrued interests
90.269.000-K

The number of shareholders at Molibdenos y Metales S.A., to December 31st 2019, is 174

4

Transactions detail between related parties is the following:

9. Balance and transactions with related parties.

9.2. Shareholders.

3

b) Transactions with related entities.

Payments (collection)

9.1. Parent company.

11.986

Employees short term benefits
Post-employment benefits

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

11.094

Administrators fees

If the debt has a delay higher than 75 days it is calculated a 20% impairment, over 90 days a 40% impairment, more than 180 days a 70%
impairment and more than 270 days a 100% of the debt impairment.

Trading account impairment

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Remuneration type

(charge)
payment to
revenue
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

1.506

142

711

(1.335)

-

(585)

84
-

3.337

-

(7)

-

-

-

6

-

(3.339)

-

-

(31)

11

11

(31)

(327)

-

-

-

4

2

4

3

(4)

-

(5)

-

Product sales

-

-

550

326

Current account collection

-

-

(787)

-

Detail on the main 12 shareholders and participation percentage is the following:
Shareholder
Plansee Limitada
Nueva Carenpa S.A.

Shares %
21,15

c) Intercompany receivables.
The detail of current intercompany receivables is as follows:

9,75
RUT

Fundación Gabriel y Mary Mustakis

9,60

Inversiones Lombardia S.A.

9,11

Phil White International Corp.

4,48

Ed Harvey Trust Corp.

4,48

90.269.000-K

Osvald Wagner Trust Co. Inc.

4,48

Total

Marea Sur S.A.

3,97

Inversiones Octay Limitada

3,88

Whar Plot Corportation

3,58

Minera Valparaíso S.A.

3,49

Coindustria Limitada

2,76

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

93.305.000-9

Company

Proveedora Industrial Minera Andina S.A.
Inversiones Agrícolas y Comerciales S.A.

Term
(Months)

Operation Nature

Trading

1

Trading

6

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Balance to

Relation Type

Country
of Origin

CLP

Director in
common

Chile

316

145

CLP

Subsidiary
shareholder

Chile

-

2

316

147

Currency Type

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD
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To the informed period end, the detail of non-current intercompany receivables is as follows:

RUT

90.269.000-K

Company
Inversiones
Agrícolas y
Comerciales
S.A.

Operation
Nature

Mutuo

Term
(Months)

60

Currency
Type

UF

Country of
Origin

Relation Type

Subsidiary
shareholder

12-31-2019
THUSD

Chile

Total

12-31-2019
THUSD

Current inventories

Balance to
12-31-2018
THUSD
-

316

-

316

Raw material

97.610

144.499

Supplies for production

37.209

36.137

Work in progress
Finished goods
Total current inventories

38.122

42.351

216.638

225.800

389.579

448.787

12-31-2019
THUSD

Non-current inventories
To the date of these financial statements there are no granted guarantees related to the balance between related entities, nor provisions
for doubtful charges.

12-31-2018
THUSD

Finished goods
Total non-current inventories

12-31-2018
THUSD

85.329

88.430

85.329

88.430

d) Main transactions made between Parent Company and subsidiaries.

Company

Transaction
Nature

Transaction description

1

-

Pure molybdenum oxide Sandy
grade

36.357

3.182

40.240

6.495

-

-

1.680

106

Ferromolybdenum

38.697

2.524

13.414

1.412

Molybdenite

18.220

-

10.239

-

-

-

22.305

-

5.584

-

5.976

-

In addition, the Group does not keep guarantee pledge inventories for debts contracted to the end of each period.

716

110

-

-

Recognized concept in costs of sales to the end of each period are shown in the following table:

1.107

533

-

-

106

29

-

-

59.407

74

99.416

7.634

Sales

Technical molybdenum oxide

Sales

Technical molybdenum oxide
Rhenium
Ammonium Dimolybdate
Ferromolybdenum

Sales

Pure molybdenum oxide Sandy
grade
Molybdenite
Technical molybdenum oxide

Purchases

Complejo Industrial
Molynor S.A

Molymet Corporation

Sales
Purchases
Sales

Non-current inventory corresponds to rhenium products which are estimated to be sold after one year.

-

Molymet Services Ltd.

Sadaci N.V.

Finished goods mainly correspond to: molybdenum oxide on technical and pure grades, ferromolybdenum, molybdenum salts, metallic
molybdenum, molybdenum dioxide, metallic rhenium, ammonium perrhenate, and pherrenic acid, sulfuric acid, copper cements and
cathodes. To December 31st 2019 and 2018, it has not been accounted obsolescence provisions given that most of the finished products
are fabricated according to clients and market requirements, not showing obsolescence indications.

-

Sales

Purchases

12-31-2018
THUSD

(charge)
payment to
revenue
THUSD

Pure molybdenum oxide Fluory
grade

CM Chemiemetall
GmbH.

Molymex S.A. de C.V.

12-31-2019
THUSD

(charge)
payment to
revenue
THUSD

The Corporation has estimated the circumstance of obsolescence indication as a market function, inventories rotation and inventories
status.
b) Additional information on provisions and punishments.
To December 31st 2019 and 2018, the Group has not made provisions or punishments for finished goods obsolescence. Molybdenum
oxide and ferromolybdenum finished products include an adjustment for net realization value, to December 31st 2018 is THUSD 281.
Inventories will be valued at cost or at its net feasible value, the lesser.

12-31-2019
THUSD

Concept
Product sales costs
Services costs

-

-

9.909

724

4.646

-

-

-

Molybdenite

45.857

1.634

2.459

58

Technical molybdenum oxide

12.938

2.524

-

-

11. Biological assets.

4.454

-

1.684

-

Composition of current biological assets to December 31st 2019 and 2018, is the following:

45.099

-

8.284

-

-

-

753

52

Rhenium

Rhenium
Technical molybdenum oxide
Ferromolybdenum

10. Inventories.
(a) Inventory classes.
Current and non-current inventories composition to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is the following:

Total

(978.534)

(931.824)

(33.740)

(35.155)

(1.012.274)

(966.979)

12-31-2019
THUSD

Concept

12-31-2018
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

Harvest costs

526

533

Total

526

533

To December 31st 2019 and 2018 costs included in this item correspond to the costs of 2020 and 2019 harvests, respectively, accumulated
to the end of each harvest or recollection.
Once finished such process, these assets are transferred to existences and taken to revenue at the moment the sale of such existences
has been perfected.

12. Current tax assets.
Current tax assets are detailed in the following table:

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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12-31-2019
THUSD

Concept
Revenue tax to recover from last year
This period revenue tax net effect (Monthly Provisory Payments-Payable Taxes)

Company

12

1.495

21.033

1.149

Provisional payments for absorbed profits (PPUA, from Spanish)
Total

Financial Information to December 31st 2019

12-31-2018
THUSD

-

17

21.045

2.661

Current
Assets

Molymet Services Limited
Sadaci N.V.
Reintech GmbH
Eastern Special Metals Hong
Kong Limited
Molymet Beijing
Ltd.

Trading Co.

Chemiemetall GmbH

13. Assets classified as held for sale.

Complejo Industrial Molynor
S.A.

Composition of assets classified as held for sale to December 31st 2019 and 2018, is as follows:

Molymet
Perú
Company S.A.C.

12-31-2019
THUSD

Concept

12-31-2018
THUSD

Compañía Auxiliar
del Maipo S.A.(*)

Luoyang Hi-tech Metals Co. Ltd. Investment

-

7.069

Machinery

-

208

Total

-

7.277

Trading

NonCurrent
Assets

Current
Liabilities

NonCurrent
Liabilities

Financial Information to December 31st 2018

Ordinary
Income

Equity

Profit
(Loss)

Current
Assets

NonCurrent
Assets

Current
Liabilities

NonCurrent
Liabilities

Equity

1.094

72

901

94

171

3.211

634

828

4

863

33

(64)

4.310

767

92.863

24.879

33.030

110.586

204.734

3.528

62.261

58.590

28.467

8.202

84.182

170.331

9.550

24

2

26

-

-

43

(1)

54

2

74

-

(18)

473

21

423

-

73

-

350

-

11.472

851

8.515

75

-

9.291

-

2.032

1.387

106

468

-

1.025

914

369

763

-

244

-

519

702

293

18.906

14.265

3.371

2.570

27.230

49.519

1.474

19.155

10.096

3.311

366

25.574

37.262

1.880

185.268

171.074

55.220

37.605

263.517

230.279

22.923

89.792

193.855

13.710

40.432

229.505

74.360

6.113

28

-

66

-

(38)

-

(253)

200

-

-

-

200

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

889

4.485

181

-

5.193

2.229

846

Eléctrica

(*) Carbomet Energía S.A. and Compañía Auxiliar Eléctrica del Maipo S.A. merge.
Dated June 24th, 2019 it was formalized the fusion between Carbomet Energía S.A. and Compañía Auxiliar Eléctrica del Maipo S.A.
(absorbed company), with which Carbomet Energía S.A. acquires the complete equity of Compañía Auxiliar Eléctrica del Maipo S.A.

15. Investments accounted for using the equity method.

Luoyang Hi-tech Metals Co. Ltd. investment.

Joint ventures

On December 27th 2018, the subsidiary Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Limited, indirectly controlled by Molibdenos y Metales S.A.,
subscribed a sale contract with China Molybdenum Co. Ltd., for transferring the 100% of its shares participation in Luoyang Hi-Tech
Metals Co. Ltd.

To December 31st 2018 the company holds investments valued using the equity method in the following company:
Effects in Revenue

Sale of the 100% of Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Limited shares participation in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd., was approved
unanimously by Molibdenos y Metales S.A. board.

To December 31st 2018, participation in Luoyang Hi-tech Metals Co. Ltd. was reclassified from the Investments accounted using the
equity investment method item to assets held for sale.

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Investment

-

(982)

Total

-

(982)

Changes in associates and joint ventures are the following:
Transaction

Luoyang THUSD

Initial balance to January 1st 2018

During 2019 period, this machinery was sold.

8.515

Participation in profit (loss) accounted for using the equity method

(982)

Currency exchange effect

(464)

Investment transfer to Assets held for sale

14. Consolidated financial statements.

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd.

Machinery
During 2018, an isostatic press was reclassified from Property, plant and equipment item to Assets held for sale.

Profit
(Loss)

75.632

The balance of this item is presented at the lower value between its book value and the fair value minus cost of sales.

The execution of the aforementioned shares sale is subject to the usual suspensive conditions for this type of operations and it is
forecasted compliance to such conditions occurred during 2019 first semester, generating a 11.637 THUSD effect in the Company revenue
statements, registered in the item “Other gains (losses)”.

Ordinary
Income

(7.069)

Final balance to December 31st 2018

-

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. consolidated financial statements include all companies qualified as subsidiaries.
On December 27th 2018, the subsidiary Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Limited, indirectly controlled by Molibdenos y Metales S.A.,
subscribed a sale contract with China Molybdenum Co. Ltd., for transferring the 100% of its shares participation in Luoyang Hi-Tech
Metals Co. Ltd.

The table shows the summarized financial statements of each consolidated Company, to December 31st 2019 and 2018.
Financial Information to December 31st 2019
Company

Molymet Trading S.A.
Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A.
Molymex S.A. de C.V.
Molymet Corporation
Strategic Metals B.V.
Carbomet Industrial S.A.
Carbomet Energía S.A.
Molymet Brasil

Current
Assets

NonCurrent
Assets

Current
Liabilities

NonCurrent
Liabilities

Equity

Financial Information to December 31st 2018

Ordinary
Income

Profit
(Loss)

Current
Assets

NonCurrent
Assets

Current
Liabilities

NonCurrent
Liabilities

Equity

Ordinary
Income

Profit
(Loss)

22.055

1.839

7.212

4

16.678

117.185

(4.670)

28.223

509

10.081

-

18.651

99.448

905

1.598

46.854

390

2.761

45.301

2.172

(1.230)

2.279

50.149

243

5.213

46.972

3.814

239

92.351

19.502

46.069

938

64.846

374.286

13.321

106.277

14.796

83.292

773

37.008

15.058

8.786

1.593

143

124

47

1.565

2.578

291

1.388

335

1.261

-

462

2.829

(201)

13.229

159.443

19

1

172.652

-

16.768

21.473

113.799

6

82

135.184

-

9.745

568

26.317

20

-

26.865

467

2.011

125

23.897

126

-

23.896

477

1.155

2.244

6.304

2.192

3.457

2.899

5.048

1.347

2.070

7.915

2.296

1.997

5.692

7.147

1.570

176

3

24

-

155

134

(33)

293

4

62

-

235

155

(32)

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

Sale of the 100% of Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Limited shares participation in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd., was approved
unanimously by Molibdenos y Metales S.A. board.
The execution of the aforementioned shares sale is subject to the usual suspensive conditions for this type of operations and it is
forecasted compliance to such conditions occurred during 2019 first semester.
Investment in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd., was being registered according to the participation method, as noted in point 2.3 letter c,
considering the revenue statements developed by the associate under IFRS norms for each reporting period. Given the sale transaction
described before, on December 31st 2018, this investment was reclassified to Assets classified as held for sale item. The company is not
listed.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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16. Intangible assets.

This item composition is as follows:

Following, the balance of intangible assets to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is presented:

Property, plant and equipment classes, net (presentation)
12-31-2019
THUSD

Intangible assets class, net (Presentation)
Net intangible assets

12-31-2018
THUSD

2.988

3.504

Finite useful life intangible assets, net

1.929

2.445

Undefined useful life intangible assets, net

1.059

1.059

2.988

3.504

Patents, Registered Brands and other Rights, net

1.059

1.059

Software, net

1.929

2.445

Net identifiable intangible assets

12-31-2019
THUSD

Intangible assets class, gross (Presentation)

12-31-2018
THUSD

Intangible assets, gross

6.868

6.572

Identifiable intangible assets, gross

6.868

6.572

Patents, Registered Brands and other Rights, gross

1.059

1.059

Software, gross

5.809

5.513

Accumulated amortization and impairment class, intangible assets (presentation)
Accumulated amortization and impairment class, identifiable intangible assets

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

(3.880)

Accumulated amortization and impairment, software

(3.068)

(3.880)

(3.068)

Movement in Intangible Assets to December 31st 2019 and 2018, is the following:
12-31-2019
Movements in identifiable intangible assets

Initial balance

Patents,
registered
brands and
other rights
THUSD

12-31-2018

software

software

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD
237

Additions

-

296

-

2.895

Amortization

-

(812)

-

(687)

1.929

54.045

53.299

Buildings

133.150

137.245

Machinery

174.491

174.300

387

476

Basic tools and accessories

1.342

1.035

Office equipment

3.172

3.015

72.837

43.532

Land

Transportation equipment

Ongoing constructions
Right of use
Plantations
Other Property, plant and equipment, net

Property, plants and equipment classes, gross (presentation)
Property, plant and equipment, gross

1.059

2.445

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

Buildings

228.846

227.017

Machinery

606.459

589.203

Transportation equipment

2.031

2.139

Basic tools and accessories

5.455

4.996

Office equipment

14.656

13.867

Ongoing constructions

72.837

43.532

4.175

-

21.492

21.491

104

104

Accumulated amortization and impairment class, property, plants and equipment
(presentation)
Accumulated amortization and impairment class, property, plants and equipment
Buildings
Machinery

Defined useful life intangible assets correspond to computer software, for which the Corporation has defined a 4-year useful life. The
Corporation values its intangibles at acquisition costs, amortizations performed over the base of the linear method, along the estimated
useful life.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

104

53.299

Basic tools and accessories

(a) Property, plant and equipment classes.

104

955.648

Corporation’s undefined useful life intangible assets correspond to Emission Rights and Water Rights, which are subject to review at
each period in order to keep supporting the undefined useful life for such assets.

17. Property, plant and equipment.

17.909

54.045

Transportation equipment

Each period amortization is recognized in the statement of profit or loss. Accumulated amortization for computer softwares as of
December 31st, 2019 amounts to THUSD 3,880 (THUSD 3,068 as of December 31st, 2018).

2.936
17.300

1.010.100

Land

Other Property, plant and equipment, net

1.059

1.059

430.915

Plantations

2.445

12-31-2018
THUSD

459.764

Right of use

Patents,
registered
brands and
other rights

1.059

Final balance

Property, plant and equipment, net

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

550.336

524.733

95.696

89.772

431.968

414.903

1.644

1.663

4.113

3.961

11.484

10.852

Right of use

1.239

-

Plantations

4.192

3.582

Office equipment

To December 31st 2019 and 2018, according to the current legislation, the following is informed:
i.

Property, plants and equipment temporarily out of service gross value totals THUSD 4,138 and THUSD 7,118 respectively.

ii.

Property, plants and equipment completely depreciated and being used totals THUS 258,279 and THUSD 256,597 respectively.

iii.

Molymet has no property, plants and equipment that has been retired, therefore there are no assets held for sale.

iv.

The Group has defined the cost model for valuing their properties, plants and equipment; determining these goods commercial
value is extremely complex, due that in general they are machinery and equipment highly specific and sophisticated, no being
usual their business transactions, therefore its realization value reference is unknown.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Which comprises constructions and infrastructure works specially conditioned for these elements, which also difficult determining its
business value.
Economical value of properties, plant and equipment goods shall be evaluated in relation to the company functioning and its capability
to generate incomes that allow to absorb the related cost, which in this company, at the management criteria, is highly accomplished.

(h) Plantations.
Biological assets are included in the property, plant and equipment item, under the plantation category according to IAS 16 and IAS 41.
Assigned goods useful life for such assets is 45 years.

(b) Property, plant and equipment movements.

18. Deferred taxes.

(b.1.) From January 1st to December 31st 2019.

Detail on deferred taxes included in the financial statements to December 31st 2019 and 2018, is the following:

Detail

Land

Balance to January 1st 2019

Movements

Office
equipment

Ongoing
construction

Right of
use

Plantations

Other
Property,
plant and
equipment,
net

Property,
plant and
equipment,
net

174.300

476

1.035

3.015

43.532

-

17.909

104

430.915

473

7.106

57

471

971

52.729

4.175

-

-

66.732

Foreign

Other Increments (Decrements)

-

-

(803)

(41)

(5)

(13)

(36)

-

-

-

(898)

-

(6.505)

(26.389)

(135)

(417)

(1.209)

-

(1.239)

(609)

-

(36.503)

(4)

(37)

(353)

(4)

-

-

(4)

-

-

-

(402)

-

Changes, Total
Balance to December 31st 2019

Basic tool
and
accessories

137.245

Depreciation
on

Transport
equipment

750

Disposals

(Decrease)

Machinery

53.299

Additions

Increment
Exchange

Building

1.974

20.630

34

258

408

(23.384)

-

-

-

(80)

746

(4.095)

191

(89)

307

157

29.305

2.936

(609)

-

28.849

54.045

133.150

174.491

387

1.342

3.172

72.837

2.936

17.300

104

459.764

Asset
Concepts

12-31-2019
THUSD

Property, plant, equipment and others

Detail

Land

Movements

Balance to January 1st 2018

Building

Machinery

Basic tool
and
accessories

Transport
equipment

Office
equipment

Ongoing
construction

Other
Property,
plant and
equipment,
net

Plantations

Property,
plant and
equipment,
net

53.306

143.741

181.275

475

1.001

2.605

24.558

18.519

104

425.584

Additions

-

370

11.894

197

242

1.178

35.144

-

-

49.025

Assets held for sale

-

-

(208)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(208)

Disposals

-

(348)

(159)

(82)

(2)

(34)

(1.467)

-

-

(2.092)

Depreciation

-

(7.745)

(28.062)

(143)

(486)

(1.132)

-

(610)

-

(38.178)

Increment (Decrease) on Foreign
Exchange
Other Increments (Decrements)
Changes, Total

Balance to December 31st 2018

(7)

(382)

(356)

(2)

1

(4)

(21)

-

-

(771)

-

1.609

9.916

31

279

402

(14.682)

-

-

(2.445)

(7)

(6.496)

(6.975)

1

34

410

18.974

(610)

-

5.331

53.299

137.245

174.300

476

1.035

3.015

43.532

17.909

104

430.915

12-31-2018
THUSD

12-31-2019
THUSD

696

3.397

60.382

65.236

5.482

2.579

-

114

Inventories

1.304

300

23.610

24.642

Loans that accrue interest
Tax losses
Post-employment benefit obligations
Financial assets

-

-

1.054

1.218

2.033

1.366

-

-

112

131

2.872

1.490

-

-

-

18

939

1.665

181

-

Derivatives with effect to the comprehensive Revenue

2.186

3.504

-

-

Profit (actuarial losses)

2.180

1.256

136

-

-

-

3.436

1.935

154

842

422

66

15.086

15.040

92.093

94.719

Derivatives with effect in the Revenue
Relative to others
Totals

Deferred taxes movements to December 31st 2019 and 2018, are the following:

Deferred tax movements analysis (net)

The Group has contracted insurances policies to cover the risk at which the fixed asset elements are exposed. The Group considers that
these policies cover is adequate for its activities inherent risks.
(d) Loss in fixed assets for value impairment.
For this period, no significant element of fixed asset has presented deteriorated value.
(e) Assets subject to guarantees or restrictions.
The Group has no title ship restrictions, as well as properties, plants and equipment are not subject of guarantees for obligations
compliance.
(f) Disposals.
Amount involved in the “Disposals” line in the fixed assets movement, corresponds to the book value net from depreciation at the
moment of disposal.
(g) Other increments and decrements.

To January 1st 2018

(59.627)

Payment to revenue for deferred taxes

(17.665)
75

Charge to comprehensive revenue for deferred taxes

(2.462)

Period movement

(20.052)

To December 31st 2018

(79.679)

Payment to revenue for deferred taxes

3.183

Exchange difference effect

(117)

Charge to comprehensive revenue for deferred taxes

(394)

Period movement

2.672

To December 31st 2019

(77.007)

Net variations in deferred taxes, for each period, have a component with effect on the statement of profit or loss, one for exchange effect
and other for effect in equity, related to the comprehensive results.
(a) Tax expenditure.
Detail on deferred taxes and revenue taxes expenditure to the closing of each period is the following:

Amounts involved in the line “Other increments and decrements” in the fixed assets table, mainly correspond to assets transfers, which
has been added through ongoing works (projects) to the goods type related fixed assets account, which was definitively incorporated
upon work completion.
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

Deferred Taxes
(net)
THUSD

Exchange difference effect
(c) Insurances over fixed assets.

12-31-2018
THUSD

Trade and other payables

Trade and other receivables
(b.2.) From January 1st to December 31st 2018.

Liability

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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ACCUMULATED
(Expense) Income for Revenue Tax

Expense for current taxes

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD
Tax expenditure using Legal Rate

(22.587)

27,00

(35.840)

27,00

(1.151)

1,38

(1.247)

0,94

3.759

(4,49)

429

(0,32)

Adjustment for past period current tax

(443)

2.595

Other expenses for current tax

(217)

(254)

(23.628)

(17.127)

3.183

(17.665)

3.183

(17.665)

Deficit (excess) from past period tax

(34.792)

Revenue tax

(Expense) Income for deferred tax, net, total
(Expense) Income for Revenue Tax

(20.445)

Deferred actuarial revenue tax (loss)
Deferred tax cash flow hedges
Charge (payment) to equity

(324)

1.318

2.786

394

2.462

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

(14.586)

(7.220)

Expense for current taxes, net, total

(23.628)

(17.127)

2.417

93

766

(17.758)

(Expense) Income for Revenue Tax

3.183

(17.665)

(20.445)

(34.792)

Taxes from subsidiaries effects to revenue is the following:

Participation in current tax expenditures attributable to Subsidiaries
Participation in deferred tax expenditures attributable to Subsidiaries
Taxation participation attributable to investors accounted by the participation method,
total

(1,41)
26,21

• In subsidiaries where it applies:
i) Biological assets treatment,
ii) Tax loss.

a.

Valuation of derivative financial instruments: Molymet has internal methodologies formally documented on valuation subject
for all kind of derivate financial instrument susceptible of regular financial operation. Development and periodic update of
such methodologies is the responsibility of the Finance Vice-presidency. Additionally, valuations of this kind of instruments are
centralized, given that all of them are valuated at the Parent Company and the values are monthly informed to the corresponding
subsidiaries. Adopted methodologies are aligned with the best international practices on the matter, following guidelines that
privilege the use of historical as well as recent market information.

b.

Valuation of corporate Bonds: Valuation of corporate bonds classified as available for sale come from independent brokers
specialized in fixed rent instruments valuation. In general terms, as well as in the derivate financial instruments’ context, models
used in valuation of different corporate bonds privilege the use of information and inputs from the market. Observations coming
from active markets are used and complemented with valuation models that periodically issue prices estimations adequate for
the different type of instruments to value. To estimate these prices all available market information is utilized, through day trades.

c.

Valuation of corporate Bonds kept to due date: Initial valuation of these bonds is to its fair value, in other words the asset’s price
of acquisition. Later valuations are to its paid-off cost, where accrue interests are registered into the revenues account.

d.

Valuation of own issue (for informational purposes): With the purpose to obtain a reliable estimation of the fair value of issued
bonds, corporation turns to certain price suppliers specialized in the different national fixed rent markets. Methodologies used
for obtaining these estimations are similar to those described for corporate bonds, where all the available market information is
utilized, through day trades, as well as historical, which allow to estimate historical spreads and reference structures that allow
obtaining valuations that adjust to the realty of relevant markets.

e.

Credits and loans that accrue interests (for informational purposes): The estimation of fair value of 6- month credits at Libor variable rate in USD assumed by Molymet is done internally. During this process are used as input the USD inter-temporary forward
rates used for the valuation of derivative financial instruments. Contractual flows for each credit are brought to its present value
discounting at risk free rates given that the spread component demanded by the financial counterpart is captured at the moment
of calculating the flows.

f.

Collectable and payable accounts (for informational purposes): Given that in the case of collectable accounts, due periods are no
longer than 60 days, the Administration adopts as methodological supposition that the redeemed cost of these instruments is a
good approximation to the fair value of themselves. In the same manner, this supposition is used to value the payable accounts.

ACCUMULATED
Taxation Participation Attributable to Investors Accounted by the Participation Method

1.866
(34.792)

Financial instruments valuation.

Expense for current taxes, net, national

Expense for deferred taxes, net, total

0,56
24,45

19. Information to disclose on financial assets.

(9.907)

Expense for deferred taxes, net, national

(466)
(20.445)

• Differences when treating the Benefit to personnel calculation (vacations provision, indemnity for years of service provision) and

(924)

(9.042)

Expense for deferred taxes, net, foreign

Other Increment (Decrement) in Charges for Legal Taxes

• Financial instruments valuation;

ACCUMULATED

Expense for current taxes, net, foreign

Effect of the tax rate of Other Rate jurisdictions

• Differences between the “property, plant and equipment” goods useful life;

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

The effect on revenues of taxes attributable to national and foreign part is detailed following:

(Expense) Income for Revenue Tax for foreign and national

Adjustment to reach effective rate:

Temporary differences that cause the deferred taxes, assets as well as liabilities, are produced mainly by:

ACCUMULATED
01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

(19.089)

(11.407)

5.586

(4.175)

(13.503)

(15.582)

(b) Effective rate
Revenue tax expenditure of the Corporation to December 31st 2019 and 2018, represents 24.45% and 26.21%, respectively, of the gains
before taxes. Following, a conciliation between such effective revenue tax rate and the current Chilean statutory tax is presented:
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

132.740

In the other increment (decrement) item in charges for legal taxes, it is included the effect for non-taxable revenues and expenditures,
as well as the effect of exchange rate.

Deferred taxes related to items directly charged or deposited to the other equity comprehensive results are the following:

Deferred tax other comprehensive results

Effective
rate %

83.654

(19.468)

Deferred expenditure for taxes related to creation and reverse of temporary differences

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Profit before income taxes

(22.968)

Expenditures for current taxes, net, total

Effective
rate %

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Financial instrument by category.

Summary of financial liabilities.

(a) To December 31st 2019

Summary of other current and non-current financial liabilities to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is the following:

Total Assets

Amortized cost

Hedging
assets

Total

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Cash and cash equivalents

Trade and other receivables*

Obligations for debt titles (bonds)

2.365

Loans that accrue interests

40.870

79.358

Forward contracts (hedge)

773

69

303

143

-

446

Forward contracts (results)

10

-

139.811

-

-

139.811

316

-

-

316

340.254

143

-

340.397

Others
Total

Hedging
Liabilities

Fair value
with changes
in revenue

Total

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

186.853

Loans that accrue interests

10

279.056

Trade and other payables*

137.016

-

-

137.016

369.302

46.760

10

416.072

118
81.910

12-31-2019
THUSD

Obligations for debt titles (bonds)

46.760

45
43.878
Balance to
Other Non-Current Financial Liabilities

232.286

Hedge derivatives instruments
Total

12-31-2018
THUSD
188.324

2.338

-

45.987

49.822

235.178

238.146

Detail of financial instruments.
(a) Obligations for debt titles (bonds)

(b) To December 31st 2018

Bond issuing in Chile

Amortized cost

Fair value
with changes
in revenue

Hedging
assets

Total

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial assets*
Trade and other receivables*
Intercompany receivables*
Total

Total Liabilities

2.180

199.824

Other financial liabilities*

Total Assets

12-31-2018
THUSD

-

Amortized cost

Total

12-31-2019
THUSD

-

Intercompany receivables*
Total

Other Current Financial Liabilities

199.824

Other financial assets*

Total Liabilities

Balance to

Fair value
with
changes in
revenue

Dated on July 14th 2008, the Superintendence of Values and Securities authorized the inscription in the value registry, under N° 540, of
one line of adjustable bonds, to the carrier and dematerialized of Molibdenos y Metales S.A.
Current issuing is as follows:

192.584

-

-

192.584

19.585

646

2.037

22.268

141.041

-

-

141.041

463

-

-

463

353.673

646

2.037

356.356

BMOLY-C

Nominal Issuing
Date
06-01-2008

Amount UF
2.000.000

Issuance
Rate
4,20%

Term
20 Years

Amortization
Half-yearly

Bond issuing in Mexico
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. concreted the collocation of corporate bonds in the Mexican market, charged to a revolving line approved by
the Mexican Values National Banking Commission.

Amortized cost

Hedging
Liabilities

Total

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Other financial liabilities*

270.165

49.891

320.056

Trade and other payables*

154.964

-

154.964

425.129

49.891

475.020

Total

Series

Current issuing is as follows:
Series
MOLYMET 13

Nominal Issuing Date
02-26-2013

Amount MXN
1.020.000.000

Issuance
Rate
7,03%

Term
10 Years

Amortization
Half-yearly

* Presented items include its Current and Non-current classification.

Bond issuing in Colombia
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. concreted the collocation of corporate bonds in the Colombian market, sole series approved by the Colombian
Finance Superintendence.
Current issuing is as follows:
Series
SERIE D
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

Nominal Issuing
Date

Amount
COP

08-02-2018

200.000.000.000

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Issuance
Rate
6,94%

Term
4 Years

Amortization
Quarterly
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(c) Forward Contracts (hedge)

(i) To December 31st 2019, obligation for current and non-current debt titles (bonds) are shown in the following table.
2019
Debtor RUT

Debtor
country

Debtor Name

Series

Currency
type

Amortization

Issuance
rate

Hedge
rate

Total
current

91
days
to 1
year

Up to
90
days

These contracts cover the risk of Exchange rate in term deposits, supplier’s payments, client’s collectables and operational expenditures
that shall be paid or collected in currency different to the functional currency.

2019
From
1 to 3
years

From
3 to 5
years

Total
noncurrent

More
than 5
years

Total debt
12-31-2019

93.628.000-5

Molibdenos y
Metales S.A.

Chile

BMOLY-C

U.F.

Half-yearly

4,20%

6,97%

-

469

469

-

-

72.623

72.623

73.092

93.628.000-5

Molibdenos y
Metales S.A.

Chile

MOLYMET
13

MXN

Half-yearly

7,03%

4,43%

1.299

-

1.299

-

53.691

-

53.691

54.990

93.628.000-5

Molibdenos y
Metales S.A.

Chile

SERIE D

COP

Quarterly

6,94%

3,91%

Total Amount THUSD

412

-

412

60.539

-

-

60.539

60.951

1.711

469

2.180

60.539

53.691

72.623

186.853

189.033

(ii) ToDecember31st2018,obligationforcurrentandnon-currentdebttitles(bonds)areshowninthefollowingtable.
2018
Debtor RUT

Debtor Name

Debtor
country

Currency
type

Series

Amortization

Issuance
rate

Hedge
rate

Up to
90
days

Molibdenos y
Metales S.A.

Chile

93.628.000-5

Molibdenos y
Metales S.A.

Chile

MOLYMET
13

MXN

Half-yearly

7,03%

4,92%

1.454

93.628.000-5

Molibdenos y
Metales S.A.

Chile

SERIE D

COP

Quarterly

6,94%

3,91%

442

93.628.000-5

BMOLY-C

U.F.

Half-yearly

4,20%

6,97%

Total Amount THUSD

2018
Total
current

91
days
to 1
year
-

1.896

469
-

469

From
1 to 3
years

From 3 to
5 years

-

-

469
1.454

-

442

-

2.365

-

Total
noncurrent

More
than 5
years
75.999

Total debt
12-31-2018

75.999

76.468

Details on hedge forward contracts to December 31st 2019, is as follows:
(i) Detail of hedge forward creditor position:
Institution
HSBC

Initial date
12-24-2019

Expiration date
01-31-2020

Right

Obligation

9.987

10.028

Equity
41

JP MORGAN

10-16-2019

01-24-2020

5.607

5.611

4

BANCO SANTANDER

12-02-2019

01-02-2020

6.018

6.448

430

BCI

12-09-2019

01-02-2020

7.012

7.215

203

BANCO SANTANDER

12-16-2019

01-02-2020

3.004

3.052

48

BCI

12-18-2019

01-08-2020

4.006

4.025

19

BCI

12-19-2019

01-21-2020

1.003

1.006

3

BCI

12-20-2019

01-15-2020

4.508

4.508

-

BANCO SANTANDER

12-24-2019

01-15-2020

4.006

4.011

5

BANCO SANTANDER

12-24-2019

01-15-2020

4.005

4.011

6

51.410

-

51.410

52.864

60.915

-

60.915

61.357

BCI

12-18-2019

01-09-2020

501

503

2

112.325

75.999

188.324

190.689

BCI

12-19-2019

01-09-2020

701

704

3

BCI

12-23-2019

01-09-2020

1.101

1.110

9

51.459

52.232

773

(b) Loans that accrue interests

TOTAL

To December 31st 2019 and 2018, the Parent Corporation registers a syndicated credit destined to working capital needs.
Details on hedge forward contracts to December 31st 2018, is as follows:

In addition, one subsidiary Carbomet Energía S.A. registers a loan to finance obtaining control in its subsidiaries.

(ii) Detail of hedge forward debtor position:

Following, details on the loans that accrue interests are shown:

Institution

(i) Banking obligations and debt titles as of December 31st 2019, current and non-current are shown following:
2019
Debtor RUT

Debtor
Name

Debtor
country

Creditor RUT

Creditor
Name

Creditor
country

Currency
type

Amortization
type

Nominal
rate

Hedge
rate

2019

91
days
to 1
year

Up
to 90
days

Total
current

From
1 to 3
years

Total
noncurrent

From
3 to 5
years

Total
debt

93.628.000-5

Molibdenos y
Metales S.A.

Chile

97.030.000-7

Banco del
Estado de
Chile

Chile

USD

Yearly

2,01%

-

-

40.197

40.197

-

-

-

40.197

91.066.000-4

Carbomet
Energía S.A

Chile

97.006.000-6

Banco de
Crédito e
Inversiones

Chile

CLP

Half-yearly

4,15%

-

-

673

673

1.335

1.003

2.338

3.011

Total Amount THUSD

-

40.870

40.870

1.335

1.003

2.338

43.208

Capital THUSD

-

40.667

40.667

1.335

1.003

2.338

43.005

(ii) Banking obligations and debt titles as of December 31st 2018, current and non-current for syndicated credit, net from deferred
obtaining expenses, are shown following:

Initial date

Expiration date

Right

Obligation

Equity

INTERNACIONAL

11-07-2018

01-07-2019

15.070

14.727

343

INTERNACIONAL

11-13-2018

01-14-2019

20.078

19.895

183

INTERNACIONAL

11-23-2018

01-07-2019

20.060

19.511

549

ITAU

12-06-2018

03-07-2019

10.042

9.828

214

ITAU

12-06-2018

03-08-2019

10.042

9.829

213

BANCO SANTANDER

11-14-2018

01-14-2019

5.521

5.470

51

BCI

12-04-2018

01-03-2019

3.005

2.895

110

CREDICORP

12-07-2018

01-07-2019

9.515

9.236

279

BCI

12-14-2018

01-15-2019

TOTAL

11.520

11.425

95

104.853

102.816

2.037

(iii) Detail of hedge forward creditor position:
2018

2018
Debtor RUT

93.628.000-5

Debtor
Name

Molibdenos
y Metales
S.A.

Debtor
country

Chile

Creditor RUT

Creditor
Name

97.018.000-1

Scotiabank
Chile

-

Scotiabank
& Trust
(Cayman)
Ltd.

Islas
Caimán

Banco
Estado NY

EEUU

-

Creditor
country

Currency
type

Amortization
type

Nominal
rate

Hedge
rate

Chile

Up
to 90
days

91 days
to 1
year

43

USD

Semestral

3,64188%

95

17.416

37.997

Total
current

17.459

38.092

From
1 to 3
years

From
3 to 5
years
-

-

-

-

Total
noncurrent

-

-

Total
debt

17.459

38.092

59

23.748

23.807

-

-

23.807

Total Amount THUSD

197

79.161

79.358

-

-

-

79.358

Capital THUSD

-

80.000

80.000

-

-

-

80.000

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

-

Institution

Initial date

Expiration date

BANK OF AMERICA

12-27-2018

01-31-2019

BANK OF AMERICA

12-27-2018

01-31-2019

Right

TOTAL

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Obligation
6.084

6.152

Equity
68

6.150

6.151

1

12.234

12.303

69
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Fair values, by derivative type, of the registered contracts under hedge methodology is presented following:

(d) Forward Contracts
Forward contracts details to December 31st 2019, is as follows:

Related to:

(i) Forward detail debtor position:
Institution

Initial date

Expiration date

Right

Obligation

Santander (CCS U.F.)

Equity

JP MORGAN

12-31-2019

01-03-2020

5.616

5.608

8

JP MORGAN

11-29-2019

01-03-2020

5.597

5.520

77

11.213

11.128

85

TOTAL

Swap rights for Bonds

Institution
JP MORGAN

107.337

106.209

56.485

50.398

BCP (CCS COP)

64.916

65.727

71.370

72.189

300.108

294.523

114.180

110.605

Scotiabank (CCS MXN)

87.286

89.029

BCP (CCS COP)

71.375

72.183

JP Morgan (IRS USD)

73.254

72.528

346.095

344.345

(6.843)

(4.396)

(30.801)

(38.631)

BCP (CCS COP)

(6.459)

(6.456)

(1.884)

(339)

(45.987)

(49.822)

TOTAL
Santander (CCS U.F.)

Initial date

Expiration date

12-31-2019

Right

02-04-2020

Obligation
4.487

TOTAL

Equity

Swap obligations for Bonds

4.497

4.487

10

4.497

10

12-31-2018
THUSD

Scotiabank (CCS MXN)
JP Morgan (IRS USD)

(ii) Forward detail creditor position:

12-31-2019
THUSD

TOTAL
Forward contracts details to December 31st 2018, is as follows:
Santander (CCS U.F.)

(iii) Forward detail debtor position:
Institution

Scotiabank (CCS MXN)

Initial date

KBC

Expiration date

12-29-2018

Right

01-31-2019

TOTAL

Obligation

Hedge Operations Reserve

Equity

5.726

5.723

3

JP Morgan (IRS USD)

5.726

5.723

3

Total assets
(liabilities)

(e) Hedge derivatives instruments

Hedges

Details of the derivative instruments to cover bond issuing and loans contracts to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is shown following:

At disclosing date, Molymet performs hedges of the cash flows related to C Series bonds issued in Chile, bond issues in the Mexican
market, bond issues in the Colombian market, investment in currencies different from the functional and future operational expenses in
Mexican pesos and Euros in its subsidiaries Molymex and Sadaci, respectively. Notional corresponding to each bond are hundred per
cent hedged for all the liability life. Hedges are as follows:

Creditor RUT

97.036.000-K

97.032.000-8

97.036.000-K

97.036.000-K

Creditor name

Santander

Scotiabank

BCP

JP Morgan

Creditor country

Chile

Chile

Perú

Chile

C series bond hedge

Currency type

USD-UF

USD-MXN

USD-COP

USD

Amortization type

Half-yearly

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Nominal rate USD
(Hedge)

6,97%

Libor 180 days
+2,41%

Libor 90 days +1,23%

3,91%

The issuing on July 2008 with due date in June 2028 was for UF 2,000,000 with a yearly effective rate of UF+4.85% calculated over
the base of years of 360 days and composed by semester, over 180 days semester, which is equivalent to a semester interest rate of
UD+2.425%. Two days after issuing it was subscribed a Cross Currency Swap (CCS) with Credit Suisse International, where the asset
component correspond to a notional of UF 2,000,000 at a yearly coupon rate of UF+4.205779% which is equivalent to a UF+2.10289%
semester rate due to market conventions. The liability component corresponds to a notional of USD 80,818,806 to a coupon rate of
6.97%. Effective payment and due date of the CCS met those from the bond, as well as the redeeming characteristics (bullet).

Liability
From 1 to 3 years

-

-

(6.459)

(1.884)

(8.343)

From 3 to 5 years

-

(30.801)

-

-

(30.801)

(6.843)

-

-

-

(6.843)

(6.843)

(30.801)

(6.459)

(1.884)

(45.987)

More than 5 years
Total to 12-31-2019

The objective defined for this hedge relation is to eliminate the uncertainty associated to the USD-CLP and CLP-UF relations at the
moment of coupon payment and the final redeeming. This is accomplished with the subscribed instrument because with it the USD-UF
relation is fixed for all the liability life, which results on the re-nomination of the debt to the functional currency and the elimination of
the aforementioned uncertainty.
Dated December 2017, CCS novation occurred, changing the creditor counterpart but keeping the same current contract conditions.
Product of this novation, the new swap creditor is Banco Santander (Chile).
Mexican market issuing to 10 years

Period 2018

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Total THUSD

De 3 a 5 años

-

(38.631)

(6.456)

(339)

(45.426)

Más de 5 años

(4.396)

-

-

-

(4.396)

(4.396)

(38.631)

(6.456)

(339)

(49.822)

Total to 12-31-2018

The issuing on February 2013 with due date in February 2023 was for MXN 1,020,000,000 with a yearly coupon rate of 7.03% calculated
over the base of years of 360 days and composed by semester, over 182 days semester. The same day of issuing it was subscribed a 10
years Cross Currency Swap (CCS) with Banco BBVA, where the asset component corresponds to a notional of MXN 1,020,000,000 at a
yearly coupon rate of 7.03%. The liability component corresponds to a notional of USD 80,000,000 to a coupon rate of Libor (180 days)
+ 2.41% and it was subscribed a 5 years contract for Interest Rate Swap (IRS) with BBVA, where the USD rate floating component plus
the spread (Libor (180 days) + 2.41%) is fixed to a dollar rate of 3.495%.
Effective payment and due date of the CCS met those from the bond, as well as the redeeming characteristics (bullet).

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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The objective defined for this hedge relation is to eliminate the uncertainty associated to the USD-MXN. This is accomplished with the
subscribed instrument because with it the USD-MXN relation for all the liability life, which results on the re-nomination of the debt to
the functional currency, the fixation of the interest rate during the first 5 years and the elimination of the aforementioned uncertainty.
Colombian market issuing to 4 years

20. Trade and other payables.
Composition of current and non-current trade and other payables to December 31st, 2019 and 2018 is as follows:

The issuing on August 2018 with due date in August 2022 was for COP 200,000,000,000 with a yearly coupon rate of 6.94% calculated
over the base of years of 365 days and composed by quarters. The same day of issuing it was subscribed a 4 years Cross Currency Swap
(CCS) with Banco Crédito del Perú (BCP), where the asset component corresponds to a notional of COP 200,000,000,000 at a yearly
coupon rate of 6.94%. The liability component corresponds to a notional of USD 68,846,815.83 to a coupon rate of Libor 90 + 1.23%. On
December 19, 2018 it was subscribed a contract for Interest Rate Swap (IRS) with J.P. Morgan, where the USD rate floating component
plus the spread (Libor (90 days) + 1.23%) is fixed to a dollar rate of 3.914%.

Debt for purchases or services

Effective payment and due date of the CCS and IRS met those from the bond, as well as the redeeming characteristics (bullet).

Other payable taxes

The objective defined for this hedge relation is to eliminate the uncertainty associated to the USD-COP at the moment of coupon
payment and final redeeming. This is accomplished with the subscribed instrument because with it the USD-COP relation for all the
liability life, which results on the re-nomination of the debt to the functional currency and the elimination of the aforementioned
uncertainty.

12-31-2019
THUSD

Current trade and other payables Classes

150.221

1.346

-

11.445

2.127

Clients advance
VAT fiscal debit
Other payable accounts

Hedge for Financial investments in currencies different to the functional currency

3.211

871

483

1.089

1.277

656

135.368

154.964

12-31-2019
THUSD

Non-current trade and other payables Classes

Molymet makes investments in currencies different to the functional, which it hedges with currency and interest rates forward instruments.
The objective defined for this hedge is to eliminate the uncertainty related to the USD-CLP and USD-UF relations at the moment of
expiration of the investments.

117.606

Obligations for right of use

Total current trade and other payables

12-31-2018
THUSD

Obligations for right of use
Total non-current trade and other payables

12-31-2018
THUSD

1.648

-

1.648

-

Operational expenses in Chilean pesos
Molymet and its subsidiary Molynor performs hedges of its expected operational expenses in Chilean pesos, in order to minimize the
uncertainty in the results provoked by movements related to the USD-CLP relation.

Distribution of current and non-current trade and other payables, in national and foreign currency, is as follows:

Subsidiary Molymex performs hedge of its expected operational expenses in Mexican pesos, in order to minimize the uncertainty in the
results provoked by movements related to the USD-MXN relation.

Functional

Subsidiary Sadaci performs hedge of its expected operational expenses in Euros, in order to minimize the uncertainty in the results
provoked by movements related to the EUR-USD relation.

21. Provisions.

Hedge effectiveness evaluation

(a) Balances of non-current provisions are detailed following:

Molymet and its subsidiaries have developed internal prospective as well as retrospective methodologies to evaluate the effectiveness
of the presented hedge relations. Evaluations are periodically made, at least quarterly or more frequent if necessary, before exceptional
circumstances. Broadly speaking, the methodologies consist in the flow comparison coming from hedge object and instrument in each
period. Due to the nature of the relation, these had resulted approximately 100% effective in all evaluations made to the date, which
allows applying the special hedge accounting stipulated in IFRS 9 according to cash flow hedges.

Financial instruments effects in results.
The effects of the financial instruments in the results are shown in the following table:

Derivative instruments charged to revenues
Other financial incomes
Financial incomes
Interests expenditures
Right of use interests expenditures
Other financial expenditures
Financial costs

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

131.550

26.329

23.414

137.016

154.964

ACCUMULATED
Provision Classes (presentation)

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

Dismantling, restauration and rehabilitation costs, non-current

439

521

Total provision

439

521

Detail on provisions movements, between January 1st and December 31st 2019, is the following:
ACCUMULATED

Interest incomes

12-31-2018
THUSD

110.687

Foreigner
Total current and non-current trade and other payables

Operational expenses in Euros hedge

Financial Incomes and Expenditures

12-31-2019
THUSD

Currency

Operational expenses in Mexican pesos hedge

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

For dismantling, restauration and
rehabilitation costs

Provision movements

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

6.575

10.198

6

-

59

76

6.640

10.274

(16,737)

(18,621)

(140)

-

(2.217)

(3.301)

(19.094)

(21.922)

Total provision, initial balance 01-01-2019

521

Additional provisions

595

Utilized provision

(668)

Increment (decrement) in the foreign currency exchange

(9)

Total provisions as of December 31st, 2019

439

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Following, information regarding the contracted obligation is presented:
Provision type

Affected Company

Dismantling, restauration and rehabilitation
costs, non-current

Sadaci N.V.

Dismantling, restauration and rehabilitation
costs, non-current

Sadaci N.V.

Description

Description of the expected date
for economic benefits exit

Amount
THUSD

Restauration costs
Femo waste

There is uncertainty over the date and
final amount on which the economic
exit is expected

203

Asbestos
in building
restauration costs

There is uncertainty over the date and
final amount on which the economic
exit is expected

236

Total provisions as of December 31st 2019

Current employee benefit obligations
Current liabilities for post-employment benefits
Non-current liabilities for post-employment benefits
Total employee benefit obligations

439

Sadaci N.V additional received a claim from neighbor company Kronos Europa N.V., for alleged soils contaminations problems in lands
sold by Sadaci N.V. to Kronos Europa N.V. in 1992, eleven years before the acquisition of this subsidiary by Strategic Metals B.V.B.A. The
administration estimates that Sadaci N.V. has no responsibility in this matter.
To December 31st 2019, it has not been recognized assets related to provisions reimbursement.
(b) Trials and other legal actions
Lawsuit for leaving with all its uses, entrances and customs of approximately 32 hectares, allegedly of Ejido Villa de Cumpas,
plus payment for occupation, damages and losses, filed by the aforementioned Ejido against the Mexican subsidiary Molymex
S.A. of C.V., before the Agrarian Unit Court, District N° 28, Villa Cumpas village, Cumpas municipality, Sonora State, Mexico, File
42/2012.
On each instance and appeal, Mexico courts had dictated completely and in a favorable manner to Molymex S.A. of C.V. interests.

ii.

Current employee benefit obligations

7.050

4.737

3.895

Prevision retentions

1.330

1.499

Payable wages

72

74

Personnel insurances

14

63

268

364

3

36

18.408

22.561

Other liabilities
Welfare-Union-Sport Club
Total current employee benefit obligations

The liability recognized in the balance in respect of such benefits is yearly calculated according to the projected credit unit method.
The present value of the obligation is determined discounting the cash exit flows at interest rates from State bonds nominated in the
currency in which the benefits will be paid and with similar due dates to the corresponding obligations.
01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Defined Benefit plan

Interests cost for defined benefit plan obligation

23. Employee benefit obligations.
Employee benefit obligations’ composition is the following:

11.445

9.109

Defined benefit plan obligation actuarial profit (loss)
Defined benefit plan obligation foreign currency exchange increment (decrement)
Defined benefit plan obligation paid contributions
Defined benefit plan obligation present value, final balance
Employee benefit obligations, current
Employee benefit obligations, non-current
Total employee benefit obligations
The amounts registered in the comprehensive results are the following:

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

6.926

Current service cost defined benefit plan obligation

Total

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Vacation and vacation bonuses liabilities

Composition of payable accounts for current taxes is as follows:

9.109

17.677
41.036

9.580

Obligation Present Value, Initial Balance

11.445

19.487
38.752

5.058

22. Current tax liabilities.

This period revenue tax net effect (Partial monthly payments – payable tax)

798

Personnel gratification and bonuses liabilities

The Group has certain benefits of compensations for years of service of their employees.

Concept

857

Participation liabilities

From the aforementioned, it was estimated that no provision is corresponding.

12-31-2018
THUSD

22.561

ACCUMULATED

(b) Obligations for post-employment benefits

12-31-2019
THUSD

18.408

The Group classifies under this concept the liabilities and benefits to personnel, different to post- employment (vacations, prevision
participation and retention), which detail to December 31st 2019 and 2018, is the following:

To December 31st 2019, definitive sentence is in compliance stage.

During February 2019, Mexico Tax Administration Service (“SAT”, from Spanish) notified MOLYMEX S.A. de C.V. (“MOLYMEX”) of a
tax liquidation, for the 2014 period. Concepts contained in such liquidation correspond mainly to Revenue Tax and accreditation of
certain expenditures. In the Administration’s opinion, there is no legal justification that supports the charge of the aforementioned
amounts. Considering the aforementioned and having in consideration that (i) such liquidation is not firm from the administration
point of view; (ii) that it has been disputed in form and opportunity by the company, supplying written back-ups; and (iii) the
evident lack of judicial support for charging the taxes contained in such liquidation, it has been considered not pertinent to make
any provision for the aforementioned tax liquidation.

12-31-2018
THUSD

(a) Current employee benefit obligations

On the other hand, lands belonging to the Belgium subsidiary Sadaci N.V. are registered in registry of land with historical contamination
since 1996. Belgium authorities will request the company to perform a detailed soils investigation, from which result will depend if the
Company will have to perform a soils remedy program. On July 31st 2019, Flandes Public Agency, received the descriptive investigation
results of each involved property. On August 26th 2019, Flandes Public Agency (“OVAM”), informed the company that according to the
informed it is no necessary to perform additional soils works.

i.

12-31-2019
THUSD

Employee benefit obligations

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

18.475

21.404

808

906

968

946

3.449

1.084

83

(2.029)

(3.439)

(3.836)

20.344

18.475

857

798

19.487

17.677

20.344

18.475
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01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Total expenditure recognized in the revenue statement

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Current service cost defined benefit plan

808

906

Interests cost defined benefit plan

968

946

83

(2.589)

1.859

(737)

Defined benefit plan obligation foreign currency exchange increment (decrement)
Total expenditure recognized in the revenue statement

Actuarial suppositions:

The payable dividend considers the provision for dividend payment equivalent to 40% of Molymet Net Profit Susceptible for Distribution
and 100% of Carbomet Energía S.A. result, corresponding to minor interest.

25. Information to disclose on issued capital and gains per share.
25.1 Issued capital
To December 31st 2019 and 2018, the Parent Company has a subscribed and paid capital of THUSD 501,952 over a total of 132,999,304
shares respectively.
Following, the capital class in ordinary shares for ended periods to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is presented.

Following are presented the main hypothesis and actuarial parameters used in determining the compensation benefit for years of
service in the Parent Company and its subsidiaries as of December 31st 2019:
Parameter

Molymet

Molynor

Sadaci

Molymex

Carbomet
Energía

Yearly discount nominal rate

3,66%

3,66%

0,25%

7,70%

3,66%

Inflation rate

2,90%

2,90%

1,75%

4,00%

2,90%

Yearly real wage increase rate by career

2,90%

2,90%

2,50% 3,00%

5,85%

2,90%

EMSSA
2009/2019

CB/RV-2014

RT IMSS

PDT 1985 (III)

Mortality Table

CB/RV-2014

CB/RV-2014

MR-FR-5
(Bélgica)

Invalidity Table

PDT 1985 (III)

PDT 1985 (III)

-

Sensitivity:
When sensitizing this valorization, in the case that the considered nominal annual discount Rate by the Company was 100 base points
higher, it would had been necessary to recognize in Other Reserves an actuarial profit for THUSD 1,246. On the other hand, if the
considered nominal annual discount Rate was 100 base points lower it would had been necessary to recognize in Other Reserves an
actuarial loss for THUSD 1,449.
					
					

Expenditures for employees

The Group incurred expenditures for employees during periods between January 1st to December 31st of 2019 and 2018, respectively
be as follows:
ACCUMULATED
Employee benefits and expenditures classes

Personnel expenditures

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

68.050

71.982

Wages and salary

45.381

48.888

Employee short term benefits

16.416

15.496

2.969

3.747

201

158

Expenditure for post-employment benefit obligation
Termination benefits
Other long-term benefits
Other personnel expenditures

328

530

2.755

3.163

Capital class in ordinary shares

12-31-2019

12-31-2018

Sole issuing, no
nominative value

Sole issuing, no
nominative value

Number of subscribed and paid shares

132.999.304

132.999.304

Amount of capital in shares for class of ordinary shares that constitute the capital in dollars

501.952.244

501.952.244

Description of capital class in ordinary shares

25.2 Gains per-share
ACCUMULATED
Information to disclose on gains per share

Gains (loss) attributable to the Holders of participation instruments of net equity of the
controller
Result available for common shareholders, basic
Weighted average number of shares, basic
Result available for common shareholders, diluted
Weighted average number of shares, diluted

Payable dividends
Others
Other current non-financial liabilities
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

25.605

184
39.688

62.573

96.785
132.999.304

0,47

0,73

62.573

96.785

132.999.304

132.999.304

0,47

0,73

25.3 Net profit susceptible to distribution
Description

12-31-2019 THUSD

Period result

12-31-2018
THUSD

62.573

96.785

Distributable net profit

62.573

96.785

Dividends provision and payment

(25.029)

(38.714)

Distributable net profit balance

37.544

58.071

39.504

339

96.785

Calculation on gains per-share to December 31st 2019 and 2018 was based on the shareholder’s attributable profit, based on the
weighted average number of shares.

12-31-2018
THUSD

25.944

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

132.999.304

Diluted gains (loss) per share (USD/Share)

Composition of other current non-financial liabilities is as follows:
12-31-2019
THUSD

62.573

Basic gains (loss) per share (USD/Share)

24. Other current non-financial liabilities.

Concept

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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25.4 Paid dividends

Accumulated hedge operations

Definitive dividends paid, ordinary shares

12-31-2019
USD

12-31-2018
USD

Adjustment Chilean bond conversion

Definitive Dividend N°
88, paid on
May 02 2019

Definitive Dividend N°
86, paid on
April 27 2018

Sole emission shares

Sole emission shares

Date of paid dividend, ordinary shares

02-05-2019

27-04-2018

Dividend amount for ordinary shares

38.714.767

40.188.400

132.999.304

132.999.304

0,29

0,30

Description of paid dividend, ordinary share
Description of shares class for which there is paid dividend, ordinary shares

Number of issued shares over which dividend is paid, ordinary shares
Dividend per share, ordinary shares in dollars

Chilean SWAP Bonds appreciation
Adjustment Mexican bond conversion

12-31-2018
THUSD

4.956

1.225

(6.843)

(4.396)

25.995

28.174

(30.801)

(38.631)

7.713

7.108

Colombian SWAP Bonds appreciation

(6.459)

(6.456)

Colombian IRS Bonds appreciation

(1.884)

(339)

-

(1.632)

2.186

3.504

(773)

1.969

(5.910)

(9.474)

Mexican SWAP Bonds appreciation
Adjustment Colombian bond conversion

Hedge forward conversion adjustment
I.D. Hedge Operations
Hedge forward

The subsidiary Carbomet Energía S.A., paid dividends to minor shareholder according to the following detail:

12-31-2019
THUSD

Total

Year 2019

• THUSD 818, corresponding to the dividend N° 88 of April 12th 2019.

(c) Reserves for actuarial earning or loss.

Year 2018

• THUSD 655, corresponding to the dividend N° 87 of April 13th 2018.

Actuarial gains or losses reserve

The subsidiary Auxiliar de Electricidad del Maipo S.A., paid dividends to minor shareholder according to the following detail:

Actuarial reserves in defined benefit plans

Year 2019

Total

Year 2018

12-31-2018
THUSD

(7.982)

I.D. Actuarial results in defined benefit plans

• THUSD 70, corresponding to the dividend N° 7 of April 11th 2019.

12-31-2019
THUSD

(4.533)

2.180

1.256

(5.802)

(3.277)

• THUSD 100, corresponding to the dividend N° 6 of April 10th 2018.
(d) Other various reserves.

25.5 Other reserves
Actuarial gains or losses reserve

(a) Reserves for exchange differences.
The detail by companies of exchange differences from converting the financial statements from their functional currency to the Group
presentation currency is as follows:
Accumulated exchange differences
Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A.

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

CESA fusion equity reserve
Total

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

(1.054)

-

(1.054)

-

25.6 Accumulated gains (losses)

(14.726)

(14.726)

9.503

9.965

(841)

(582)

514

514

Initial balance

211.820

153.748

-

725

Dividends provision

(25.029)

(38.714)

Molymex S.A. de C.V.

25

25

(1)

1

Molymet Corporation

(1)

(1)

Period result

Molymet Beijing

23

32

Total

(5.503)

(4.048)

Strategic Metals B.V.
Carbomet Energía S.A.
Carbomet Industrial S.A.
Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd.

Total

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Accumulated gains (losses)

(Excess) or deficit dividends payments

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

62.573

96.785

249.363

211.820

(b) Reserves for hedge operations.

25.7 Non-controlling participations

Correspond to cash flow hedge transactions.

Corresponds to the recognition of the portion of the equity and result of subsidiaries which belong to persons that are no part of the
Group.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Equity
Company
Carbomet Energía S.A.

Percentage

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

47,237%

1.369

Carbomet Industrial S.A.

0,011%

Cia. Elect. del Maipo S.A.

-

Inmobiliaria San Bernardo S.A.

0,045%

Total non-controlling participations

Result
12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

2.503

636

869

3

3

-

-

-

1.512

-

294

20

21

-

-

1.392

4.039

636

1.163

MINIMUM CONSOLIDATED EQUITY.

ii.

EBITDA / NET FINANCIAL EXPENDITURES: Relation of operational result plus depreciation over the net financial expenditures.

iii.

DEBT LEVEL: Relation of comprehensive total liabilities minus existences, plus payable accounts for molybdenum product
purchase, all of the above over minimum equity.

To December 31st 2019 and 2018, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. has satisfactorily complied with the financial indicators (covenants) and the
restrictions set by its creditors. Fulfillment of these indicators and restrictions, their value and their respective calculation formulas are
summarized following:
Covenants

Condition

(i) Minimum consolidated Equity (THUSD)

25.8 Capital management
Entity considers as capital the equity of the corporation.
(a)

i.

12-31-2019

12-31-2018

Valid to

≥ 300.000

734.438

701.012

01-06-2028

(ii) EBITDA / Net Financial Expenditures

≥ 5,00

10,8

15,93

01-06-2028

(iii) Debt Level

≤ 1,75

0,23

0,33

01-06-2028

Information of objectives, policies and processes that the entity applies to manage capital.

Molymet’s objective is to maintain a solid capital base, which guarantees revenues for investors, performance for instruments holders,
an optimal capital structure that reduces the cost of itself, and at the same time, keeps the confidence from investors, creditors and the
market, sustaining the future development of the Company.

Following, the detail with the calculation detail for each covenant (detail in quotation marks corresponds to the name of the accounts
used in the calculation):
(i) Minimum consolidated Equity

(b) Qualitative information on objectives, policies and processes that the company applies to manage capital.

Minimum consolidated Equity (thousands of USD)

To comply with the objectives of capital Management, Molymet may maintain or adjust its capital structure through and increase or
decrease of the amount of dividends payment to shareholders, capital reimbursement to shareholders, issuing of new shares and/or
sale of assets.

“Total Equity” for reference period:

734.438

701.012

Minimum allowed “Total Equity”:

300.000

300.000

Molymet performs capital following according to the leverage index and credit rating.

Consolidated (annualized) EBITDA (thousands of USD)

The leverage index is calculated as the consolidated total liabilities, minus supplies, minus payable accounts for molybdenum products
purchases, dividing all the above by equity plus minority participations.
Molymet strategy has been to maintain a leverage index lower than 1.75.
Leverage indexes to December 31st 2019 and 2018 were 0.23 and 0.33 respectively

(+) “Gross Profit”

12-31-2018

1.198

1.306

(+) “Distribution costs”

(14.229)

(13.327)

(+) “Administration expenses”

(50.523)

(56.727)

(7.867)

(8.336)

(+) “Other incomes, by function”

(+) “Other gains (losses)”

Consolidated liabilities

584.745

660.093

Existences

474.908

537.217

(-) “Intangibles amortization”

56.939

105.320

Consolidated EBITDA (annualized):

Equity attributable to controllers

733.046

696.973

1.392

4.039

Non-controlling participation

12-31-2018
225.282

(+) “Other expenses, by function”
12-31-2019

12-31-2019
157.874

(-) “Depreciation expenditure”

Molybdenum payable accounts

12-31-2018

(ii) EBITDA / Net Financial Expenditures

(c) Quantitative information on how capital is managed.

Thousands of USD

12-31-2019

10.745

(1.463)

(36.503)

(38.178)

(812)

(687)

134.513

Consolidated (annualized) net Financial Expenditures (thousands of USD)
(-) “Financial expenses”

12-31-2019

185.600
12-31-2018

(19.094)

(21.922)

6.640

10.274

12.454

11.648

Leverage index
0,23
0,33
Molymet’s strategy in terms of credit rating is to maintain its condition of Investment Grade in the International market, meaning, equal
or higher than BBB-; and a rating equal or higher than A in the national market.

(-) “Financial incomes”

At present Molymet has BBB (Fitch Ratings) and BBB- (S&P) ratings in the international market, in the Mexican market has AA+ (Fitch
Ratings) and AA (S&P) ratings, in Colombia an internal rating AAA (Fitch Ratings) and in the national market has AA- (Fitch Ratings
and Feller Rate) rating.

EBITDA / Net Financial Expenditures Ratio for the reference period:

10,8:1,00

15,93:1,00

Minimum allowed Consolidated interests Hedge Ratio:

5,00:1,00

5,00:1,00

(d) Changes from previous period.

Consolidated (annualized) net Financial Expenditures:

EBITDA / Net Financial Expenditures Ratio

12-31-2019

12-31-2018

(iii) Debt Level

There are no changes registered for objectives, policies or processes applied by Molymet to manage capital.
Total Consolidated Liabilities (thousands of USD)
(e) External requirements of capital at which is subject during the present period.
The Parent Company Molibdenos y Metales S.A. had issued bonds and bank long term financing contracts in the local and foreign
market. As well as in bonds issuing as in bank financing contracts, covenants had been agreed-on according to the usual practices in the
market, which are described following:

12-31-2018

235.900

309.030

(+) “Total Non-current Liabilities”

348.845

351.063

(-) Positive difference between:

417.969

431.897

474.908

537.217

56.939

105.320

166.776

228.196

(i) “Inventories”
(ii) “Molybdenum Payable Accounts”
Total Net Consolidated Liabilities:

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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12-31-2019

“Total Equity”

12-31-2018

734.438

Total Consolidated Equity:

701.012

734.438

Total Liabilities to Consolidated Equity Ratio

12-31-2019

27. Leases.
(a) Information about operative leases, as lessee:

701.012
12-31-2018

Total Liabilities to Consolidated Equity Ratio for the reference period:

0,23:1,00

0,33:1,00

Minimum allowed Total Liabilities to Consolidated Equity Ratio:

1,75:1,00

1,75:1,00

In both periods, it has been verified and informed the fulfillment of the restrictions and covenants to the respective company creditors.
This has been made along with the issuing of the Financial Statement to the Values and Securities Superintendence, together with all
the public information that the company had delivered to the Superintendence.
All provision arousing from adverse contingencies, that in company’s judgment shall be reflected in its Financial Statement and/or of its
subsidiaries, are registered in the Company’s accounting books.
Insurances are kept to reasonably protect its operational assets, including headquarters, buildings, plants, supplies, furniture, office
equipment and vehicles, according to the usual practices of the industries of the nature of the Corporation.

Detail

Building

Balance to January 1st, 2019
Changes

Consolidated Equity (thousands of USD)

-

Additions for IFRS 16 application
Depreciation

Transport
equipment

Machinery
-

-

-

-

642

37

3.401

95

4.175

(186)

(18)

(1.000)

(35)

(1.239)

456

19

2.401

60

2.936

456

19

2.401

60

2.936

Changes, Total

Balance to December 31st 2019

Future payments from contracts recognized as financial leasing, are as follows:
12-31-2019
THUSD

Future payments

The Corporation safeguards that the operations that it performs with its subsidiaries or with other related natural or legal entities, are
made in fair conditions similar to the prevailing in the market.

Future leasing minimum payments of leases, up to one year, lessee

(f) Consequences of failure to comply, when the entity has not accomplished the external requirements.

Future leasing minimum payments of leases, more than one year and less than five, lessee

The persistency in the failure to comply the external requirements by Molibdenos y Metales S.A., as well as in cases of financing contracts
as in the bonds issuing, gives the right to the creditor or Meeting of Creditors, given the case, to accelerate the credit and its interests,
making cashable the total of the debt as if the due period was finished.

Assets for
Right of use,
net

Office
equipment

1.346
1.648

Future leasing minimum payments of financial leases, total

2.994

(b) Information about short term and low value leasing, as lessee:

To the date, Molymet has accomplished all external requirements.

12-31-2019
THUSD

Future payments

26. Revenue from ordinary activities.

Future leasing minimum payments of leases, up to one year, lessee

(a) Revenue from ordinary activities for the periods to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is the following:

Future leasing minimum payments of leases, more than one year and less than five, lessee
Total future leasing minimum payments of non-cancelable leases, lessee

12-31-2018
THUSD
70

119

42

151

112

270

ACCUMULATED
Ordinary Revenue Classes

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Nos Plant Chile

437.153

521.412

Mejillones Plant Chile

161.950

80.858

88.135

109.522

313.268

295.525

49.513

44.242

120.129

140.702

1.170.148

1.192.261

Belgium Plant
Mexico Plant
Germany Plant
Others
Total

These contracts correspond to computer equipment, which do not have special agreed contingent installments, nor special restrictions
to the entity. These contracts, as they reach their expiration dates will not be renewed.
Effects of these contracts in the revenue statements are as follows:
ACCUMULATED
Short term and low value leasing installments

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Payments for leasing

125

162

Short term and low value leasing paid installments, total

125

162

(c) Information on operational leases, as lessor.
(b) Detail on revenue from ordinary activities for the periods to December 31st 2019 and 2018 is the following:

ACCUMULATED

ACCUMULATED
Revenue for trade lines

Revenue for molybdenum, rhenium, copper and sulfuric acid product sales
Revenue for tolling services

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

1.099.578

1.113.256

64.740

74.211

Revenue for electrical power service sales

3.222

1.862

Revenue for agricultural product sales

1.527

1.830

Other revenue
Total

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

Future payments, lessor

1.081

1.102

1.170.148

1.192.261

Future leasing minimum payments of leases, up to one year
Future leasing minimum payments of leases, more than one year and less than five
Future leasing minimum payments of leases, more than five years
Future leasing payments, total

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD
27

57

-

116

-

160

27

333

The Group leases building properties through one year subscribed contracts, automatically renewable for an equal period, additionally
a property is kept in a 10-years revolving leasing.

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Effects of these contracts in the revenue statements are as follows:

Segment description
Period general information on revenue, assets and liabilities

ACCUMULATED
Installments of leases and subleases recognized on the revenue
statement, lessor

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Depreciation and amortization, total segments
Gains (loss) of the segment informed before revenue taxes, total

Leases recognized on the revenue statement

27

57

Installments of leases and subleases recognized on the revenue statement, lessor, total

27

57

The Group’s business is the treatment and processing of molybdenum concentrates (molybdenite) which is the main mineral source
of molybdenum, with the intention to produce a wide range of molybdenum products and its derivates. Segments are defined and
managed by productive plants location; Chile - Molibdenos y Metales S.A., Molynor S.A. Industrial Complex, Belgium-Sadaci N.V., MexicoMolymex S.A. of C.V. and Germany-CM Chemiemetall GMBH. Following, the main activities of each productive plant is summarized:
Molibdenos y Metales S.A. (Nos Plant – Chile), in Nos plant molybdenum concentrate is processed to produce molybdenum oxide,
molybdic oxide briquettes and powder, ferromolybdenum, higher purity molybdenum chemicals, rhenium products, sulfuric acid, copper
cathodes and copper cement.
Molynor S.A. Industrial Complex (Mejillones Plant – Chile), in this plant molybdenum concentrate is processed to produce molybdenum
oxide, rhenium concentrate, sulfuric acid and copper cement.
Sadaci N.V. (Ghent Plant– Belgium), facilities of Ghent plant provide roasting to molybdenum concentrate to produce technical molybdic
oxide, molybdic oxide briquettes, ferromolybdenum and sodium molybdate.
Molymex S.A. of C.V. (Cumpas Plant – Mexico), in Cumpas plant, it’s mainly processed molybdenum concentrate form Mexican or North
American origin, to produce molybdenum oxide and molybdic oxide briquettes.
CM Chemiemetall GMBH (Bitter Feld Plant– Germany), in Bitter Feld plant, the main processed product is metallic powder through
oxides direct reduction with hydrogen and molybdenum dioxide.
The segment shown as Others, represents those activities that do not classify as molybdenum concentrate processing productive plants,
in which the following activities are included:
• Production, trading and distribution of electric power.

Incomes from ordinary activities coming from external clients,
total
Incomes from ordinary activities between segments, total
Incomes for interests, total segments
Other financial incomes, total segments
Total financial incomes, total segments
Expenditures for interests, total segments
Expenditures for Right of use interests, total segments
Other financial expenditures, total segments

Mejillones
Plant Chile

Belgium Plant

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Germany
Plant

Others

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Write-off

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

(2.511)

(1.617)

(1.697)

348

(37.315)

20.869

31.492

4.271

17.898

2.369

74.558

(67.803)

83.654

-

-

-

-

-

67.025

(67.025)

-

(895)

1.281

-

(20.445)

6.918

7.846

(1.118)

113.877

3.470

(3.840)

(25.954)

(3.325)

(5.009)

14.257

4.522

(15.879)

Cash Flow coming from (use don) financing activities

(93.679)

29.784

9.262

(30.999)

1.978

(4.808)

(3.404)

(91.866)

Segment Assets, Total

625.073

356.342

168.496

111.853

33.171

854.613

(830.365)

1.319.183

-

-

-

-

-

726.460

(726.460)

-

460.641

92.826

57.909

47.007

5.942

17.877

(97.457)

584.745

Investments in associates accounted by the participation method
Segments liabilities

(b) Past period from January 1st to December 31st 2018.
Segment description
Period general information on revenue, assets and liabilities

Incomes from ordinary activities coming from external clients,
total
Incomes from ordinary activities between segments, total
Incomes for interests, total segments
Other financial incomes, total segments

Nos Plant
Chile

Mejillones
Plant Chile

Belgium Plant

Mexico
Plant

Germany
Plant

Others

Write-off

Total

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

521.412

80.858

109.522

295.525

44.242

140.702

1.192.261

167.642

10.336

190.381

49.520

1.222

17.001

(436.102)

-

7.729

1.843

99

442

51

456

(422)

10.198

9

64

1

-

-

2

-

76

7.738

1.907

100

442

51

458

(422)

10.274

(17.721)

-

(144)

(1.163)

-

(15)

422

(18.621)

(2.579)

(38)

(18)

(621)

-

(45)

-

(3.301)

Total financial expenditures, total segments

(20.300)

(38)

(162)

(1.784)

-

(60)

422

(21.922)

Financial incomes, net, total segments

(12.562)

1.869

(62)

(1.342)

51

398

-

(11.648)

(12.844)

(15.893)

(4.837)

(2.329)

(1.383)

(1.579)

-

(38.865)

74.809

15.107

11.299

22.061

496

59.806

(50.838)

132.740

-

-

-

-

-

51.436

(52.418)

(982)

(19.210)

(4.216)

(1.245)

(7.583)

(266)

(2.272)

-

(34.792)

(9.994)

5.265

(5.246)

15.500

(1.572)

6.290

(619)

9.624

114.392

29.378

(21.602)

(1.980)

(1.908)

(410)

7.541

125.411

Total financial incomes, total segments
Expenditures for interests, total segments
Other financial expenditures, total segments

(146.253)

(29.725)

28.240

(11.374)

(26)

(22.188)

(6.921)

(188.247)

702.052

303.583

160.583

129.090

29.877

811.471

(775.551)

1.361.105

-

-

-

-

-

682.727

(682.727)

-

524.941

61.703

53.268

77.553

4.099

25.663

(87.134)

660.093

THUSD

437.153

161.950

88.135

313.268

49.513

120.129

195.300

68.329

116.600

61.018

49

11.579

(452.875)

-

4.051

2.282

133

581

17

1.204

(1.693)

6.575

13

50

1

1

-

-

-

65

4.064

2.332

134

582

17

1.204

(1.693)

6.640

(16.230)

(216)

(642)

(1.202)

(43)

(97)

1.693

(16.737)

(237)

(100)

(1)

(32)

(1)

(31)

262

(140)

(2.055)

(44)

(15)

(28)

-

(75)

-

(2.217)

1.170.148

Total financial expenditures, total segments

(18.522)

(360)

(658)

(1.262)

(44)

(203)

1.955

(19.094)

Financial incomes, net, total segments

(14.458)

1.972

(524)

(680)

(27)

1.001

262

(12.454)

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

THUSD

(4.759)

(4.577)

Segments liabilities
THUSD

THUSD

(12.810)

29.452

Investments in associates accounted by the participation method

Total

THUSD

(14.269)

(743)

Segment Assets, Total

Mexico
Plant

THUSD

14.962

Cash Flow coming from (use don) investment activities

Nos Plant
Chile

Total

(8.569)

Cash Flow coming from (use don) financing activities

Period general information on revenue, assets and liabilities

Write-off

25.619

Cash Flow coming from (use don) operation activities

Segment description

Others

(6.942)

(Expenditure) income over revenue tax, total

(a) Current period from January 1st to December 31st 2019.

Germany
Plant

30.198

Participation in gains (loss) of associates accounted by the
participation method

Information on operating segments.

Mexico
Plant

(Expenditure) income over revenue tax, total

Gains (loss) of the segment informed before revenue taxes, total

• Molybdenum and its derivate products trading.

Belgium Plant

Cash Flow coming from (use don) operation activities

Depreciation and amortization, total segments

• Commercial exploitation and administration of real estate.

Mejillones
Plant Chile

Participation in gains (loss) of associates accounted by the
participation method

Cash Flow coming from (use don) investment activities

28. Information to disclose on operating segments..

Nos Plant
Chile

12-31-2019
THUSD

Assets conciliation
Segments total assets conciliation
Conciliation of other assets
Write-off of collectable accounts from parent company to segments
Total Assets

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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12-31-2018
THUSD

2.149.548

2.136.656

(747.166)

(689.120)

(83.199)

(86.431)

1.319.183

1.361.105
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ACCUMULATED
Liabilities conciliation

12-31-2019
THUSD

12-31-2018
THUSD

Segments total assets conciliation

682.202

747.227

Conciliation of other assets

(33.560)

(15.812)

Write-off of collectable accounts from parent company to segments

(63.897)

(71.322)

584.745

660.093

Total Assets

Conciliation of total incomes from ordinary activities of segments
Conciliation of total incomes from ordinary activities of segments
Conciliation of elimination of ordinary activities between segments
Total Ordinary Incomes

Gains (loss) conciliation
Segments total gains (loss) conciliation

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

CONCEPT

Remunerations
Other administration expenses
Administration expenses
Marketing
Sales Commissions

(56.727)

(2.223)

(2.504)

(771)

(532)

Research and development

(1.404)

(1.875)

Cost of sold materials

(1.230)

(883)

Other operating expenditures

(2.239)

(2.542)

1.192.261

Other expenses, by function

(7.867)

(8.336)

(811)

(1.267)

11.637

-

01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

Loss on disposal of fixed assets
Profit for sale of Investment in subsidiary

183.578

Other gains (losses)
Other gains (losses)

83.654

132.740

(81)

(196)

10.745

(1.463)

30. Foreign currency.

29. Information about non-financial incomes and expenditures.

(a) En cuadro adjunto se muestra la composición de los activos corrientes por tipo de moneda:
ACCUMULATED
01-01-2019
12-31-2019
THUSD

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

1.053

908

Cash and cash equivalents

145

398

Dollars

1.306

12-31-2018
THUSD

Current assets

Other results from operation

1.198

12-31-2019
THUSD

Assets class

Sales of materials and others

199.824

192.584

188.188

178.873

Euros

5.624

9.738

Chilean pesos

4.257

2.715

640

587

1.115

671

145

22.268

143

22.222

Mexican pesos

International freight for sales

(6.241)

(5.285)

National freight for sales

(1.683)

(1.338)

Insurances for sales

(727)

(750)

Dollars

Shipment expenditures for sales

(469)

(458)

Euros

Other expenditures for sales

(3.952)

(4.242)

Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)

Other distribution costs

(1.157)

(1.254)

Other current non-financial assets

(14.229)

(13.327)

Other currencies

Other current financial assets

Dollars

-

46

2

-

4.445

7.441

3.392

5.918

Euros

278

129

Chilean pesos

180

1.010

Mexican pesos

498

343

97

41

139.757

140.824

111.237

107.275

(2.700)

(2.722)

Expenditures on trips

(607)

(600)

General expenditures

(8.277)

(9.079)

(743)

(734)

Fixed Remunerations

(17.986)

(18.709)

Variable participation

(8.572)

(12.980)

Insurances

(2.551)

(3.080)

Chilean pesos

External services

(8.432)

(8.173)

Mexican pesos

Other currencies

Current trade and other receivables
Dollars
Euros

Other currencies
The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

(50.523)

1.170.148

Gains (loss) conciliation before taxes

Maintenance expenditures

(124)

(436.102)

(50.838)

Territorial taxes and commercial patents

(89)

(452.875)

(67.803)

Distribution costs

(526)

1.628.363

Conciliation of gains (loss) write-off between segments

Other incomes, by function

(566)

1.623.023

151.457

CONCEPT

01-01-2018
12-31-2018
THUSD

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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757

803

18.434

18.799

9.270

13.865

20

76
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Assets class

12-31-2019
THUSD

Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)

4

35

2

316

147

316

147

389.579

448.787

389.424

448.561

Current intercompany receivables
Chilean pesos

Dollars
Chilean pesos

Current biological assets
Dollars

155

226

526

533

526

533

21.045

Current tax assets
Dollars
Euros

Mexican pesos

1.419

-

Other current financial liabilities

18

-

Dollars

7.277

Euros

-

208

RMB

-

7.069

755.637

822.522

12-31-2018
THUSD

301

-

Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)

301

-

Other non-current non-financial assets

24

161

Dollars

24

24

-

137

54

217

6

166

48

51

Non-current intercompany receivables

-

316

Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)

-

316

85.329

88.430

85.329

88.430

2.988

3.504

2.988

3.504

459.764

430.915

454.686

425.106

5.078

5.809

Chilean pesos
Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)

Non-current Inventories
Dollars
Intangible assets
Dollars
Property, plant and equipment
Dollars
Chilean pesos

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)
Colombian pesos
Current trade and other payables
Dollars

Other currencies

Other non-current financial assets

Non-current trade and other receivables

Mexican pesos

Mexican pesos

Non-current assets

Chilean pesos

Chilean pesos

Chilean pesos
12-31-2019
THUSD

22

563.546

538.583

1.319.183

1.361.105

12-31-2018

Up to 90
days

91 days
until 1 year

Total

Up to 90
days

91 days
until 1 year

Total

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Current liabilities

Euros

(b) In attached table it is shown the composition of non-current assets by type of currency:
Assets class

Liability class

7

-

14.275
743

12-31-2019

2.654

Assets classified as held for sale.

11.961

(c) In attached table it is shown the composition of current liabilities by type of currency:

8

815.245

15.040

416

Total non-current assets

Total assets

15.086

2.709

Other currencies

-

755.637

Total current assets

Chilean pesos

18.297

Other currencies

Total current assets different from assets classified as held for sale or as held for
distribution to owners

Dollars

2.661

1.303

Chilean pesos

Deferred tax assets

4

Colombian pesos

Inventories

12-31-2018
THUSD

Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)

2.539

41.339

43.878

2.280

79.630

81.910

783

40.197

40.980

266

79.161

79.427

45

673

718

118

-

118

1.299

-

1.299

1.454

-

1.454

-

469

469

-

469

469

412

-

412

442

-

442

135.368

-

135.368

154.964

-

154.964

110.640

-

110.640

131.550

-

131.550

5.307

-

5.307

3.487

-

3.487

17.165

-

17.165

17.471

-

17.471

1.821

-

1.821

2.227

-

2.227

293

-

293

121

-

121

142

-

142

108

-

108

10.905

540

11.445

9.055

54

9.109

-

-

-

2.541

3

2.544

Euros

1.214

515

1.729

739

-

739

Chilean pesos

9.544

-

9.544

5.707

1

5.708

147

25

172

68

50

118

16.369

2.896

19.265

23.100

259

23.359

31

22

53

3.432

60

3.492

1.882

191

2.073

2.354

199

2.553

Current tax liabilities
Dollars

Other currencies
Current employee benefit obligations
Dollars
Euros
Chilean pesos

13.803

-

13.803

17.037

-

17.037

Mexican pesos

437

2.683

3.120

-

-

-

Other currencies

216

-

216

277

-

277

25.368

576

25.944

38.913

775

39.688

25.021

-

25.021

38.727

-

38.727

347

-

347

186

-

186

Other current non-financial liabilities
Dollars
Euros
Chilean pesos
Total current liabilities

-

576

576

-

775

775

190.549

45.351

235.900

228.312

80.718

309.030

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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(d) In attached table it is shown the composition of non-current liabilities by type of currency:

Company making the
expenditure

12-31-2019

Liability class

12-31-2018

More
than 1
year
up to 3
years

More
than 3
years
up to 5
years

More
than 5
years

Total

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Molymet

More
than 1
year
up to 3
years

More
than 3
years
up to 5
years

More
than 5
years

Total

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

THUSD

Molymet

Non-current liabilities
Other non-current financial liabilities

70.217

85.495

79.466

235.178

-

157.751

80.395

Project

Concept which originated (or will
originate) the periods expenditure

Expenditure classification

Description of period’s
expenditure item

Social Responsibility

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Social Responsibility

Investment Project

Treat. Gases capture improvement and Chem.
Lab. pressurization

Environmental Protection

Investment project

Expenditure to
12-31-2019
USD
119
3

Molymet

Investment Project

Roasting oven 5 fuel change

Environmental Protection

Investment project

48

Molymet

Investment Project

Molybdenite drying stoves revamping

Environmental Protection

Investment project

42

Molymet

Investment Project

Ammonia dissolving process modernizing
stage 1

Environmental Protection

Investment project

35

Molymet

Investment Project

Ammonia bicarbonate preparation system

Environmental Protection

Investment project

168

238.146

Molymet

Investment Project

Generation room n° 2 noise attenuator

Environmental Protection

Investment project

345

Molymet

Investment Project

Ammonia capture system improvements

Environmental Protection

Investment project

180

Molymet

Investment Project

Pure ammonium capture and reduction system

Environmental Protection

Investment project

929

Molymet

Investment Project

CO2 addition system for liquor reduction

Environmental Protection

Investment project

100

Investment Project

Annoying odor mitigation with ecosorb
technology

Environmental Protection

Investment project

75

Dollars

8.343

30.801

6.843

45.987

-

45.426

4.396

49.822

Chilean pesos

1.335

1.003

-

2.338

-

-

-

-

Mexican pesos

-

53.691

-

53.691

-

51.410

-

51.410

Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)

-

-

72.623

72.623

-

-

75.999

75.999

60.539

-

-

60.539

-

60.915

-

60.915

Molymet

Investment Project

New packed tower for emissions reduction

Environmental Protection

Investment project

56

Molymet

Investment Project

Gas cleaning system modernization plan

Environmental Protection

Investment project

675

Molymet

Investment Project

Asbestos retirement and replacement program

Environmental Protection

Investment project

2

Colombian pesos
Non-current trade and other payables

Molymet

1.648

-

-

1.648

-

-

-

-

Dollars

47

-

-

47

-

-

-

-

Euros

43

-

-

43

-

-

-

-

1.316

-

-

1.316

-

-

-

-

189

-

-

189

-

-

-

-

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Monitoring

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Monitoring

Other currencies

27

-

-

27

-

-

-

-

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Equipment operations

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Emissions control

Unidad de fomento (UF Chilean)

26

-

-

26

-

-

-

-

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Residues

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Expenditures for residue treatment

Other long-term provisions

439

-

-

439

521

-

-

521

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Social Responsibility

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Social Responsibility

Euros

439

-

-

439

521

-

-

521

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Others

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Others

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

Process underground pipes replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

14

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

Dust collection system (pmx1807)

Environmental Protection

Investment project

30

Chilean pesos
Mexican pesos

Deferred tax liabilities
Dollars
Chilean pesos
Non-current employee benefit
obligations
Dollars
Euros
Chilean pesos
Other currencies
Total non-current liabilities

69.118

1.498

21.477

92.093

72.996

558

21.165

94.719

69.118

1.496

21.477

92.091

72.996

196

21.165

94.357

-

2

-

2

-

362

-

362

1.533

1.366

16.588

19.487

1.069

1.189

15.419

17.677

-

749

-

749

-

546

-

546

1.466

-

-

1.466

1.021

-

-

1.021

-

617

16.588

17.205

-

643

15.419

16.062

67

-

-

67

48

-

-

48

142.955

88.359

117.531

348.845

74.586

159.498

116.979

351.063

Molymet

Investment Project

Ammonia motoring net implementation

Environmental Protection

Investment project

40

Molymet

Investment Project

Ammonia emissions control in thickener treatment

Environmental Protection

Investment project

11

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Environmental management

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Environmental management

The Group has made expenditures related to the environment according to the following detail:
(1) To December 31st 2019.
Company making the
expenditure

Project

Concept which originated (or will
originate) the periods expenditure

Expenditure classification

Description of period’s
expenditure item

Expenditure to
12-31-2019
USD

Molymet

Environmental management

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Environmental management

168

Molymet

Monitoring

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Monitoring

620

Molymet

Equipment operations

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Emissions control

Molymet

Residues

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Expenditures for residue treatment

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

26
1.538
256
6
1

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

e-110 gas exchanger replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

368

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

e109b condensation tower module replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

389

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

Water feed system replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

18

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

Fine dust collection system replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

116

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

Compabloc stand-by exchanger replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

121

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

Control unit replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

112

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

Sulfuric acid circuit adaption

Environmental Protection

Investment project

23

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment Project

k-112 ventilator replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

Sub-Total
Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

31. Environment.

6

123
37.680

Investment Project

Slurry drying system replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

8

Sadaci

Environmental management

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Environmental management

100

Sadaci

Monitoring

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Monitoring

134

Sadaci

Equipment operations

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Emissions control

Sadaci

Residues

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Expenditures for residue treatment

268

Molynor

Monitoring

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Monitoring

432

Molynor

Equipment operations

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Emissions control

Molynor

Residues

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Expenditures for residue treatment

Total

4.129

7.649
356
50.756

25.973
4.944

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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(2) To December 31st 2018.

Company making
the expenditure

Project

(3) The Corporation and subsidiaries have future commitments for environmental concepts according to the following detail:
Concept which originated (or will
originate) the periods expenditure

Expenditure classification

Description of period’s
expenditure item

Expenditure to
12-31-2018
USD

Molymet

Environmental management

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Environmental management

462

Molymet

Monitoring

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Monitoring

468

Molymet

Equipment operations

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Control equipment operations

Molymet

Residues

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Expenditures for residue treatment

Molymet

Social Responsibility

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Social responsibility

205

Molymet

Investment Project

Ammonia emissions capture

Environmental Protection

Investment project

127

Molymet

Investment Project

Sonic ht3 gas cooler renovation

Environmental Protection

Investment project

165

Molymet

Investment Project

Treat. Gases capture improvement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

1.131

Molymet

Investment Project

Roasting oven 5 fuel change

Environmental Protection

Investment project

79

Molymet

Investment Project

Substances concentration normalization

Environmental Protection

Investment project

80

24.146
3.767

Molymet

Investment Project

Molybdenite drying stoves revamping

Environmental Protection

Investment project

125

Molymet

Investment Project

Ammonia dissolving process modernizing

Environmental Protection

Investment project

79

Molymex

Environmental management

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Environmental management

Molymex

Monitoring

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Monitoring

Molymex

Equipment operations

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Control equipment operations

Molymex

Residues

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Expenditures for residue treatment

Molymex

Social Responsibility

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Social responsibility

Molymex

Others

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Other environmental expenditures

Molymex

Investment Project

Major repair to condensator tower No. 1

Environmental Protection

Investment project

274

Molymex

Investment Project

Gas duct replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

69

Molymex

Investment Project

Compressed air pipe replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

11

Concept which originated (or will
originate) the periods expenditure

Expenditure
classification

Description of period’s
expenditure item

Certain or estimated date on
which future expenditures will
be made, period expenditures

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment project

Sulfuric acid circuit adaption

Environmental
Protection

Investment project

31-03-2020

67

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment project

k-112 ventilator replacement

Environmental
Protection

Investment project

31-03-2020

127

Molymex, S.A. de C.V.

Investment project

Water storage cistern replacement

Environmental
Protection

Investment project

31-03-2020

17

Total

32. Events after the reporting period.
On January 28th 2020, the Board of Directors approved these financial statements and has authorized its disclosure.
There are no subsequent events to be informed by the Corporation’s administration that may affect in a significant manner the presented
information.

1.431
253
9
3

Investment Project

Wet precipitator major repair

Environmental Protection

Investment project

961

Investment Project

PLG PLC’s and computer migration

Environmental Protection

Investment project

146

Molymex

Investment Project

Process pipes replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

51

Molymex

Investment Project

Dust collection system

Environmental Protection

Investment project

20

Molymex

Investment Project

Cooling system restoration

Environmental Protection

Investment project

30

Molymex

Investment Project

Feeding system replacement

Environmental Protection

Investment project

22

Sadaci

Environmental management

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Environmental management

Sadaci

Monitoring

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Monitoring

Sadaci

Equipment operations

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Control equipment operations

Sadaci

Residues

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Expenditures for residue treatment

319

Sadaci

Investment Project

Water drainage

Environmental Protection

Investment project

103

Molynor

Monitoring

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Monitoring

402

Molynor

Equipment operations

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Control equipment operations

Molynor

Residues

Expenditures

Concept was reflected as expenditure by the Company

Expenditures for residue treatment

Expenditures
THUSD

211

2

Molymex

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.

Project

30

Molymex

Total

Company making the expenditure

71
108
4.760

9.665
462
50.036

The attached explanation notes, from 1 to 32, are part of these consolidated financial statements.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

MOLIBDENOS Y METALES S.A.

To December 31st 2019, the EBITDA reached US$ 134.51 million, a 27.53% decrease respect the same period to 2018,
which was US$ 185.60 million. Profit attributable to Molymet shareholders to December 31st 2019 was US$ 62.57 million,
35.35% lower than the US$ 96.79 million for the same period to 2018. The aforementioned is mainly explained by lower
sales volumes and trade margins.
Molymet shows a robust business model, a solid operational result, keeps a comfortable liquidity position and has
strengthen its position as market world leader, where it can be observed a moderate activity in molybdenum consumption, as well as a stabilization in the price levels.

ANALYSIS OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
TO DECEMBER 31, 2019

Regarding the international price of molybdenum oxide, in average it varied from US$ 11.94 per pound at December
2018 to US$ 11.35 per pound to December 2019, meaning a 4.94% decrease.
Molybdenum products volumes sold by Molymet in all its types to December 2019 reached 148.84 million pounds, compared to the 156.12 million pounds to December 2018.
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To December 31st 2019, the Company’s liquidity level reached US$ 200.27 million, representing a
US$ 14.58 million
decrease respect 2018 closure, product of new investments, debt amortization and dividends payment.
To December 2019, net debt was US$ 78.79 million, representing a US$ 26.41 million decrease respect the US$ 105.20
million to 2018 closure.
At 2019 closure, Molymet keeps its Investment Grade rating in the international market, obtained in 2007. Standard &
Poor’s with a BBB- company rating, and Fitch Ratings with a BBB rating; in both cases with a stable forecast.
Regarding the current debt covenant, these are met to December 2019 closure.
Molymet shows a solid financial structure with high liquidity levels, an ample debt expiration date profile and an ample
access to financing markets.
In the Shareholder Ordinary Meeting, held on April 23rd 2019, it was agreed to distribute the definitive dividend N°87
charged to 2018 profit, for a total of US$ 38.71 million, equivalent to US$ 0.29109 per share, which was paid on May 3rd
2019.
Dated December 27th 2018, subsidiary Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Ltd. subscribed a sales contract with China
Molybdenum Co. Ltd., for transferring the 100% of its shares participation in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd. This sale
was approved unanimously by Molibdenos y Metales S.A. board. The operation was materialized on May 14th 2019, for
an amount of US$ 17.36 million. Further detail of this operation can be found in section IV.8. Assets Book Value and
Economic Value of these Analysis of the Financial Statements.
Dated May 29th 2019, Molymet board approved the necessary investment for modernization of certain Molymet plant
facilities located in Nos, San Bernardo, named “Roasting Gas Cleaning System Modernization”, in order to modernize
gases cleaning process, making them more efficient and robust. This project considers an approximate investment of
US$ 50.60 million in a 3-year period, which will be completely financed with own resources.
On June 13th 2019, Carbomet Energía S.A. (CESA), Molymet subsidiary, formalized the acquisition of 33% of Compañía
Auxiliar de Electricidad del Maipo S.A. (CAEMSA) shares, from which it already possessed a 66.67%, therefore it holds
a 100% interest of this last company for a total of $2,500 million Chilean pesos, equivalent to approximately US$ 3.7
million. Consequently, CESA acquired all CAEMSA assets and liabilities. To execute this operation, CESA acquired a bank
loan for the operation amount.
On October 9th 2019, Colombia Stock Exchange approved the renewal of Molymet Issuer Recognition – IR, which will
have a one year validity period from that date. This Recognition seeks to highlight Colombian market issuers that voluntarily adopt the best practices regarding information disclosure and investors relations.
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II. ABOUT MOLYMET

The production plants and commercial offices to December 31st 2019:

Molymet is the world’s main Molybdenum and Rhenium processor, with an approximated market share of 35% and 70%
respectively. Currently, it has plants in four countries: Chile, Mexico, Belgium, and Germany; and commercial offices in
England, China, United States, Brazil, Peru and Chile.
Molybdenum main use is steel special alloys, were the hardness is significantly improved, the high temperature and corrosion resistance is improved, increases durability and improves the machinery efficiency. Molybdenum uses can also be
found in fertilizers, catalysts, lubricants, among others. The most relevant molybdenum products are: technical oxide,
ferromolybdenum, ammonium dimolybdate, molybdenum pure oxide and metallic molybdenum. Within its processes
it’s also able to recuperate molybdenum by-products, being Rhenium the most important.
Molymet undisputed world market leadership is based on the continuous development of competitive advantages,
through technological developments, efficiency and a coherent product portfolio and great quality service, which can
satisfy the needs of our clients in the mining, industrial and rhenium areas. Likewise, its wide international presence has
allowed it to get higher markets, suppliers and clients integration.
Molymet keeps an Investment Grade rating since 2007.
To December 2019 closure, Molymet total processing capacity is 207 million pounds per year, compared to a world demand of approximately 597 million pounds per year. 1
Molybdenum and Rhenium are considered minerals with a high strategic value at a global level, due to its valued technological applications and the important role they play in the global development of: mega constructions, urban development, environmental care, more efficient, safe and durable alloys.
Molymet keeps a long-term contract base that bring stability to the business. Among its Toll contracts, Sierra Gorda
10-years contract from 2014, Kennecott 3-years contract from 2018 and Codelco 3-years contract from 2020 are highlighted.
The Chemiemetall Plant Productive Capacity Increase Project, in Germany, is currently in execution. This investment
project mainly considers incorporating a third production line, thus increasing its installed capacity in a 56%, equivalent
to 645 metric tons of additional metallic molybdenum dust. The project considers an estimate investment of US$ 9.20
million. Commissioning is expected to be in February 2020.
Chemical Plant Project, in Sadaci N.V., Belgium, is under development. This project that complements its current roasting
operations, will allow elaboration of products with higher added value, as well as a greater flexibility in the molybdenum
concentrate processing. This project considers commissioning during 2020 first semester; an estimated investment of
US$ 55.00 million; it will be carried out with own resources, without participant associates; and no financial effects are
expected in the short term. At December 2019 closure, it had a 97% physical progress.
Dated May 29th 2019, Molymet board approved the necessary investment for modernization of certain Molymet plant
facilities located in Nos, San Bernardo, named “Roasting Gas Cleaning System Modernization”, in order to modernize
gases cleaning process, making them more efficient and robust. This project considers an approximate investment of
US$ 50.60 million in a 3-year period, which will be completely financed with own resources.
At present, Molymet keeps current environmental permits, along with the basic engineering of its subsidiaries Molymex
and Molynor expansion projects, which consider a productive capacity increase of 38.0 and 33.5 million pounds per
year, respectively.
Molymet has a unique geographical diversification in the industry. The strategic location of its processing plants and
commercial offices has allowed it to reach commercial and supply advantages through a more complete and efficient
service to its clients.

Aiming to retain the company Know How, Molymet has reformulated it corporate Intellectual Property Policy incorporating the highest standards in protection, Intellectual Property rights management and compliance matters, thus
adopting the adequate measures to avoid leak of this knowledge.
Molymet is a company which development and growth are based in the use of innovation as fundamental process for
introducing processes and technologies that support its leadership role in the molybdenum industry. The same capability has led Molymet to innovate in other strategic metals industries, seeking business opportunities that allow increasing
its product portfolio.
In this way, it succeeded in developing a process which invention patent request was published on March 09th 2017, by
the World Intellectual Property Organization under the international publication number WO2017/035675 A1, for the
process of arsenic removal from materials containing same. The request successfully completed the international patentability preliminary exam and entered the national phase on March 02nd 2018, for which it was selected the countries
in which the request will be applied. Molymet entered the request in nine countries: Chile, Peru, Mexico, USA, Canada,
Bulgaria, Namibia, China and Australia. From these countries, patent in Namibia was awarded.
In October 30th 2018, it was entered in Chile the patent request number 201803101. Such patent, which is following its
normal process, seeks to protect the selective removal process of copper and other impurities from molybdenum and
rhenium, from molybdenite concentrates. Additionally, the patent was applied in the United States and Australia.
The subsidiary Sadaci applied on 2016 the request PCT WO2017/202909 A1. This patent refers to the process that
present modifications developed by Molymet to the multi-store roasting furnaces, to improve the roasting process
efficiency. The request was granted in Belgium in August 2018 and it’s in the national phase in the following countries:
Canada, Chile, China, Korea, Mexico and the European Union. According to Belgian laws, the subsidiary Sadaci obtains
taxing benefits for the awarded patent.
Dated April 18th 2018, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. Ordinary Shareholders Meeting agreed to renew the Company Board,
naming misters Raúl Álamos L., George Anastassiou M., José Miguel Barriga G., Boris Buvinic G., Luis F. Cerón C., Hernán
Cheyre V., Eduardo Guilisasti G., Jorge G. Larraín B., Bernhard Schretter y Karlheinz Wex. In the board session N°946,
on April 18th 2018, Mr. George Anastassiou M. and Mr. Bernhard Schretter were appointed as Board President and
Vice-president, respectively.

1 Correspond to molybdenum content pounds.
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Dated May 28th 2019, the board took notice of Director Mr. Jorge Gabriel Larraín Bunster resignation. The company
Board agreed to appoint Mr. Juan Manuel Gutiérrez Philippi as replacement, until the next ordinary shareholders meeting, in which occasion the complete Board renewal shall proceed.

To December 31st 2019, gross profit reached US$ 157.87 million, which represents a 29.92% decrease respect the US$
225.28 million registered to December 2018 closure. It is important to highlight that Molymet maintains a stable base
of medium- and long-term clients for its Tolling, Own-products Selling and Rhenium businesses lines.

Molymet, through its subsidiary Inmobiliaria San Bernardo, has in its assets 133.6 hectares surface, from which 123 hectares contain walnut tree plantation. These hectares are around Molymet Nos plant, located in an additional land of 42.9
hectares. Jointly, both properties reach a combined total of approximately 176.5 hectares, which constitute a land of
great economic interest with an important future potential.

To 2019 closure, operational costs and expenses reached US$ 61.87 million, which represents a 22.52% decrease respect the US$ 79.85 million at 2018 closure. This decrease is mainly explained for higher other incomes for US$ 12.21
million, and lower administration expenses for US$ 6.20 million.

III. RESULTS

Regarding revenue taxes, these had a negative effect of US$ 20.45 million to December 2019 closure, representing a
US$ 14.34 million decrease respect the negative effect of US$ 34.79 million for taxes of the same period for 2018.

i. Consolidated Revenue Statement Analysis

USD Millions

Dec. 2018 / Dec. 2019
Variation

December 2018

December 2019

US$ Millions

%

Ordinary Revenue, Total

1,192.26

1,170.15

-22.11

-1.85%

Cost of sales

-966.98

-1,012.28

-45.30

4.68%

Gross profit

225.28

157.87

-67.41

-29.92%

Other operational costs and expenses

-79.85

-61.87*

17.98

-22.52%

1.31

1.20

-0.11

-8.40%

Finance incomes

10.27

6.64

-3.63

-35.35%

Finance expenses

-21.92

-19.09

2.83

-12.91%

Share of income (losses) from equity method
associates and joint ventures

-0.98

0.00

0.98

↑

Foreign exchange loss

-1.37

-1.09

0.28

-20.44%

Income tax expense

-34.79

-20.45

14.34

-41.22%

Profit for the period

97.95

63.21

-34.74

-35.47%

1.16

0.64

-0.52

-44.83%

96.79

62.57

-34.22

-35.35%

Other incomes, by function

Profit attributable to non-controlling interests
Profit attributable to owners of the parent
EBITDA

To December 2019, the financial result, corresponding to the difference between finance expenses and incomes,
reached negative US$ 12.45 million, while the result at 2018 closure reached negative US$ 11.65 million. This result variation is generated by lower finance incomes for US$ 3.63 million, in contrast with lower finance expenses for US$ 2.83
million.

185.60

134.51

-51.09

-27.53%

*Includes extraordinary profit from Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals sale.

To December 2019 closure, accumulated ordinary revenue were US$ 1,170.15 million, which represents a 1.85% decrease respect the US$ 1,192.26 million obtained at December 2018 closure.
Company incomes mainly depend of world molybdenum oxide world prices, processed and sold molybdenum products volumes, and the efficiency levels achieved during the period.
Regarding the international price of molybdenum oxide, in average it varied from US$ 11.94 per pound at December
2018 to US$ 11.35 per pound to December 2019, meaning a 4.94% decrease.
Molybdenum products volumes sold by Molymet in all its types to December 2019 reached 148.84 million pounds,
compared to the 156.12 million pounds to December 2018.
Consolidated costs of sales to December 31st 2019, reached US$ 1,012.28 million, representing a 4.68% increase respect the US$ 966.98 million registered to December 2018 closure.

To December 31st 2019, the EBITDA reached US$ 134.51 million, a 27.53% decrease respect the same period to 2018,
which was US$ 185.60 million. Mainly due to the gross profit decrease at the period closure for US$ 67.41 million respect December 2018, which was compensated by higher other incomes and gains for US$ 12.21 million.
Profit attributable to Molymet shareholders to December 31st 2019 was US$ 62.57 million, compared to the results
obtained at 2018 period closure for US$ 96.79 million, mainly originated for a lower gross profit respect the previous
period for US$ 67.41 million.
ii. Operational Segments Analysis
For Molymet main operational segments, the variations of its incomes and expenditures were the following:
Individual Molymet (Nos Plant, Chile) had a gross margin, to December 31st 2019, of US$ 73.46 million compared to
the US$ 133.15 million at December 2018 closure. The incomes for sales at December 2019 closure was US$ 632.45
million, compared to the US$ 689.05 million of 2018 exercise. At the same time, costs of sales to December 31st 2019
reached US$ 558.99 million, while to December 31st 2018 were US$ 555.90 million.
Molymex S.A. of C.V. (Mexico Plant) gross margin was US$ 31.33 million to December 2019 closure, different from the
US$ 36.84 million of 2018 period. Incomes from sales to December 2019 were US$374.29 million compared to the US$
345.05 million of 2018 period. At the same time, costs of sales to December 31st 2019 reached US$ 342.96 million,
while in 2018 exercise they reached US$ 308.21 million.
Sadaci N.V. (Belgium Plant) had a gross margin, to December 31st 2019, of US$ 13.03 million compared to the US$
19.98 million at December 2018 closure. The incomes for sales at December 2019 closure was US$ 204.73 million,
compared to the US$ 299.90 million of 2018 exercise. At the same time, costs of sales to December 31st 2019 reached
US$ 191.70 million, while to December 31st 2018 were US$279.92 million.
Molynor S.A. (Mejillones Plant, Chile) gross margin was US$ 39.55 million to December 31st 2019, different from the
US$ 21.98 million of 2018 period. Incomes from sales to December 2019 closure were US$ 230.28 million compared to
the US$ 91.19 million of 2018 period. At the same time, costs of sales to December 31st 2019 reached US$ 190.73 million, different from the US$ 69.21 million of 2018 period.
CM Chemiemetall GMBH (Germany Plant) had a gross margin of US$ 4.55 million to December 31st 2019, different
from the US$ 3.00 million at December 2018 closure. The incomes for sales accumulated at December 2019 closure
reached US$ 49.52 million, while in 2018 exercise they were US$ 45.46 million. At the same time, costs of sales to December 31st 2019 reached US$ 44.97 million, different to the US$ 42.46 million to December 2018.
Along with these segments there is also one denominated “others”, which represents those activities that does not
qualify as molybdenum concentrate processing plants, including the following activities:
n
n
n

Production, sale and distribution of electrical power.
Real estate commercial and administration exploitation.
Molybdenum products and its by-products trader.

This segment presented at December 2019 closure a negative gross margin of US$ 4.05 million, which represents a
US$ 14.38 million decrease compared to the positive gross margin of US$ 10.33 million registered for the 2018 period.
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IV. MOLYMET CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENT

4. Covenants
Regarding the company’s Covenants, these are:

December
2018

December
2019

Current Assets

822.52

Non-current Assets

USD Millions

Dec. 2018 / Dec. 2019
Variation
US$ Million

%

755.64

-66.88

-8.13%

538.58

563.54

24.96

4.63%

Total Assets

1,361.10

1.319.18

-41.92

-3.08%

Current Liabilities

309.03

235.90

-73.13

-23.66%

Non-current Liabilities

351.06

348.84

-2.22

-0.63%

Net Equity

701.01

734.44

33.43

4.77%

Total Liabilities and Equity

1,361.10

1,319.18

-41.92

-3.08%

Creditors

Covenant

Condition

31/12/2018

31/12/2019

Validity

Bonds: Chile – México

Minimum equity (US$ Millions)

≥ 300

701

734

01/06/2028

Bonds: Chile - México

EBITDA / Net Financial
Expenditures

≥ 5.00

15.93

10.80

01/06/2028

Bonds: Chile - México

Debt level

≤ 1.75

0.33

0.23

01/06/2028

Covenants are met to December 31st 2019.
5. Financial Ratios and Metrics
A continuación se presentan los principales Ratios financieros al 31 de diciembre de 2019:

1. Assets
To December 31st 2019, company’s total assets show a US$ 41.92 million decrease in respect December 2018 closure.
This is mainly due to:

Index

December 2018

December 2019

Dec. 2018 / Dec. 2019
% Variation

Current assets decreased, to December 31st 2019, in US$ 66.88 million in respect to December 2018 closure. This in
mainly reflected by the decrease in inventories for US$ 59.21 million and in other current finance assets for US$ 22.12
million. This was partly compensated by the increase in assets for current taxes for US$ 18.38 million, and in cash and
cash equivalent for US$ 7.24 million.

Net Debt / EBITDA

0.57

0.59

3.51%

Debt Ratio

0.94

0.80

-14.89%

46.82%

40.34%

-13.84%

Non-current assets show an increase to December 2019, of US$ 24.96 million in respect to December 2018, mainly explained by the increase in property, plant and equipment for US$ 28.85 million. This was compensated by a decrease in
non-current inventories for US$ 3.10 million.

% Long-Term Liability

53.18%

59.66%

12.19%

8.47

7.04

-16.88%

2.66

3.20

20.30%

1.21

1.55

28.10%

2. Liabilities
To December 2019 closure company’s total of current and non-current liabilities decreased in US$73.35 million in respect to December 2018. This is mainly due to:
The current liabilities decreased to December 2018 in US$ 73.13 million respect 2018 closure, explained mainly by the decrease in other current finance liabilities for US$ 38.03 million, in trade and other payable accounts for US$ 19.60 million,
in other current non-financial liabilities for US$13.74 million and in employee benefit obligations for US$ 4.09 million.
Non-current liabilities decreased to December 2019, in US$ 2.22 million respect 2018 closure, mainly explained by the
decrease in other non-current finance liabilities for US$ 2.97 million and in deferred taxes liabilities for US$ 2.63 million,
which were compensated for the increase in employee benefit obligations for US$ 1.81 million and non-current payable
accounts for US$ 1.65 million.

% Short-Term Liability

EBITDA / Financial Expenditures
Current Liquidity
Acid test ratio

2

3

4

1 Corresponds to the total liabilities divided by the total net equity.
2 Corresponds to the EBITDA divided by financial expenditures.
3 Corresponds to the total current assets divided by the total current liabilities.
4 Corresponds to the total current assets, minus the inventories, divided by the total current liabilities.

Regarding the aforementioned ratios, it can be mentioned that:
i.

Net Debt / EBITDA: it increased a 3.51% between December 2018 and December 2019, reaching a value of 0.59
times. This due that the annualized EBITDA decreased in a 27.53%, while the net debt decreased in a 25.11% in
respect to 2018 closure. In opinion of the administration, these levels are completely appropriate levels for the
Company.

ii.

Debt Ratio: it decreased in a 14.89% in respect to December 2018, reaching to December 2019 a value of 0.80
times. This mainly explained to a decrease in total liabilities, while total equity increased.

iii.

% Short Term Liability: it decreased from a 46.82% to December 2018 to 40.34% to December 2019, mainly due
to the payment of US$ 80.00 million corresponding to the fourth and fifth installments of the syndicated credit,
the decrease of trade and other payable accounts for US$ 19.60 million, in other current non-financial liabilities
for US$ 13.74 million, and in employees benefit obligations provisions for US$ 4.09 million. In part compensated
for the obtention of a short-term bank credit for US$ 40.00 million.

3. Equity
Net equity, to December 2019 closure, registered an increase of US$ 33.43 million in respect to December 2018 closure, mainly explained by the increase in retained earnings for US$ 37.54 million, compensated by a decrease in other
reserves for US$1.47 million.
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iv.

% Long Term Liability: it increased from a 53.18% to December 2018 to a 59.66% to December 2019, due that the
decrease of short-term liabilities was higher than the decrease of long-term liabilities, increasing the proportion
of the latter.

v.

EBITDA / Financial Expenditures: it decreased in a 16.88%, from 8.47 times to December 2018 closure to 7.04
times to December 2019, explained by the EBITDA decrease in respect to 2018 closure.

vi.

Current Liquidity: to December 2019 reaches 3.20 times, increasing a 20.30% in respect to the 2.66 times to 2018
period closure. This explained by the decrease in current assets for US$ 66.88 million.

vii.

Acid test ratio: it increased, from 1.21 times at 2018 closure to 1.55 times to December 2019, mainly due to a decrease in current liabilities for US$ 73.13 million, greater than the decrease in the current assets for US$ 66.88
million, and by the decrease of current inventories for US$59.21 million.

Following, main Financial Metrics to December 31st 2019 are presented:
Index
Equity Profitability

December 2018

December 2019

14.46%

8.72%

6.91%

4.67%

17.44%

11.36%

0.73

0.47

1

Asset Profitability 2
Operational Asset Profitability
Profit per Share (USD x Share)

3
4

1 Corresponds to the annualized net profit divided by the average equity of the last two periods /exercises.

Consolidated debt to December 2019 reached US$ 279.06 million, lower than the one kept to December 2018 for US$
320.06 million.
At the same time, Molymet decreased it cash from US$ 214.85 million to December 2018, to US$200.27 million at December 2019, which is mainly explained by the amortization of US$ 80.00 million corresponding to the syndicated
credit subscribed in 2014, and the dividends payment for a total of US$ 38.71 million, which was compensated by the
obtention of a short-term bank credit for US$ 40.00 million.
On June 13th 2019, Carbomet Energía S.A. (CESA), Molymet subsidiary, formalized the acquisition of 33% of Compañía
Auxiliar de Electricidad del Maipo S.A. (CAEMSA) shares, from which it already possessed a 66.67%, therefore it holds
a 100% interest of this last company for a total of $2,500 million Chilean pesos, equivalent to approximately US$ 3.7
million. Consequently, CESA acquired all CAEMSA assets and liabilities. To execute this operation, CESA acquired a bank
loan for the operation amount.
Met consolidated debt to December 2019 decreased in a 25.11%, from US$ 105.20 million in December 2018, to US$
78.79 million in December 2019. This is mainly explained due that the consolidated cash decreased in a 6.79%, while the
debt decreased in a 12.81%.
Regarding the financing activities of the rest of subsidiaries consolidated by Molymet, these do not present relevant
information at December 2019 closure. It should be noted that almost all financing is obtained by the parent company,
Molibdenos y Metales S.A.
7. Financial Profile
Following, the expiration date profile at December 2019 closure (in USD million) is presented:

2 Corresponds to the annualized net profit divided by the average total assets for the last two periods /exercises.
3 Corresponds to the annualized net profit divided by the average total non-current assets for the last two periods /exercises.
4 Corresponds to the annualized net profit divided by the total of subscribed and paid shares.
*Annualized: Refers to the last 12 months.

Regarding the aforementioned metrics, it can be mentioned that:
i.

Equity Profitability: it decreased from 14.46% at December 2018 closure to 8.72% to December 2019. The variation was due that the attributable profit to Molymet shareholders to December 2019 was US$ 62.57 million,
representing a US$ 34.22 million decrease in respect to the profit of US$ 96.79 million obtained to December
31st 2018. This variation is explained in great part by a lower gross profit in 2019 for US$ 67.41 million compared
to the 2018 period.

ii.

Asset Profitability: it decreased from 6.91% at December 2018 closure to 4.67% to December 2019. The variation
was due that the attributable profit to Molymet shareholders to December 2019 was US$ 62.57 million, representing a US$ 34.22 million decrease in respect to the profit of US$ 96.79 million obtained to December 31st
2018. This variation is explained in great part by a lower gross profit in 2019 for US$ 67.41 million compared to
the 2018 period.

iii. Operational Asset Profitability: it decreased from 17.44% at December 2018 closure to 11.36% to December 2019,
mainly due that the attributable profit to Molymet shareholders to December 2019 was US$ 62.57 million, representing a US$ 34.22 million decrease in respect to the profit of US$ 96.79 million obtained to December 31st
2018. This variation is explained in great part by a lower gross profit in 2019 for US$ 67.41 million compared to
the 2018 period.
iv. Profit per Share (USD x Share): it decreased from 0.73 at December 2018 closure to 0.47 to December 2019,
mainly due that the attributable profit to Molymet shareholders to December 2019 was US$ 62.57 million, representing a US$ 34.22 million decrease in respect to the profit of US$ 96.79 million obtained to December 31st
2018. This variation is explained in great part by a lower gross profit in 2019 for US$ 67.41 million compared to
the 2018 period.
6. Liquidity and Solvency
Working capital requirements, as well as incomes received or expenditures for terminations, mainly depend on the molybdenum price and its fluctuations. Due to this Molymet constantly evaluates the molybdenum price, so the variations,
despite they have an influence in the company assets and liabilities, do not affect its results and equity.

8. Assets Book Value and Economic Value
Book value of current assets do no defer significantly from its market value.
As indicated in the notes to the attached Financial Statement, term deposits are valued at investment cost plus the
readjustments and accrued interests to December 31st 2019, value that does not exceed the market value.
Existences are valued to its costs or at its feasible net value; using the lesser of both. Cost is determined by the
weighted average price. Cost of finished products and work in progress include the cost of raw materials, direct labor,
other direct costs and general fabrication costs, based on a normal operational capacity. It does not include interests’
costs. Net feasible value is the estimated selling price in a normal business operation, minus the applicable variable
selling costs.
Determining the economic value of fixed assets in this type of companies is extremely complex for being generally
very specific and sophisticated machinery and equipment, not being usual their commercial transactions, thus not
having a reference for its realization value. Construction and infrastructure works are specifically conditioned for
these elements, which also difficult its value determination.
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Economic value of fixed assets goods shall be evaluated in respect to the business functioning and its capacity to
generate incomes that allows it to absorb the involved costs, which in this Corporation, on the administration’s opinion is widely accomplished.
On May 18th 2010, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. through its subsidiary Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Ltd., subscribed an agreement with the Chinese company China Molybdenum Co. Ltd, for the acquisition of 50% interest
of the company Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd., dedicated to metallic molybdenum products elaboration, and located in Luoyang city, Henan Province, People’s Republic of China. Purchasing price was US$ 38.35 million (RMB
261,836,544.6), financed with own resources.

Operational activities generated to December 2019, a positive flow of US$ 113.88 million, which represents a US$ 104.26
million increase compared to 2018 period. This is mainly explained by higher charges coming from goods and services
sales for US$96.70 million and by lower payments for goods and services suppliers for US$ 24.83 million, that were
compensated by higher payments for revenue taxes for US$ 13.39 million.
Investment activities generated to December 2019, a negative flow of US$ 15.88 million, which represents a negative
variation of US$ 141.29 million compared to 2018 period. This is mainly due to lower surrenders of term deposits for US$
158.39 million, and the higher investment in property, plants and equipment for US$ 16.23 million, which was compensated by Luoyang sale incomes for US$ 17.36 million, and the lower investment in term deposits for US$ 22.01 million.

In November 2015, Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd. materialized an equity decrease in a total amount of US$ 29.70
million (decrease approved on September 10th 2015), distributing such decrease proportional to the partners participation, Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Ltd. receiving US$ 14.85 million.

Financing activities generated to December 2019, a negative flow of US$ 91.87 million, which represents an increase of
US$ 96.38 million compared to 2018 period. This is mainly explained by lower loans repayments for US$ 196.74 million,
which was compensated by lower costs coming from loans for US$ 104.52 million.

On March 18th 2016, Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Ltd. sold 0.25% of Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd. property
to China Molybdenum Co. Ltd, having a remaining participation of 49.75%. Selling price of this participation was US$
0.08 million.

Net flow of the Company generated to December 2019, reached positive US$ 7.24 million, US$ 57.51 million more than
2018 period, which is mainly explained by the higher operational and financing flow, compensated in part by the lower
investment flow during the period.

Dated December 27th 2018, subsidiary Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Ltd. subscribed a sales contract with China
Molybdenum Co. Ltd., for transferring the 100% of its shares participation in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd. Selling price established for this participation was RMB 120,395,000, equivalent to US$ 17.36 million. On May 14th 2019,
shares sale was materialized by the agreed selling price transfer to Eastern Special Metals Hong Kong Ltd., ceasing to
be a shareholder in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd.
Accounting value of this investment to March 31st 2019 totals US$ 7.07 million, which represents the lower value between its book value and the fair value minus cost of sales, and it is included in current assets in Molibdenos y Metales
S.A. Consolidated Financial Statements as “Assets classified as held for sale”.

VI. MATERIAL EVENTS
Essential facts to December 31st 2019:
1.

Company’s Board of Directors, in Session N° 957, celebrated on March 19th 2019, agreed to call Molibdenos y
Metales S.A. shareholder to an Ordinary Meeting, to be held on April 23rd 2019, 16:00 hours, in Molymet Nos Administration Building Auditorium, located in Camino Peñuelas N°0258, Nos, San Bernardo, to treat the following
subjects:

Before being defined as available for sale, this investment was valued under the Equity Value (EV) method, recognizing
between 2010 and 2018 the following effects to the initial investment value:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

A total proportional (EV) loss of US$ 16.09 million,
exchange effect for a total of US$ 1.35 million,
an impairment loss of US$ 1.62 million,
an investment decrease for sale of 0.25% participation at a US$ 0.07 million cost, and
an equity decrease of US$ 14.85 million, mentioned before.

		
		
		

Regarding the financial effects of this operation, for 2019 closure there was a profit of US$ 11.64 million, including the
exchange adjustment reverse registered in other reserves.
In terms of cash disbursement, this investment meant a contribution of US$ 38.35 million and returns through equity
decrease and sale for US$ 32.29 million, which implied a greater cash disbursement for US$ 6.06 million.

V. CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOWS

USD Million

December
2019

Dec. 2018 / Dec. 2019
Variation

Dated March 20th 2019, it was informed as material event, according to article 9 and the second paragraph of
article 10 of law 18,045 regarding Stock Market, and Standard N°30 of General Character and Notice N° 660 both
of the Commission, dully authorized for this, the following:

US$ Millions

%

Shareholder inscribed to April 26th 2019 will have the right to receive this dividend.

9.62

113.88

104.26

↑

Cash flow from investing activities

125.41

-15.88

-141.29

↓

Cash flow from financial activities

-188.25

-91.87

96.38

-51.20%

2.94

1.11

-1.83

-62.24%

-50.27

7.24

57.51

↑

Cash flow Net final Variation

a) Submit to approval the Annual Report, Balance, Financial Statements and the External Auditors Report
corresponding to the exercise completed on December 31st 2018.
b) Submit to approval payment of Definitive Dividend N° 87 of US$0.29109 per share, to be paid on May 3rd
2019.
c) Set the Board of Director’s remuneration.
d) Set the Director’s Committee remuneration and determine its budget.
e) Designate the External Auditors for 2019 period.
f) Designate Risk Classifiers for 2019 period.
g) Determine the newspaper in which the publications will be issued.
h) Information on intercompany operations as set forth in law 18,046 regarding Public Limited Companies.
i) Discuss other subjects applicable to the Ordinary Meeting, according the law and Social statutes.

That Company’s Board of Directors, in Ordinary Session N° 957, celebrated on March 19th 2019, agreed to propose
in the next Shareholders Ordinary Meeting to be celebrated on April 23rd 2019, to pay the definitive dividend N°
87, ascending to US $0.29109 per share, with charges to the profits of 2018 period, to be paid on May 3rd 2019.

Cash flow from operating activities

Effects of foreign exchanges rate on cash and cash
equivalents

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
2.

December
2018

Dated March 20th 2019, it was informed as material event, according to article 9 and the second paragraph of
article 10 of law 18,045, and the Standard N°30 of General Character of the Commission, dully authorized for this,
the following:

3.

Dated April 23rd 2019, the 43rd Shareholders Ordinary Meeting was held, in which:

		
		
		

a) It was approved the Annual Report, Balance, Financial Statements and the External Auditors 			
Report corresponding to the exercise completed on December 31st 2018.
b) It was approved the definitive dividend payment N° 87 of US$ 0.29109 per share proposed by the 		
Board of Directors, to be paid on May 3rd 2019, taking into consideration the net profit of US$ 96.8 		
million to 2018 exercise closure.
c) The Board of Directors and Directors Committee remunerations for 2019 were approved.
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d) PricewaterhouseCoopers was designated as External Auditors for the 2019 period.
e) It was agreed to empower the Board of Directors and the Administration to negotiate with 			
the current risk classifiers, Feller Rate, Standard & Poor’s y Fitch Ratings, the best conditions 			
to be maintained as private risk classifiers for the 2019 period.
		
f) It was agreed to maintain La Segunda newspaper to publish Shareholders Meeting calls and 			
the Board of Directors was empowered to define the newspaper in which the rest of the Com			
pany’s communications to its shareholders will be pushed.
		
g) Intercompany transactions were approved with no comments.
		
4.
Dated May 14th 2019, it was informed as material event, according to article 9 and the second paragraph of a r t i cle 10 of law 18,045 and Standard N°30 of General Character of the Financial Market Commission, the following:
Dated December 27th 2018, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. (Molymet) informed as essential fact, the subscription of a
sales contract between Eastern Specials Metals Hong Kong Limited (“ESM”), indirectly controlled by Molymet, and
the corporation China Molybdenum Co. Ltd., to transfer 100% of its shares interest in Luoyang Hi-Tech Metals Co.,
Ltd. (LYHT).

Background regarding the project are the following:
a) The Project is part of Molymet’s proactive actions for environmental care, given that it will produce a substantial improvement in the roasting cleaning gases facilities performance.
b) Project will mainly consist in (i) improve infrastructure, efficiency and reliability of the existing roasting
gases cleaning facilities and (ii) incorporating a facility to minimize environmental impacts in contingency
events.
c) Project execution will be developed in stages, which will be materialized as soon as environmental and applicable sectorial permits are obtained.
d) Total estimated period of execution for the project is 3 years, starting from the obtention of the aforementioned authorizations.
e) Investment approximated amount for the Project’s execution is US$ 50,600,000.
f) The Project will be fully financed with own resources.
7.

At that opportunity, background regarding such operation were informed, indicating that materialization of the
sale was subject to the usual suspensive conditions for this kind of contracts, informing also the financial effects
for 2019 exercise.

At 00:01 hours of today June 10th 2019, Syndicate N° 1 affiliated workers of MolymetNos Plant, located in Nos, San
Bernardo, paralyzed their activities and started a legal strike, after rejecting the Company proposal regarding the
current collective negotiation process.

On May 14th 2019, the sale process was completed, when the stipulated price was transferred to ESM, which in turn
ceased to be LYHT shareholder.

We make clear that the productive units are in maintaining operations, and that the Company has adopted measures to minimize impacts with suppliers and clients, for which no adverse effects regarding this matter are foreseen.

Having concluded the operation, in addition the following was informed:
a) Accounting value of LYHT investment to March 31st 2019 totals US$ 7,069 thousand. Which represented the
lower value between its book value and the fair value minus cost of sales, and it was included in current assets
in Molibdenos y Metales S.A. Consolidated Financial Statements as “Assets classified as held for sale”.

8.

b) Before being defined as available for sale, this investment was valued under the Equity Value (EV) method,
recognizing between 2010 and 2018 the following effects to the initial investment value:
		
		
		
		
		

i) A total proportional (EV) loss of US$ (16,094 thousand),
ii) exchange effect for a total of US$ 1,350 thousand.
iii) an impairment loss of US$ (1,622 thousand),
iv) an investment decrease for sale of 0.25% participation at a US$ (66 thousand) cost, and
v) an equity decrease of US$ (14,853 thousand).

Regarding the financial effects of this operation, for 2019 closure there will be a profit of US$11,637 thousand, including the exchange adjustment reverse registered in other reserves.
In terms of cash disbursement, LYHT investment meant a contribution of US$ (38,354 thousand) and returns
(through equity decrease and sale) for US$ 32,291 thousand, which implied a greater cash disbursement for US$
(6,063 thousand).
5.

Dated May 28th 2019, the board took notice of Director Mr. Jorge Gabriel Larraín Bunster resignation.
According to the stablished in article 32 of law 18,046 regarding Public Limited Companies, the Board of Directors
agreed to designate to appoint Mr. Juan Manuel Gutiérrez Philippi as replacement, until the next ordinary shareholders meeting, in which occasion the complete Board renewal shall proceed.

6.

Dated May 29th 2019, it was informed as material event, according to article 9 and the second paragraph of article
10 of law 18,045 and Standard N°30 of General Character of the Financial Market Commission, dully authorized for
this, the following:
Company Board, in session held on May 28th 2019, approved the necessary investment for modernization of certain Molymet plant facilities located in Nos, San Bernardo, named “Roasting Gas Cleaning System Modernization”,
“The Project” here forth.

Dated June 10th 2019, it was informed as material event, according to article 9 and the second paragraph of article
10 of law 18,045 regarding Stock Market and Standard N°30 of General Character of the Financial Market Commission, the following:

Dated July 12th 2019, it was informed as material event, according to article 9 and the second paragraph of article
10 of law 18,045 and Standard N°30 of General Character of the Financial Market Commission, the following:
Being public knowledge, during March 2018, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. (Molymet) was selected by the Fomet
Corporation (Corfo, from Spanish) as specialized producer for fabrication of lithium added value products, to be
supplied by Rockwood Litio Limitada (Albemarle).
Regarding this, it is informed as instructed by the Board of Directors, that all participation and involvement in this
process has been completely terminated. It is also informed that there are no financial effects regarding the latter
for the Company.

9.

Dated July 18th 2019, it was informed as material event, according to article 9 and the second paragraph of article
10 of law 18,045 and Standard N°30 of General Character of the Financial Market Commission, the following:
- On July 17th 2019, Molibdenos y Metales S.A. and MolymetNos Plant workers Syndicate N°1, located in Nos, San
Bernardo, subscribed a new Collective Work Contract, which regulates working condition to the worker inscribed
to this syndicate, for a 36 months period. For which, on the 18th the company has re-started its activities in MolymetNos Plant, in the shift that started at 08:00 hours.
Having the adopted measures, the activities standstill did not produced relevant financial, nor contractual effects
for the company.
Events after December 31st 2019:
1. The Board of Directors, on January 28th, 2020, has approved these financial statements and has authorized its
disclosure.
There are no subsequent events to be informed by the Corporation’s administration that may affect in a significant
manner the presented information.
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VII. RISK MANAGEMENT
The administration uses the term “risk” to refer to a situation in which is subject to propositions that evidence
uncertainty components, classifying them according to the uncertainty sources, and the transmission associated
mechanisms.
Specifically, Molymet and its subsidiaries are exposed to a group of markets, financial and operational risks inherent to its businesses, where the main risks are related to the exposure level in relation to the commodities prices,
exchange rate, solvency and liquidity, interest rates, supply and environmental factors.
•

Market risks:
Exposure level in relation to commodities prices.

Given the intrinsic exposure that present Molymet business lines to the products prices’ volatility, Molymet keeps
a limited percentage of its sales and supplies in short or spot terms, keeping most of its contracts covered though
medium and long term.
Molymet keeps a strict control on this issue and for this it evaluates in a permanent basis the position of Molybdenum, rhenium and copper, in order to minimize possible effects in international prices abrupt variations of the
aforementioned.
Competition in markets that Molymet participates in.
Molymet faces high levels of competition in the markets it participates and in the business lines it develops, given
the other molybdenum processors throughout the world: Freeport McMoran and Thompson Creek in Unites States,
Freeport McMoran in Europe, Codelco in Chile, besides other processors in Asia (mainly China).

Credit risk originated by Company trading activities has direct relation with the clients’ capability to fulfill contractual commitments. The Group has a “Client Assessment General Policy”, where period extensions and monetary
maximum limits are determined to perform trading activities. In addition, Molymet has in place insurances to decrease the risk of credit sales.
Liquidity Risk.
The “liquidity risk” concept is used by the Administration to refer such financial uncertainty, at different time
frames, related to the capability of answering to those net cash requirements that support its operations under
normal, as well as exceptional operational conditions.
Due to the business nature, Molymet require liquid founds to face the working capital needs coming from operations, project investments and debt and financing interests’ maturity.
In order to confront financing requirements, the company keep committed and not-committed credit lines at several banking institutions.
It is worth mentioning that the good practices implemented by the corporation in its internal financial policies, at
present Molymet has BBB (Fitch Ratings) and BBB- (S&P) ratings in the international market, AA+ (Fitch Ratings)
and AA (S&P) ratings in the Mexican market, AAA (Fitch Ratings) internal rating in the Colombian market and an
AA- rating (Fitch Ratings and Feller Rate) in the national market, which fulfills the objectives in Molymet credit
rating terms, which aims to is to maintain its condition of Investment Grade in the International market, meaning,
equal or higher than BBB-; and a rating equal or higher than A in the national market.
98.78% of the company debt is expressed in the functional currency, meaning, United States dollar.
Interest rate and financing exchange rate Risk.

Given this, the Corporation has taken measures as the development for the clients of higher added value products,
incorporation of technologic advances and development of own technologies that give more operational efficiency, tailor made services for their tolling costumers, as well as for their own sales costumers, medium and long
term supply contracts that ensure Molymet supply, and medium term contract with its final costumers.

As part of the liquidity mitigation risk policy, the company takes debt by issuing bonds and subscribing bank credits. These liabilities can be contracted at fixed or variable rates and/or currencies different to functional currency.
As part of the “Financing Risk Management Risk”, hedging operations are made, through cross-currency swaps,
for all long-term liabilities in currencies different to functional currency. The objective is that the liabilities do not
generate currency or rate risk that are not directly related to the functional currency.

Financial Risk.

The debt interest rate structure of the Group is administrated to decrease the financing cost, being assessed permanently to probable rate scenarios. Currently 70.78% of the debt is nominated at fixed rate.

Molymet Group, through its Parent Company and subsidiaries, is exposed to the following financing risks: credit
risk, liquidity risk, risk for interest rate and exchange rate risk. These risks refer to situations in which there are proposals that evidence uncertainty components at different time frames.
The Company has a corporate “Financing Risk Management” policy, which defines as purpose to safeguard at all
times Molymet and subsidiaries stability and sustainability, under normal as well as extraordinary conditions. This
policy has been defined by the Board and has a simple, transparent and flexible management structure. In general
terms, the aforementioned policy specifies the management guidelines defined relating to all those components
of financial uncertainty that had been proved relevant to Molymet and its’ subsidiaries operations, as well as also
to determine how the Group is organized for such purposes. In addition, the administration permanently monitors
and assesses market variables to define the hedge strategy.
Credit Risk.
“Credit Risk” concept in employed by the administration to refer to such financial uncertainty, at different time
frames, related to the fulfillment of the obligations subscribed by counterparts at the moment of exercising their
contractual rights to receive cash or other financial assets.
Related to the credit risk originated by financing activities, which include bank and financial institutions deposits,
derivatives and other instruments, the Company has a “Counterpart Risk Policy”, with the purpose to mitigate this
risk. This policy considers: 1) counterparts with investment grade classification, awarded by Risk Classifying Agencies, 2) minimum ratios for liquidity and solvency, and 3) maximum limits per institution.

Exchange rate Risk.
The American dollar is the functional and presentation currency of the Parent Company Financial Statements,
given that is the most relevant currency for most of the Group’s operations. Risk arises due to the probability of
fluctuations in the exchange rate of currencies different to the functional, over which the Group performs transactions and/or keep balances. Potential exposure to exchange rate varies, including,
a.

Exposure for conversion at the closure exchange rate of financing assets and liabilities in currencies different to the functional.

b.

Exposure for transactions of incomes and expenditures in currencies different to the functional,
in the operations of each subsidiary.

Main currencies over which exchange rate risk is managed are Chilean peso (CLP), indexed currency unit (UF), Euro
(EUR), Mexican peso (MXN) and Yuan (RMB).
Molymet and its subsidiaries mitigate the risk based in the “Financing Risk Management Risk” and they put in practice through natural hedges or contracting derivative instruments.
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Operational Risk.
Molymet, for its molybdenum and rhenium businesses, has no mines and it supply depends on contracts with different suppliers.
Molymet has no mining deposits with which it could supply its needs of molybdenite, which represents a risk in
case that a supply contract is renewed, or the supplier decreases the supplied amounts.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

For this, Molymet has accomplished to develop strong relationships with its suppliers and contracts that allow it to
maintain supply secured for long periods. These contracts are mainly long-term.

ASSETS

Risks related to environmental and community relationship factors.
Molymet operations are regulated by environmental norms in Chile and the other countries where it operates, for
which the Corporation has developed control policies that prevent the infliction of such norms, given that it could
affect the Corporation’s operation. This strict environmental policy applied by Molymet in all its subsidiaries has
been kept to date and adjusted to the needs of the different production and environmental requirement scenarios
to which the Corporation’s environmental management and performance are subject.
It is worth highlighting that Molymet keeps actively participating in the environmental surveillance plans required
by the authorities.
At the same time, Molymet keeps investing in emissions control equipment renewal and update.
Molymet maintain proactive relationships with the neighboring communities and representing institutions, permanently making CSR projects that go in direct benefit of the organized neighboring community.

2019

2018

ThUS$

ThUS$

Cash and marketable securities

199.969

214.852

Accounts receivable

139.757

143.652

389.579

448.787

26.332

15.231

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

755.637

822.522

Net property plant & equipment

459.764

430.915

103.782

107.668

1.319.183

1.361.105

41.653

79.427

Inventories
Others

Other assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Borrowed from banks
Short-term public bonds
Accounts payable & accrued liabilities
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
Borrowed from banks
Long-term public bonds
Long term debt
TOTAL LONG TERM LIABILITIES

2.180

2.365

192.067

227.238

235.900

309.030

48.325

49.822

186.853

188.324

113.667

112.917

348.845

351.063

483.683

485.153

211.819

153.749

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capital stock & reserves
Retained earnings
Year end net income
Provisional dividends
Minority Interest

62.573

96.785

(25.029)

(38.714)

1.392

4.039

TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

734.438

701.012

TOTAL LIABILITES & CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

1.319.183

1.361.105

1.170.148

1.192.261

1.170.148

1.192.261

(1.012.274)

(966.979)

Selling, general expenses & other deductions

(74.220)

(92.542)

Net income taxes

(20.445)

(34.792)

(1.106.939)

(1.094.313)

63.209

97.948

STATEMENT OF EARNINGS
REVENUES
Net sales and operating revenues
GROSS EARNINGS
COST & EXPENSES
Cost of sales

TOTAL COSTS & EXPENSES
NET EARNINGS
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